
this world, much more than ownership of the means of produc-
tion or any totalitarian doctrine.4 And these elements are static
to the very extent to which they are not called into question.
All development today consists in advancing the structures of
our civilization. All parties, whether revolutionary or conser-
vative, liberal or socialist, on the right or the left, are in accord
about preserving these fundamental phenomena.

Besides, how could it be otherwise, seeing the agreement
that exists between facts and sentiments—when, for example,
technique increases in all areas, and we expect it to provide the
greatest benefit. Yet all of the catastrophes that afflict our era
are very closely linked to these structures. Long and detailed
studies would be necessary to demonstrate this, and that is not
our purpose here. While we await such studies, we will limit
ourselves to this assertion: the worldwide catastrophes of the
present time are not the result of chance ormisfortune, they are
not setbacks in the happy outworking of progress.They are the
inevitable result of the very structure of our civilization.

It is absolutely useless then to try to find solutions while
these structures are left intact. Yet everyone complies with
them, as we have said, and in addition they have not yet been
understood and revealed in their reality. So it is futile to speak
of revolution—or, to be precise, if we do speak of it we should
do so according to the new conception that Marxism offers:
revolution is not a subversion of the natural course of history;
revolution is the acceleration of this natural course.

4 Ellul believes that the analysis of Karl Marx was correct for the nine-
teenth century, but that by the twentieth century, technique had become
the primary driver of history and society. For Marx, private ownership of
the means of production must be abolished and replaced by collective own-
ership, in order to establish justice and abundance. For liberal economists,
private ownership competing in a free market is the key to economic and
social progress. For Ellul, technique in all areas of life (not just as means of
production) was driving change equally, East or West, liberal or collectivist.
(DG)
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as Christians, it is essential to understand that each moment
we live through is actually not historical but apocalyptic. If we
take the fall seriously, the expulsion from Eden, which entails
the constant presence of death—and if we take seriously the
promise of Christ’s return, of which we know neither the day
nor the hour2—we must indeed consider the present moment
as apocalyptic, which is to say, as the final moment before judg-
ment and pardon. The only vision that Christians can have of
the world they live in is an apocalyptic one.Well aware that the
present moment may not be the end of the world in the histori-
cal sense, theymust act as if it were the last.This is themeaning
of the counsel often given, “Keep watch!”3 What counts is not
the world’s actual end but that life is truly apocalyptic at this
very moment. This is the sense in which our world is apoca-
lyptic, but we must not separate it from the demand of all our
contemporaries for a revolution [of the kind] that they sense
is needed.

* * *

Despite the conviction that our era is revolutionary, we
must also recognize that under the appearance of movement
and development we are in fact living in complete stasis. There
is undoubtedly much chaos and violence, there is technical
progress, there are social and political experiments. But in real-
ity our world is static, because its structures remain absolutely
fixed and its development unfolds along a completely expected
rather than revolutionary path.

There are in fact a certain number of values and forces that
are decisive in our world civilization: the primacy of produc-
tion, the constant increase in the powers of the state and the
formation of the nation state, the autonomous rise of technique,
and so on. These among others are the elements that make up

2 Matt 24:36; 25:13; Mark 13:32.
3 Matt 24:42; Mark 13:33–37.
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under the domination of states or individuals (capitalism), the
depersonalization of humanity as a whole and individually—all
this is well known.

Human beings do not really feel at ease in this adventure.
They have hardly any security or hope. They demand change,
and indeed things must change. But the more they move for-
ward, the more they realize how ineffective human solutions
are.These all fail in turn andmake our predicament evenworse.
The more progress we make, the more we prove ourselves in-
capable of ruling and directing the world that has issued from
our hands. Each of us, despite our desire to remain hopeful, is
well aware of this. So our thirst grows all the more to see real
change occur at last, change that would put everything in its
place.

Thus, when we consider that the world is in trouble, cure
is impossible, and revolution is needed, we are inclined to say
that this world is apocalyptic, that it is the world of the last
days. It is easy to respond to this idea ironically and remark
that people have always believed their own era to be unique,
tragic, and final. There have always been voices to this effect,
in the second century, around the year 1000, or in the sixteenth
century. Why should our era be more troubled or apocalyptic
than any other? It only appears that way. Two hundred years
from now, when the details that preoccupy us today have been
forgotten, our times will seem just like others, historical rather
than apocalyptic. So let us not be led astray by our emotions
and illusions.

We must respond to this argument by saying that it is not
a question of evaluating objectively whether these times are
more or less miserable than those of the past. What matters
in our eyes—not the eyes of the historian, but of humankind—
is not objective, material “reality” but the idea that we form
of it and the suffering and hope and worry of those who live
within it. It is not unreasonable for the average person today to
feel completely distraught. This is what matters. And besides,
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Chapter Two: Revolutionary
Christianity

Given our world’s situation, everyone feels more or less
strongly the need for this civilization to undergo a profound
change, a radical transformation. They call this “revolution.”1
On the other hand, people’s lives are filled with such motion
and uncertainty, such a ferment of ideas, social configurations,
and events, that they are quite apt to say that the world is rev-
olutionary already. In fact, they see so many novel solutions
being proposed and so many parties calling themselves rev-
olutionary that they have no doubt about this fact: there are
more revolutionaries today than ever before in history. The re-
sult is that the people of our day are content to remain at this
point: they sense that a revolution must occur, and they are
convinced that it is occurring already. For this reason, we need
to scrutinize more deeply this situation that we are living in.

There is hardly any need to insist that revolution is needed.
Our Western civilization has imposed its mechanical and ra-
tional mold on the whole world, but it leads to a fatal dead-
lock. Disaster in all its forms has fallen upon the entire earth
as never before. Totalitarian wars, dictatorial empires, admin-
istratively organized famines, complete moral breakdown in
contexts both social (nation, family) and internal (individual
amorality), the fabulous increase in wealth that does not bene-
fit the most destitute, the enslavement of almost all humanity

1 Revolution and revolt receive a great deal of Ellul’s attention. See
Autopsy of Revolution, De la révolution aux révoltes, and Changer de révo-
lution. (DG)
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that it can do. It is not our job then to build the city of God,
to raise up an order of God within this world while remaining
unconcernedwith its tendencies and suicide. Our job is to place
ourselves at the very point where this will to suicide is active,
in its present form, and see how God’s will to preservation can
operate there in the given situation. If we do not wish to be
completely theoretical, we are thus obliged to understand what
our world’s mortal tendency is, in depth and in its spiritual
reality.This is wherewe need to apply our effort (and not on the
false problems that the world presents, or on an ill-considered
application of an order of God that has become abstract). And
if we act in this way, we understand that the work of preaching
necessarily goes alongwith the work of material redemption.19

And so, it is by placing ourselves always at this point of
encounter that we Christians can be truly present in the world
and perform effective social or political work, by God’s grace.

In the chapters that follow, we will attempt to inquire into
some of the contemporary manifestations of this will to death,
and the Christian’s attitude in the face of these realities.

19 Sauvetage, salvage or rescue.
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Epigraph

In a real sense, [this] is Jacques Ellul’s most astonishing
book… The book evidences an uncanny and virtually unerring
perception of the forces and issues of contemporary social
change which plague men and nations—and which, therefore,
beset Christians in the world. Ellul not only anticipates
the imminence of sophisticated technics, the dehumanizing
tyrannies of mass media, and the perils of thermonuclear
diplomacy, but also apprehends the relentless conflicts of
ideologies among themselves and men, and then foresees a
triumph of the totalitarian spirit, which has by now been
substantially institutionalized in the United States and in
Ellul’s own country.”

* * *

“In the theology of Ellul the recurrent and cosmic drama
of the will to death is transcended, through the work of the
Holy Spirit, by the will to life, bringing freedom from idolatry
of death—in the form of nationalism, racism, ideology, personal
lusts, class distinction, professionalism, or human philosophy.
For Ellul, since death is real and the power of death is thus
proved great, if not almighty, so is the Holy Spirit actualized in
the everyday and immediate issues of existence by the emanci-
pation from the power of death signaled in the resurrection—
and dispensed so extravagantly thereby.”

William Stringfellow
(from his Foreword to The Presence of the Kingdom, 1967).
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Foreword

Readers of Jacques Ellul’s magnum opus,The Technological
Society, can hardly be faulted for concluding that his analysis
of modern society is pessimistic and fatalistic. Nothing in so-
ciety, so it seems, remains unsullied by the totalistic force of
technique. But Ellul never intended this book to be understood
in isolation from his other writings. In his 1981 essay “On Di-
alectic,” he bemoaned the fact that, “No one is using my studies
in correlation with one another.” Perhaps it was a tall order for
all of his readers, Christian and non-Christian alike, to appre-
ciate the dialectical tension he established between his socio-
logical works and his biblical or theological works. On the one
hand, he was unveiling a dark vision of technological totali-
tarianism that pulls every facet of Western culture (and every
person) into its vortex; on the other hand, he was presenting
a theological vision where human freedom and responsibility
could lead to a hopeful future. What all readers need to see,
however, is how Ellul’s social analysis was always answered
by his biblical commentary, not in the sense that there are dog-
matic religious answers, but rather in the sense of how divine
revelation presents the opposite dialectical pole to technocracy.
Indebted to Marx, Kierkegaard, and Barth for their respective
dialectical methods, Ellul consistently worked within a frame-
work where opposites do not synthesize but remain in a mid-
zone of creative tension where awareness and social change
can be stimulated.

It is in this dialectical framework that we can best ap-
preciate the significance of Ellul’s Presence in the Modern
World. With the French edition coming out in 1948, this work
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meeting point between two currents: the Lord’s will, and that
of the world.

The will of the Lord, appearing as both judgment and
forgiveness, law and grace, commandment and promise, is
revealed to us in Scripture, illuminated by the Spirit of God.
It has to be explicated in the present time, but it does not
vary. This revelation gives us the conditions in which the
world can exist, that is, in which its preservation is in fact
possible. But this preservation is absolutely unrealizable in
itself. Even if we bring together all of the logical, physical,
political, and economic conditions, even if we bring into being
these conditions that God lays out, it counts for nothing if we
do not work for this preservation with salvation in mind. For
God is not preserving the world on the one hand and saving it
on the other. He is preserving it by saving it, and he is saving
it by using this preservation.18 The will to preservation and
the order of preservation are the same as the will to salvation
and the proclamation of the gospel. But this must become
incarnate in a real world, and our actions as well as our words
must be oriented to the world’s present situation, without
allowing this situation to change either the content or the
unity of this will of God.

The world’s will is always a will to death, a will to suicide.
This suicide cannot be accepted, and we must act precisely so
that it does not occur. We need to know therefore what the
present form of the world’s will to suicide is, in order to oppose
it, to know how and where to direct our efforts. The world is
not capable of preserving itself or of finding solutions to its
spiritual situation (which governs everything else). The world
carries the weight of sin and is the domain of Satan, who is
leading it away from God and thus toward death. This is all

18 Il le conserve en le sauvant. Et il le sauve en utilisant cette conserva-
tion. In sentence constructions such as these, the French preposition en may
be translated into English as by, in, on, or while. The meaning of by seems
the most likely here.
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Redeem the time. Redeem the time.

Let your speech always be
accompanied by grace, sea-
soned with salt.

Understand what the will of
the Lord is.

Even without trying to enter further into the problem of
redeeming the time, the idea of time as enslaved and need-
ing redemption to be set free, we need only observe that what
we have here is a remarkably vital indication for studying the
Christian’s situation in the world. This indication seems to lie
at the very center of this problem, because it is placed, one
could say, at the pivot point between conduct (thus the ques-
tion of ethics) and preaching—between good works, which are
the fruit of wisdom, and the knowledge of God’s will. So we
cannot avoid considering this idea of redeeming the time, for
the very reason that it is presented on the level of the Chris-
tian’s situation (and not in its theological aspect), at the center
of the Christian life, as being the particular and decisive Chris-
tian function that encompasses all that we have said to this
point. In any case, these texts show us that there can be no sep-
aration between preaching and behavior. To redeem the time
is both a work of preservation (and this is indeed the work of
authentic preservation) and a work of salvation, because no
more separation exists here. This situation of Christians in the
world appears then as singularly charged with meaning, if we
consider that it is on their behavior and preaching (or simply
on their witness) that the redemption of time depends.

* * *

One aspect remains to be considered as we broach the con-
crete nature of this situation. To participate truly in this preser-
vation of the world, Christians must place themselves at the
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can be seen as a blueprint for all of his later books. As Ellul
later explained, the chapters grew out of four presentations
he gave to a Christian audience in 1946. “I established the
very broad plan for a work that would consist in studying
the modern world and the Christian requirement in parallel,”
he said in 1989. “When I was writing this book, I had the
impression that this was the direction that I needed to work
in, and that this book could be the introduction to the whole.”
Likewise, Bernard Rordorf noted in his introduction to the
second French edition that “this book announces Ellul’s whole
future body of work, bearing within itself the seed of that
work’s choices and developments.” That seed, according to
Rordorf, is Ellul’s intentional duality, which “is the key for
understanding Ellul’s entire body of work.” Even the original
title (Presence in the Modern World) evokes the tension of this
dialectic between spiritual and material realms.

Rejecting both Christian escapism from society and Chris-
tian collusion with society, Ellul set out to develop how Chris-
tians are to be present in a world with a style that is truly rev-
olutionary. He repeatedly pointed out that Christian mission
can be truly understood only in its confrontation with society.
To do this, though, Ellul soon realized that he had to plumb
the depths of modern society. “I needed to devote myself to
discerning the foundations, structures, and components of the
present ‘age,’ that is, the twentieth century” (Preface). And thus
began the book that you now hold in your hands: Ellul’s early
sketchbook of social analysis, in conjunction with biblical re-
flection, which all together would find greater development
in his subsequent writings. (Unless otherwise noted, all forth-
coming quotes are by Ellul as translated in the chapters of this
book.)

How might one who is not a Christian read a book that
is wholly structured around the topic of Christian presence in
the world? To begin with, Ellul’s ideas largely grew out of his
conversation with non-Christian sources. Without Marx, his
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extensive reconfiguration of the “End and Means” topic might
not have unfolded. Without grappling with fascist or commu-
nist methods formanipulating facts, Ellul might not have devel-
oped his theories of propaganda that are foreshadowed in the
chapter on “Communication.” These two chapters, in fact, may
serve as better starting points for readers who want to iden-
tify Ellul’s early articulations of his social critique. While Ellul
wrote specifically for the “Christian intellectual,” he also wrote
indirectly for all intellectuals who view themselves in “the time
for awareness.” Just as Christiansmust honestly see themselves
“on the level of other human beings, along with them, subject
to the same laws, influences, and despair,” so those who are not
Christians can also “wake up from this hideous nightmare in
which techniques induce the world to slumber” and, according
to Ellul, perhaps alter the course of social trends.

But is there anything, for Ellul, in this world that can help us
to become aware and to become agents of real change? We are
back to Ellul’s pessimism. Humanity cannot generate its own il-
lumination and remedy, especially in an age where novels such
as Brave New World are written as prophetic literature about
contemporary issues. Since the root problem of our mechanis-
tic world is basically a spiritual one, the answer can only come
in the “boundary between the profane and the sacred.” Again,
the Christian, as prophetic seer, is uniquely called to enter this
border land between the dialectical poles of Babel and Christ,
to “understand the decisive nature of our era.” Awareness has to
translate into action, of course, but never action that becomes
the master. It is essentially “a matter of ‘being’ and not ‘doing.’”
For Ellul, this subversion of all other social agendas (which
even Christians are prone to follow) is itself a revolutionary
presence that strikes more to the core of technological totali-
tarianism than any other form of action.

Much of this boils down to the way ethics, for Ellul, is to
be guided by a vision of God’s future. The Christian mandate
is not to save or change the world; it is to be, as Rordorf sum-
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Spirit, the armor of faith. It is quite possible that if Christians
had truly acted according to these means, while everyone else
was thinking of material warfare (which was also necessary)
or simply of blessing the guns, the result would not have been
this horrifying triumph of the Hitlerian spirit that we see now
throughout the world.

The world today is reaping what Christians have sown.
In the face of spiritual peril, Christians called “to arms!” and
fought materially. Materially triumphant, we are spiritually
vanquished. Only Christians could have waged spiritual battle,
but they did not do so. They did not fulfill their role in the
preservation of the world.

And today we are witnessing the same error with recon-
struction. Christians and churches have first to do a spiritual
kind of work, a work of realizing the world’s true situation,
seeking after and preaching the order of God, Christian recon-
struction, and the formation of a civilization that is on the right
level for human beings. This is a work precisely within the real
possibility of the church. Everything else is futile if that is not
accomplished. Everything else can lead only to more disorder.

It seems to me that this participation, which is both real and
specific for the world’s preservation, can lead to the idea of re-
deeming the time. If we put the two texts of Colossians 4:5 and
Ephesians 5:15 side by side, we see that they are constructed in
the very same fashion and the progression of Paul’s thought is
clear:

Colossians 4:5–6 Ephesians 5:15–17

Walk in wisdom toward
those who are outside.

See that you walk circum-
spectly, as the wise.
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power just as others did. In the sameway today, when the prob-
lem of reconstruction16 has arisen, many Christians, even the
best ones, advocate this same reconstruction and urge people
along the path that the world has chosen. They say that the
United Nations is an admirable institution and the way of the
future, that what matters most is producing material goods,
and that prefabricated housing is the solution for everything.
I have even seen in a very Christian (Catholic) magazine that
“the washing machine could be a means of France’s salvation!”

The confusion here seems to me serious and weighty. Chris-
tians participate truly in the world’s preservation not by acting
like others and laboring at the world’s technical tasks but by
fulfilling their specific role as described above. This does not
mean that technical work should not be done, or that it is use-
less. No, the point is that everyone does this kind of work, and
it has no meaning if it is not guided, accompanied, and sus-
tained by another work, one that Christians alone can do and
yet often do not. For the world must be preserved by the ways
of God and not by the technique of human beings (although
technique can enter into theways of God if we take care to hold
it under judgment and submission).17 And the world must be
preserved according to a certain order willed by God and not
by the plan that human beings create from this order (although
such a plan can be acceptable to God if we concern ourselves
with a certain truth, an authentic justice).

This is why, in facing up to Hitler, if it is true that he rep-
resented a satanic power, there was first a spiritual battle to
wage. Prayer is what should have been decisive, but we no
longer have confidence in the extraordinary power of prayer!
Prayer was the exorcism that drives out demons by the Holy

16 The effort of recovery and rebuilding after World War II.
17 Ellul’s most famous book is The Technological Society. Technique,

the root of technology, refers to rational, scientific, measurable methods of
doing something in the most efficient way possible. See chapter three, below,
on ends and means. (DG)
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marized it, “bearers of the eschaton, … bearers of the end that
God desires.” Being salt, light, and sheep in modern society is
perhaps more revolutionary than anyone would suspect. Ellul
drove home the point that authentic Christians live “on the
margin of this totalitarian society, not by rejecting it outright
but by sifting it thoroughly.” It is very much in this context that
we can see why such a prophet as William Stringfellow was
invited to write the foreword for this book in 1967. Fittingly,
he wrote that “The Presence of the Kingdom is Jacques Ellul’s
most astonishing book.”

Given the exponential growth of technological trends, it
may turn out that Christians will reach a place of radical wit-
ness only when they collaborate better with those who may
not share a Christian faith but do share a commitment to re-
verse the slow drift of technological oppression. Such partners
often have greater insights that can strengthen communities
of Christian faith, and a book like this may lead to fruitful
conversations for those who jointly want to move from en-
lightened comprehension to ethical response. Certainly Ellul’s
lifelong friendship with Bernard Charbonneau, who was not
a Christian believer, represents this kind of dialectic partner-
ship that stimulates new thought and subversive action. And
if the subtitle of the original French edition is to be considered
(Présence aumondemoderne: Problèmes de la civilisation post-
chrétienne), Christians and non-Christians alike face a crisis
that requires all hands on deck. To be sure, this book shines the
spotlight on the specific role that prophetic Christians have in
this day and age. At the same time, Christians will likely falter
in this role if they do not partner well with other co-prophets
who equally wish to “give the slip” to modern civilization for
the sake of true human freedom.

Ted Lewis
April 2016
Duluth, Minnesota
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Translator’s Preface

This foundational book by Jacques Ellul first appeared in
French in 1948 under the title Présence au monde moderne:
Problèmes de la civilisation post-chrétienne (Presence in the
Modern World: Problems of Post-Christian Civilization). An
English translation prepared by Olive Wyon was published in
1951 as The Presence of the Kingdom and was republished in
1967 and 1989. The French work was also republished, with mi-
nor revisions, in 1988. I have used this revised French version
as the source for my translation.

Mymethod in preparing this translation has been to incline
toward the literal end of the translation spectrum while still
seeking to produce a text that flows well in English. My goal
has been to provide a clear expression of the original without
crossing over into the kind of interpretation that should belong
with the reader rather than the translator. At points where I
found it necessary to explain or to supply words, I enclosed
them in square brackets or provided a footnote.

An example of my method may be helpful. Here are two
sentences from Ellul’s original, accompanied by a very literal
translation. Following this, I provide my translation as it ap-
pears in this book, and, for comparison, Olive Wyon’s transla-
tion from 1951.

Mais en fonction de cette constatation, quel va être
le

But in function of this observation, what is going
to be the

rôle du chrétien? … l’Écriture même nous montre
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tension that is each Christian’s situation. It is the picture of
this combat, and the purpose of ethics is to direct this combat
toward God’s glorification. Thus we see that ethics is insepara-
ble from the preaching of the Word, because Christians’ actual
behavior truly destroys the work of Satan and contributes to
the edification of the body of Christ in the world.

But in closing, we must return to this idea that ethics is not
a means of resolving Christian tension. It is not a formula for
how to live uprightly. It is not a synthesis of Christian faith
and the world’s values. It is not an ability given to Christians
for living without the Holy Spirit. It is exactly the opposite of
all these.

This problem of ethics does not encompass Christians’ en-
tire situation in the world. In short, it is concerned only with
describing their action. This action is however only one fac-
tor that comes between the “situation”14 (the tension to be ac-
cepted, as we have seen above) and involvement in the world’s
preservation, which is a fruit of the application of ethics.

* * *

Christians must participate in the world’s preservation.
They really must work toward it. But again we must try to
dispel serious misunderstanding on this subject. When we
speak of the world’s preservation, we immediately envision
involvement in the activities that the world considers best
for itself. The world chooses its paths and determines its plan
of action for resolving its problems. It is often thought that
Christians, to help preserve the world, should make efforts
along these lines.

Thuswhenwewere appalled byHitler’s diabolical program,
the crusadewas preached.15 Theworld took up arms, andChris-
tians took up these same arms and fought against this demonic

14 La “mise en situation,” the state of being in a situation, setting, or
context.

15 That is, people spoke out forcefully about resisting Hitler.
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to the action of the Spirit. Instead, we are still in this “body of
death.”13

Constructing a Christian ethic is necessary, first, because it
is a guide, a pointer given to faith, a true help to brothers and
sisters. It also enables us to provide real, practical content to
the judgment that God passes on us. And finally, it is needed
for the edification of the church. But such elaboration must
not substitute for the combat of faith within each Christian.
This is why it is a guide and not a requirement. We should not
view this ethics as providing the permanent solution to all prob-
lems. It must be in essence temporary and continually subject
to question, review, and reformulation through the efforts of
the whole church community.

Ethics is, next, necessarily apologetic. But this should not
be understood in the usual sense of defending and explaining
Christian truth, that is, as an intellectual exercise. Apologetics,
which actually cannot be carried out by human beings, is de-
scribed in Matthew 5:16: “Let your light shine before men so
that they may see your good works and glorify your Father.”
In other words, works done by virtue of or as a result of ethics
should appear in the light of Jesus Christ as true good works.
The world is incapable of recognizing these good works on its
own; it can do so onlywhen enlightened in this way. Ourworks
should flow so directly from the action of Jesus Christ in us that
Christ’s action illuminates our works for the world.

This implies that we ought not to take the world’s judg-
ment as our reference point in determining what we should
do. Instead, our works are what should elicit such judgment.
And these works should lead people to give praise to God. In
this way they have an apologetic character. Our whole ethics
is meaningless if it is not oriented toward this combat with
the world that should result in the glory of God. Ethics as the
church constructs it should thus be a precise expression of the

13 Rom 7:24.
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role of the Christian? … the Scripture [it]self to us
shows

comment rendre cela plus réel, comment compren-
dre

how to render that more real, how to understand
de façon concrète cette situation et cette action.
in fashion concrete this situation and this action.

[Richmond:] If all this is the case, what then is the Christian’s
role? … Scripture itself shows us how to make the Chris-
tian’s role more real and how to understand in a concrete
way its situation and activity.

[Wyon:] If this, then, is the Christian’s situation, what part
should he play in the life of the world? … It is the Bible
which shows us what the Christian “calling” really is; it en-
ables us to understand this situation, and it shows us what
concrete action is required.
I frequently divided Ellul’s long, syntactically loose sen-

tences into more than one sentence. I changed paragraph
breaks where I judged that such a change would promote
greater understanding of the argument. I have chosen to leave
apparent as much as possible various French expressions
and ways of seeing the world. I think that English readers
may find it interesting to learn, for example, that Huxley’s
Brave New World is known in French as The Best of Worlds (a
reference to Voltaire’s Candide), or that French has a verb to
tricolor, which is roughly equivalent to to wave the flag (the
French flag has three colors). Two requests of the publisher
also governed my work: this translation uses gender-neutral
language for human beings, and the French noun technique is
rendered in English as technique rather than as technics.

Footnotes that comment on Ellul’s main themes were pro-
vided by David Gill and are marked with the notation (DG).
The remaining footnotes are my own. Ellul frequently referred
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to other writers or events. Most of the time, these references
are not important for understanding his argument and can be
disregarded.

I could not have prepared this translation without the help
of others. I am grateful to Anne-Marie Andreasson-Hogg and
to Eli Nupanga for reviewing portions of my text. To Don
Simpson of Helmers & Howard, for permission to translate
and print Ellul’s preface and afterword to the 1989 English
edition, and for copies of Ellul’s typescripts of these. To Ted
Lewis and David Gill, for their extensive collaboration and
encouragement. Above all, I am grateful to Daniel Cérézuelle,
whose knowledge and judgment are exceptional and who
devoted his time to helping me improve this work. Of course,
any errors that remain are my own.
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At the center, in fact, lies this idea that Christian ethics rests
on an agonistic structure of life, meaning that the Christian
life is a continual struggle, a decisive and ultimate fight. This
is nothing else than the constant and actual presence in our
hearts of both judgment and grace. Yet this fact is precisely
what assures our freedom. We are free because at each mo-
ment of our lives we are under both judgment and grace—and
thus we are placed in a new situation, one that has no predeter-
mined program or satanic fetters. To go further belongs to the
theologian, but this much is enough to show us that the whole
Christian attitude has a direct relation to God’s action in Jesus
Christ.

The two primary characteristics of this ethics, it seems to
me, are that it must be temporary, and that it is apologetic. Tem-
porary, because it concerns specific, variable situations. Ethics
is not a matter of formulating principles but of knowing how
to evaluate an action in particular circumstances. This means
that we do not have to confine ourselves to unvarying moral
concepts. Scripture teaches us that ethics does vary in its form
and practical applications according to place and situation.This
may be surprising after what I said above about the center of
ethics. One might conclude that no givens or structures exist,
that ethics consists simply in letting Christians act according
to their faith. In fact this is not the case. Faith has implications
that can be objectively elaborated. To say the contrary is to
engage in angelism—to believe that we are already in the king-
dom of God and that our flesh no longer offers any resistance

hope in Hope in Time of Abandonment and inThe Ethics of Freedom, which
corresponds to hope. Ellul then explores faith in Living Faith. He drafted a
thousand pages on the ethics of holiness as a response to faith, which has
not yet been edited or published. Faith binds us to Christ, and this separates
us from the world and makes us holy and distinctive. Ellul wrote several es-
says on love, the third virtue, but not a full-length study. He did not write
his ethics of relationship, which corresponds to love in his schema. This was
the ethics project that he announced and that he believed to be essential for
both the church and the world. (DG)
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is essential for the church and for the world. It would be best
therefore not to distort it.

* * *

But this does not exhaust the real problem of Christians’
situation in the world. They must try to live out what it means
in daily life to be “salt of the earth,” “light of the world,” “sheep
amongwolves.”This must not remain a set of formulas but take
on a living and concrete shape. It must become a fact of life.

This is in fact the problem of Christian ethics that is being
raised, ethics that has nothing to do with morality, generally
so called, and even less to do with “Christian” virtues as tradi-
tionally understood.11 It is clear that Christian ethics cannot be
known by applying theological judgments or intellectual con-
structs, evenwhen they are based in revelation and faith. At the
center of Christian ethics is a battle of individual faith before
God, a living attitude that is held according to each person’s
measure of faith and as a result of faith. It is never a set of
rules, formulas, or watchwords, and all Christians are in fact
responsible for their works and conscience. So we can never
draw up a description of God’s ethical demand that is complete
and valid for everyone, any more than we can reach its center.
We can only trace its outline and conditions and study its basic
elements by way of examples.12

11 The Christian virtues, or positive traits of character, have typically
been understood as dispositions, inclinations, capabilities, and habits that
are given, even “infused,” by God. Besides Jesus’ beatitudes in Matt 5 and
the fruit of the Spirit in Gal 5, Paul’s “faith, hope, and love” in 1 Cor 13 are
understood as the core Christian virtues. Ellul objects to viewing them as
acquired, stable conditions. His view is more existential: hope and faith are
more accurately stances that we take on, before God and in this moment. In
response, God gives us freedom and holiness. (DG)

12 Ellul’s introduction to ethics is To Will and To Do, in which he de-
velops a stark contrast between the “moralities” (theoretical and actual) of
the world and the existentialist Christian ethics of the Word. He explores
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Author’s Preface

As a preface to this re-edition, about which I am very
pleased, I would like to recall briefly the circumstances in
which this book was written.

Before the war of 1939–45, European Christians were di-
vided into two primary tendencies. For some, the only things
that counted were witnessing, evangelism, theology, Bible
study, and piety. And most of these, including the Barthians,1
believed that if God does everything, then we need not be con-
cerned with the world’s history. The other group believed on
the contrary that it was essential to intervene in the concrete,
practical, and essentially political world. (A very small number
in France, around André Philip, pursued a Christian social-
ism.2) For this group, the one great problem raised was that
of the state in general (and in this, they were good followers
of Karl Barth!). What were the powers, functions, and limits
of the state? It is true that at this time people were coming
up against the establishment of great dictatorships, and the
question that seemed urgent and perhaps unprecedented was
to know precisely what position to take in the face of this
dictatorial state. Was it always necessary, for instance, to obey
Romans 13:1 and following (which, regardless of the political
issue, always seemed to be “the text” that was absolutely clear
and provided the sole orientation for Christian conduct)?

But in my own case, the conditions of my early life, my
encounter with the thought of Karl Marx, and then my stud-
ies in law, economics, and history, all drove me to refuse both

1 Followers of the theology of Karl Barth (1886–1968).
2 André Philip (1920–70), Protestant socialist politician.
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of these positions.3 The first, because it seemed to me to fit the
criticisms of unbelievers: religion serves only as an escape from
the world. As for the second, I certainly did not have enough
biblical knowledge to critique it, but it seemed tome impossible
to defend. I was already forming the very sharp distinction be-
tween the powers, the authorities (still very personalized, very
incarnated in a person) and the modern, completely abstract
state. In addition, the state was one of the elements that made
up this complex world, and I saw with a certain impatience
that Christians either left things to happen on their own or
else were mistaken about the problem. I had been part of two
movements, one Catholic (Esprit) and the other Protestant (Or-
dre Nouveau), in which others shared my same concerns, but
none of this carried over into [broader] Christian settings.4 It
was during this time that some friends and I studied the new
facts of the large city, mechanization, and then technique, ad-
ministration5 (which would later become bureaucracy!), and so
on …

* * *

When the war came, Protestants’ choices and matters for
thought seemed very clear and simple, at least in France. (The
situation was more difficult for Catholics, because Marshal Pé-
tain was a great Catholic who privileged the Catholic Church,
and the “values” that he proposed for France’s motto, “Work,
Family, Homeland,” correspondedwell to Catholic values.6) For
us, it was clear that Hiterlism had to be opposed, that it was no

3 Karl Marx (1818–83), theorist of revolutionary socialism.
4 Esprit (Spirit) and Ordre nouveau (New Order) were associations and

periodicals of the personalist movement. See note 8, p. 95.
5 That is, the overall work of government through its departments and

services.
6 Philippe Pétain (1856–1951), head of the French Vichy government

under the Nazi occupation of 1940–44.
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that political, economic, and other problems can be resolved.
Only by accepting the tension described above can we respond
to them in a human way that is not a lie or pretense.

Besides, the fact that the laity will accept this tension in
their lives, and live it out to the full, is the necessary human
condition for theology to find a voice by which to address the
world. It is the true price to pay so that there can be contact
between the language of faith and that of pagans. In reality,
theologians today no longer have anything to say to the world
because the laity no longer exist in our churches. On the one
side there is the pastor who does not understand the world’s
situation, and on the other there are laypeople who go about
carefully keeping their faith separate from their life or trying
to get by with a moral system. Theological truth has no point
of encounter with the world.

To say this is not to doubt that the Holy Spirit, he alone,
assuredly establishes the connection, but it is to recognize that
in the entire course of God’s action in history he uses a ma-
terial medium, a human means, to act by his Spirit. This ma-
terial medium is exactly what is lacking in our churches, and
this is why the Word that has been proclaimed, the gospel, no
longer affects the world.This medium is the laity living out the
tension described above. They are the point of encounter be-
tween the world’s ideologies, in the midst of which they live,
and theology—between economic realities and Jesus Christ’s
forgiveness for these realities that absolutely cannot be “im-
proved” in some other way before God. It could almost be said
that the lay Christian’s experience is the ground for the theolo-
gian’s human understanding.

Laypeople are not “guinea pigs,” however. When they live
out this tension each day of their lives, their very presence
leads the church to recognize the value and truth of the world’s
distress and leads the world to recognize its true problems be-
neath the lies that it strives to perpetuate so that it does not
hear the Word of God. Thus the position of the layperson’s life
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reject either side is to reject the actual situation in which God
has placed those whom he sends into the world. Just as we
are caught in the tension between sin and grace, so also are
we caught between these two contradictory demands. It is an
infinitely painful position, it is very uncomfortable, but it is
the only one that can be fruitful and faithful for the Christian’s
action and presence in the world.

This tension must first be accepted and then lived out con-
tinuously. We must accept, in repentance, what is irreducibly
scandalous about our life in the world, recognizing that it can-
not be otherwise. To claim that it can be otherwise is hypocrisy!
But to truly recognize our situation in the world assumes that
we truly understand its problems. To be honest, we cannot ac-
cept this tension of the Christian life as an abstract truth. We
have to live it, and bring it to life in the most concrete and
vital way possible. And besides, Christians must understand
that bringing this tension to life is the only real way to help
the world on the social, economic, and political level.

In fields such as these, the world typically presents false
problems. People in their natural condition are incapable on
their own of seeing the spiritual reality within which they
struggle. They see only what appear to be social, political,
or economic problems, and they try to work within this
appearance using technical means and moral criteria. In this
way they end up in situations that are always more false and
complicated, until what they have called their civilization
reaches the point of collapse.

In such situations, the Christian’s role will be precisely not
to formulate the problems as others do, not to attempt futile
technical and moral solutions, but to succeed in discovering
the actual spiritual difficulties that any political or economic
situation involves. As for the solution, it cannot be in any way
based on calculation. It can be only a way of life and the ac-
ceptance of a forgiveness, for these sins too, granted in Christ
Jesus. In other words, it is by living and receiving the gospel
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longer enough to hold [only] a theologian’s or devout layper-
son’s position toward it, and that we needed to engage in the
fight (and as a result, “do politics”). So this was the terrible ad-
venture that led so many French Protestants to take politics
seriously. I was always convinced that this was not enough,
but there was an “order of urgency”—we first had to overcome
Nazism and fascism. After that … we would see!

But at the Liberation,7 I foundmy friends divided again into
two groups. On the one side were those for whom the impor-
tant thingwas to return to theology and building up the church.
On the other were those who had a passion for politics and no
longer thought about anything else (even in their pastoral min-
istry). But it was a very specific sort of politics that concerned
them. In the Resistance,8 they hadmet and become friendswith
many communists, and from that point on they viewed politics
only from this perspective. I believe that their fixation on com-
munism happened all the more easily in fact because, before
the war, they had not had any political experience or even any
political ideas.

So then in 1945, I realized that I had to write a short and sim-
ple little book about the presence of the Christian in the world
of today. Not in the world in general, but in the world as it was,
by trying to broaden the political view, enable the complexity
of problems to be felt, and take new social phenomena into
account. Christians and the church could not hold themselves
aloof from the history of human beings, but neither could they
become assimilated into one of the political currents (which
too often had been the case throughout the church’s history).
Nor could they succumb to the temptation of wanting to elab-
orate a Christian society, a Christian state, a Christian politics.

7 The end of the Nazi occupation of France in 1944.
8 The collective name for efforts to defeat or undermine the Nazi occu-

pation. Ellul participated in the Resistance.
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These were the three impossibilities that I found myself facing
and that required a new investigation.

* * *

I carried out this investigation with groups of non-
conformist students9 that I brought together and with whom
I went on camping trips. But the thinking was still only
fragmentary, usually based on what met their concerns. When
the Ecumenical Institute at Bossey10 asked me in 1946 to
give four talks on “the Christian in modern society,” I was
given the opportunity to attempt a synthesis. I had to take
a side implicitly in the theological opposition between Barth
and Emil Brunner11 (who had a great influence at that time),
and also in relation to Barth’s position in favor of a political
expression of socialism.12 (At this time Barth had entirely lost
his sharpness of judgment, mostly due to the influence of his
friend Fritz Lieb, a great admirer of the USSR and supporter of
communism.)

My four talks resulted in lively discussions. I felt even more
strongly that I ought to press ahead with my analysis of society
along with a rigorous biblical understanding that would not
make concessions to various possible methods of interpreta-
tion. I began writing up these four talks and divided them into
two parts. I have said elsewhere that many years previously I
established the very broad plan for a work that would consist
in studying the modern world and the Christian requirement
in parallel. When I was writing this book, I had the impression
that this was the direction that I needed to work in, and that

9 Student groups in the 1930s, affiliated with the personalist move-
ment.

10 A study center near Geneva, run by the World Council of Churches.
11 Emil Brunner (1889–1966), theologian.
12 Ellul’s typescript reads: en faveur du socialisme comme expression

politique du socialisme (in favor of socialism as a political expression of so-
cialism).
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in the domain of Satan, the prince of this world.9 What we see
all around us is this prince’s constant activity and the conse-
quences of the sinful condition affecting each one of us. For de-
spite all our efforts and piety, we participate in the world’s sin.
We participate because, despite our faith, we are and remain
sinners (semper peccator et justus10) and also because we are
linked with others in the communities that God has instituted.
When a member of my family or nation commits a sin, I am
responsible before God for this transgression. This truth must
not remain just a verbal one.

We need to understand what this participation in the world
actually means. To do so we must consider not only our indi-
vidual sin but also our sin that comes from living in the world
and being implicated in it. We must stop believing therefore
that our virtues can offset our sins. We must stop believing
that an accommodation with the world is possible, such that
humankind could be less wicked, if not less unhappy, living
in it. At the same time, if we take seriously our situation as
Christians, wemust refuse to reconcile ourselves to the world’s
corruption. We must not tell ourselves that we can do nothing
about it. To speak in this way … is to play into the hands of the
prince of this world!

Thus we are caught between two necessities that form an
unresolvable tension. On the one hand, we cannot make this
world less sinful; on the other, we cannot accept it as it is. To

9 Through his writings, Ellul freely refers to this mysterious but pow-
erful enemy of freedom and humanity. He distinguishes Satan, the Accuser,
from the devil, the Divider. “The Satan is only the composite, the synthesis,
the sum total of all the accusations brought by people against other people
in the world. There is no ‘spirit’ independent of a person that would ‘inspire’
him to bring this accusation. It wells up from man’s heart all by itself.” Ellul,
If You Are the Son of God, 8–9. (DG)

10 Latin for always sinner and justified. A reference to Martin Luther’s
commentary on Rom 12:2. For the English, see Luther’s Works, 25:434 (Saint
Louis, 1972). For the original Latin, see D. Martin Luthers Werke, 56:442
(Weimar, 1938, reprinted 2007).
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tian, we perform good works in order to acquit ourselves of
social disorder and human misery. By all these means, we try
to reach the point where the world’s condition does not offend
Christian “conscience” too deeply. In reality, what we want
is to construct a bridge between the world and the kingdom
of God, where Christians could then locate themselves perma-
nently. Clearly, this bridge is morality, along with good works
and a good conscience.

But this attempt to end the scandal that the world must be
for faith, and that faith must be for the world, turns out to be
the most anti-Christian position possible. In the study that fol-
lows, we will examine exactly how Christians are implicated,
what their situation is, in the face of some of the profound prob-
lems that the world presents. But we will also see how in fact
there is no possible solution, understood in terms of relief or
satisfaction.

2

From what angle then should the question be considered?
Our task here is not to say anything at all novel but simply to
rediscover what has always been a perfectly well-knownChris-
tian truth—one that Christians always strive to forget, because
it is very embarrassing, even intolerable. The first element of
this situation is precisely that it is not a matter of attenuat-
ing the opposition between Christian faith, what revelation re-
quires, and life in the world with its own demands, faults, and
compromises.

The fact of living in the world, which we must not evade,
is a scandal for our faith. It must be and remain a scandal. We
have no right to accustom ourselves to this world or spread a
veil of Christian illusion over it. By living in the world, we live
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this book could be the introduction to the whole. An incident
confirmed this: my friends’ pastor, J. Gastambide,13 said to me
one day, “This is very interesting, but you often limit yourself
to asserting things; you don’t demonstrate them. For example,
what you say about technique is new, but you need to develop
it to give proof.” It was after this remark that I began to work
on my book about technique, and “that’s how it all began.”

* * *

But I still needed a key to serve as a guide or compass and
also as an intellectual instrument! As I hesitated among several
themes and approaches, I was struck by the verse of Paul: “Do
not be conformed to the present age, but be transformed by the
renewing of the mind, so that you may discern the will of God,
what is good, gives him pleasure, and is well done” (Rom 12:2).
There were in this text three imperatives for me that I had to
try to follow from that point on, and that I had to find ways of
approaching that fit the situation today.

“Do not be conformed to the present age.” There are two
possible conformities. The first is voluntary adherence (and
for this, it was enough to understand political programs,
economic plans, and doctrines). But what drew me more, and
what seemed to me to fit the level of Paul’s thinking, was
unconscious, involuntary adherence—which is so evident
in this present age that we don’t even think about it: these
unspoken rules, taboos, and unquestioned truths that form
a group’s unconscious and subconscious. The “present age”
is filled with evidence of this. But I completely rejected the
interpretation by which this “present age” (aiōn14) is a kind

13 Jean Gastambide (1906–88), a pastor in the Reformed Church of
France and a signer of the Pomeyrol Theses, a Christian statement against
Nazi collaborationism and antisemitism similar to the Barmen Declaration.

14 AGreekwordmeaning era or age. Paul uses this word throughout his
New Testament writings in reference to the world’s path apart from Christ.
In 2 Cor 4:4, Paul says that Satan is the ruler of the aiōn.
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of metaphysical reality, opposed to the coming kingdom, and
always the same in itself. This present age was neither the
particular one that Paul inhabited, nor a mysterious entity
that was always the same; to me, each generation needed
to recognize that it concerns its own age. So I needed to
devote myself to discerning the foundations, structures, and
components of the present “age,” … that is, the twentieth
century. To do this, it would be necessary to understand the
most important facts and also to interpret them accurately.
But the “scientific” method of the “social sciences” (including
mathematical treatment) seemed inadequate to me. I preferred
a method closer to that of Marx, and especially, Weber.15 This
is how I chose the questions that I addressed in this book.

Then, once we understand what this age is made of, we
must, as Paul says, “not be conformed,” that is, not “take on
the form” of this age. This is how I understood it: We must
not follow everyone’s opinion, not adapt ourselves to the pow-
ers of this age, not follow the “conformisms,” be they political,
philosophical, or ideological, nor the trends—even when these
ideologies and trends seemed to conform to the gospel (for ex-
ample, favoring the poor, decolonization, etc.). In general, such
“similarities” arose from a lack of understanding about our soci-
ety or a highly superficial interpretation of the biblical message.
Some Christians believed they were Good Samaritans by help-
ing the poor (but they did not see the specific details of poverty
today), or they believed they were being like Jesus by becom-
ing involved in violent movements, but they were and are still
wrong about revolution. So I had to begin by understanding
the structures of our society that determined the conformisms.
I had to critique them, starting from the gospel, and become
engaged in a movement in which I would necessarily be alone,
because it would be based in faith in a revelation that others did
not share. In order to change the world, beginning with chang-

15 Max Weber (1864–1920), sociologist.
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This attitude is just what Jesus Christ calls hypocrisy. It
means that we give up living out our faith within the world.
It means that we turn the living person of Jesus Christ into an
abstraction. God became incarnate; it is not our job to disincar-
nate him.This division of our lives into two domains—one spir-
itual, in which we are perfect, and the other material (without
importance!), in which we are “like everyone else”—is one of
the reasons why the churches’ influence in the world is wan-
ing. This flight from the responsibility of faith is of course a
convenient solution for the intolerable situation that our soci-
ety places us in. But it is just the opposite of what Jesus Christ
wants for us and what he came to accomplish.

Another solution, more common today, consists in want-
ing to moralize or Christianize the world’s activity. If the state
were Christian, how agreeable it would be to rely on it. Let
us therefore create a Christian state—and so on… It is a case
here of having a sort of “Christian notion” of things, having
good institutions and moral standards, identifying the good in
each thing, and applying this coating over our world’s situa-
tion. Daub the devil in gilt, dress him up in white; perhaps he
will become an angel. Such is the whitewash that all Christian
moralities, sociologies, and politics, even Social Christianity,
offer us as the solution.8 They try to tinge the world’s activities
and conditions with a Christian hue, either by using a conve-
nient theology to explain and justify them, or by pronouncing
a blessing over them, or by seeking to apply Christian remedies
and virtues.

In short, in each case we try to make acceptable the situa-
tion that the world puts us in. In the same way that we try to
demonstrate that we can be a soldier or a banker and a Chris-

8 Christianisme social, a French religious movement that arose in the
nineteenth century, seeking to improve social conditions. A similar move-
ment in the United States is the social gospel of Washington Gladden (1836–
1918) and Walter Rauschenbusch (1861–1918). Ellul resists any tendency to
reduce the Christian faith to a this-worldly formula for social reform. (DG)
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democracy—in any case, influences are at work to constrain
people in this conformity.

Thus Christians cannot consider themselves pure in com-
parison with others or declare themselves unaffected by the
world’s sin. A major fact of our civilization is that sin is be-
coming more and more collective, and each individual person
is constrained to participate in it. Each one bears the conse-
quences of others’ transgressions. This is particularly true in
war, for example, but it is the same in all other social situa-
tions. The illusion is passing away that one can be “perfect” in
the midst of a lost world.

People today can no longer have confidence in the virtues
of individuals, in their goodness or energy, precisely because
they no longer face individual sins but the state of human sin
as a whole.This ancient biblical truth is now striking to all. Our
society irrefutably manifests God’s revelation of our sin. There
is no one righteous, no, not one (Rom 3:10). This is not because
each person as an individual is wicked, but because all things
are confined under sin (Gal 3:22). This mutual relation in sin
extends across space and time, linking us with those who have
died in their sin, back to original sin itself. What our contem-
porary world teaches us is that this doctrine is not an idea or
an academic discussion but the recognition of a reality that is
as concrete as each person’s complicity in modern warfare.

This situation is unpleasant for Christians. Priests or pas-
tors feel it less directly, but the laity cannot escape from it.They
do all they can to escape, however, and we find two ways in
which this is attempted. Some try to separate the spiritual situ-
ation from the material. By divesting the material situation of
significance, they declare it to be neutral and irrelevant to eter-
nal life. They then fix their attention on “spiritual problems”
alone. What counts, they say, is the inner life: to be salt or
light is a purely spiritual affirmation with no practical conse-
quences.
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ing our “form,” we were alone. But if all Christians understood
this, the world would actually be transformed through the ac-
tion of the Holy Spirit.

What I have just described (“Do not be conformed”) could
not be based in a particular understanding or specialized
knowledge. It was the “renewing of your mind,” meaning that
the starting point lies above the action that I just described. It
requires a change in our understanding about things, people,
and situations (which is more than a change in method!),
meaning that everything must be brought into the light of
Jesus Christ. This involves a clarity that the best observers
never attain, and which was actually that of the prophets, and
a new way of understanding. For me, this renewing of the
mind corresponded, then, to the commandment to love God
with … all one’s mind. It seemed to me that it did not mean: Do
theology and become a pastor! To love God with one’s mind
meant putting one’s thinking in the service of God’s action in
the world, through the medium of the believer.

And this service related as much to politics as to psycholog-
ical action!What good news16 today for transformingminds as
well as hearts, through which the world could be changed. And
this change of the mind should ultimately correspond to what
God desires for this world, be pleasing to God, and bewell done.
So, for example, a revolution for justice that caused millions of
deaths could not be pleasing to God or “be well done.” Multiply-
ing communication in order to have nothing to say could not
correspond to loving one’s neighbor. (The theory of relations
did not yet exist that would enable people to “love” not only
those close to them but also those far away, which is a complete
misunderstanding of agapē.17) New light would always need to

16 Évangile, gospel.
17 A Greek word meaning love, found extensively throughout the New

Testament. It refers to love of the kind that God has for human beings and
that they, through him, may have for him and for one another. See for exam-
ple Matt 22:36–39, Rom 5:8, and 1 Cor 13.
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be shed, corresponding to an understanding of the Bible in the
“here and now.” I asked myself, if we must take this decisive
verse seriously, what then might be the Christian’s position,
or “side,” in the world?

Such were the issues for which I posed the question of the
Christian’s presence in this world, a new world in comparison
to what had existed before the war. This was the starting point
for all that followed.
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nothing if they do not accomplish the one mission that Jesus
Christ charges them with specifically—to be, first, a sign.

* * *

This is the situation of all Christians. It is most acute for the
laity, however, because for them in particular there is no sepa-
ration from the world. They can have no illusions on this score.
In the first place, they participate in the world through their
work and concerns. The world constantly assails their very be-
ing. Claiming to be separate becomes more and more difficult,
as each person is forced into a world that becomes more in-
trusive, crushing, and demanding than ever. Our occupations
alone are enough today to absorb all of our resources. Each of
us is drowning in overwhelming activity, leaving us no time to
reflect, carry out our function as a Christian, or even live.

And just as laypeople are not free to lead their lives as
they wish, they are also subject to a mechanical solidarity
that entirely prevents them from making even a pretense of
faith.7 Whether they wish to or not, they are obliged to live
like others—much more so, materially speaking, today than
in previous civilizations. Isolation or separation is no longer
possible. The illusion has vanished that the Christian life
[can be lived] within a convent or hermitage. Whether due
to the simple material fact of modern transportation systems,
the interconnection of economic institutions, or the rise of

7 The French noun solidarité may refer to joining with others in move-
ments for political or social change (the typical meaning of solidarity in En-
glish), but it also refers more generally to social ties, mutual responsibility,
and interdependence. Given its wide range ofmeaning, theword is expressed
variously throughout this translation. As concerns mechanical solidarity, in
his De la division du travail social (On the Division of Work in Society), the
sociologist Emile Durkheim (1858–1917) described solidarité méchanique as
the social cohesion or conformity that arises from a shared way of life, and
he described solidarité organique as that which arises in modern societies
from functional complementarity and specialization.
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serving the world, Christians are instruments of revelation and
bear witness to salvation.

As sheep among wolves: here again Christians are the sign
of the reality of God’s action. The lamb of God is Jesus Christ,
who takes away the sins of the world.6 But all Christians are
treated as their master is, and all Christians receive from Jesus
Christ a share in his work. They are sheep not because their ac-
tion or sacrifice has a purifying effect on the world, but because
in the world’s midst they are the true, living, and ever renewed
sign of the sacrifice of the lamb of God. In the world, everyone
seeks to be a wolf; no one is assigned to play the sheep’s role.
Yet the world cannot survive if no one bears living witness to
this sacrifice. This is why it is essential for Christians to guard
against being wolves spiritually, that is, spiritual dominators.
Christians must accept others’ domination over them and daily
sacrifice their lives, reflecting in this way the sacrifice of Jesus
Christ.

These biblical expressions should not be understood as sim-
iles or special terms to use when speaking of Christians. They
are not figures of speech or pretty pictures.We are much too in-
clined to see only fine phrases and poetry. Nor are they a sort of
accident that can happen to Christians, a possibility; we speak
too easily as though Christians happen to have this quality but
could have others.

Instead, these biblical expressions convey a stark and
unavoidable reality. Jesus Christ brings us face to face with
the Christian’s particular function—and we can have no other.
Christians cannot be otherwise, they do not have the choice.
If they are not like this, they are not fulfilling their role and
are betraying Jesus Christ and the world also. Christians can
always strive to do good works and exhaust themselves in
religious or social activity, but this will signify absolutely

6 John 1:29.
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Chapter One: The Christian
in the World

1

As we begin these studies, it seems needful to start from a
few biblical truths that are well known by everyone, yet never
entirely useless to recall.

Scripture tells us that Christians are in the world and that
there they should remain. Christians are not meant to be sep-
arate or to set themselves apart. Such separation is for God to
effect at the end of time, when he will gather the wheat and
discard the chaff1; it is never for human beings to decide their
own election. Similarly, Christians ought not to live as a group,
associating among themselves and ultimately refusing to asso-
ciate with others. Christian gatherings should never be exclu-
sive. Yet if Christians are thus necessarily in the world, they
are not of it. This means that their mind, life, and heart are not
ruled by the world and do not depend on it. They belong to
another master. As Christians belong in this way to him, this
master sends them out into the world while still keeping them
in communion with him.2

But this communion with Jesus Christ entails very serious
consequences. First, it brings Christians face to face with the
world’s spiritual reality, not its material might. Because they
are in communion with Jesus Christ, they struggle not against

1 Matt 3:12; Luke 3:17.
2 John 17:11–18.
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flesh and blood but against “thrones, powers, dominations.”
This communion also assures them that they do not belong to
the world. They are free from the fate of the world, which is
heading toward death. With this freedom that comes through
grace, they are able to struggle against the world’s spiritual
realities. To be precise, they are called to destroy the fate that
oppresses the world, and they are able to destroy it. God’s
grace provides them with the arms they need (Eph 6:10–20).

If all this is the case, what then is the Christian’s role? It is
too easy to reply: to witness, evangelize, lead a Christian life,
or act according to God’s will. All that is true, but as long as
it is not seriously understood and remains merely a traditional
formulation, it does not lead us to the truth of anything. In fact,
Scripture itself shows us how tomake the Christian’s role more
real and how to understand in a concrete way its situation and
activity.

Christians must not act like just anyone. They have a role
in the world that no one else can fill. They are not called on to
select the human activities that they consider good and then
participate in them. They are not called on to bless any natu-
ral enterprise or support any human decision.They are charged
with amission that is unknown to people in their natural condi-
tion.3 This mission is what is ultimately decisive for all human
action. From this mission all the truth or error of their actions
derives.

If Christians work with all their might for a human project,
they are only human beings like others and their effort has
no added value. But if they accept their specific function as
Christians, which does not necessarily involve participating in
the world in material or measurable ways, then this is decisive
for human history.

God has not sent them for any other reason than to carry
out this function that is entirely different from the others. The

3 L’homme naturel, the natural man. See 1 Cor 2:14.
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world cannot understand it, yet the meaning of all other func-
tions depends on this one. Scripture describes it in three ways:

You are the salt of the earth.
You are the light of the world.
I send you out as sheep among wolves.4
To be the salt of the earth refers specifically to Leviticus

2:13, where we are told that salt is the sign of the covenant.
Thismeans that Christians stand before humankind, within the
world’s spiritual reality, as the visible sign of the new covenant
that God has made with this world in Jesus Christ. Christians
must be a true sign, however: their life and words must mani-
fest this covenant to humankind. Otherwise the earth feels it-
self bereft of covenant. It no longer knows where it is headed
and lacks any possible self-understanding or certainty as to
its preservation. This fact of being the salt of the earth is the
primary way by which Christians are involved in the world’s
preservation, much more than by any material activity.

To be the light of the world: the light appeared in the dark-
ness, but the darkness did not overcome it.5 Christians are this
light in Christ. The statement has a twofold meaning. First,
light is what dispels darkness, separates life from death, and
provides the criterion of goodness (this is why in the biblical
text a reference to good works directly follows this sentence).
Apart from this light, we cannot strictly know what is a good
work or the good in itself.

In another sense, this light of the world is what gives mean-
ing to the world’s history, what orients and explains it. As a
mere sequence of events, the course of history reveals no logic
or certainty. The logic emerges through the church’s presence,
as odd as this may seem. This is why Christians, by being light,
are a factor in the world’s life. In addition to their work of pre-

4 Matt 5:13–14; 10:16; Luke 10:3.
5 John 1:5.
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tablishes his end and it is this end that is represented through
our means. The direction is reversed. And this has an extraor-
dinarily practical significance; it is not an intellectual game.23

It means, for example, that we do not have to labor and
strive for justice to reign on the earth; we ourselves must be
just, bearers of justice.24 Scripture teaches us that justice reigns
where the just person is. Of course, just means justified by
Christ, and it is for this very reason that justice reigns where a
just person is, because the just live by the justice of Christ.This
justice is present because it is what makes them just. So it does
not appear as a goal to attain or a balance to reach but as the
gift of God, free and inexplicable, existing in our life, so that
our means do not bring justice about but show it forth. In the
same way, there is no need for us to try, through great labor
and skill, to bring peace on earth. Instead, we ourselves must
be peaceful. For where the peaceful are, there peace reigns.

This same idea prevails [in all areas of life]. This creation
by God of good goals, such as peace, this living creation in Je-
sus Christ, can only be expressed, nothing more, through our
means. The principle of a Christian ethic therefore flows from
this: we must seek in Scripture what must be lived out, so that
the end that God desires may become present in people’s midst.
All ethics has for object not the attainment of a goal (andwe are
quite aware that for an authentically Christian morality, sanc-
tity must not be sought!) but the manifestation of the gift that
is given to us, of grace and peace, love and expression of the
Holy Spirit, which is to say, exactly the end that God seeks and
that is miraculously present within us. From this point forward,
our human understanding of means is turned radically upside
down. It is cut free from its root in pride and power.The means

23 See Ellul’s The Meaning of the City, especially chapter 5, section 3:
“From Eden to Jerusalem,” 173–82 for a description of how God adopts and
redeems the city. (DG)

24 TheFrench noun justicemay be translated as justice or righteousness,
and the French adjective juste as just, justified, or righteous.
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Thus the revolution that we can anticipate is an ever greater
reinforcement of the power of the state, an ever fuller subor-
dination of human beings to their economic function, a more
complete disappearance of the person within the mass, and so
on. In brief, a reinforcement of the structures! We must not ex-
pect such revolution to at all improve the ill effects that we are
enduring. Clearly, it has nothing to do with the hope of con-
temporary people.

What is more, we are indeed obliged to conclude that any
other revolution is now impossible. This is because, in order to
succeed, it would need to use the very means of today’s world.
For example, in order to liberate humankind, the compliance of
many people would be required; this means that propaganda
would have to be in routine use. A politics of the mass would
have to be instituted, because that alone can succeed today and
it is useless to attempt revolution on some other basis. But if we
create a mass, we cooperate precisely with these structures. To
free humankind, we would start by destroying everything that
still remains free in each person.Wewould have the equivalent
of the “chorus of free people” in Ubu in Bondage.5

This is the whole tragedy of communism and fascism. They
are incapable of producing authentic revolution in our civiliza-
tion because they adopt the essential facts of this civilization
and are content to march along in the direction of these facts’
internal development. Using what this world itself offers, they
become enslaved to it while claiming to transform it. All of the
revolutions that communism and fascism advocate are surface
changes that do nothing for the true problem of our time.6

This profound stasis, this incapacity for revolution, is cer-
tainly the essential characteristic of our era. It stands in oppo-
sition to the growing desire to bring this necessary revolution
about, and it leads to a society of increasing formlessness. De-

5 Ubu enchainé, a satiric play about power by Alfred Jarry (1873–1907).
6 See note 1, p. 103.
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spite the struggles between parties, which have never been so
lively, despite the apparent contradictions, there is a progres-
sion toward uniformity, an alignment of all values and ideolo-
gies according to several primary structures.

It is not that conflicts don’t exist; they do. But they are
illusory—which is to say that the people who are struggling do
so for illusions.7 This is not one of the least tragedies at present.
Incapable of truly modifying their condition, these people sac-
rifice themselves for the wrong reasons. The present struggles
are not really revolutionary. They are the struggles of individ-
uals and parties; it is a question of knowing who will take
power. They are discussions about means (while ends are not
called into question); they are oppositions of powers (but not
of ways of conceiving the world). Thus communist society is
based on the same essential facts as capitalist society, and the
USSR obeys the same basic rules as does the USA. People are
no freer on one side than on the other; they are just placed
into the service of production by different means. They are no
more safeguarded on one side than on the other; they are just
assimilated into different masses. Justice is flouted as much on
the right as on the left, but for different reasons. And so on.
Whether a person lives in a dictatorship or a democracy, finan-
cial technique is the same everywhere, just as the American
rationalization of work is very close to Stakhanovism.8

Once the premises of our civilization are accepted, only ap-
pearances can change. Individual or state capitalism, Western
or Eastern democracy, are like different suits of clothing on the

7 Ellul’s sociology of politics is found in The Political Illusion. Many of
his other works explore the history of the nation state, the impact of tech-
nique or technology on the state and politics, the strategy of anarchism, the
theological critique of government and politics, and related topics. (DG)

8 Scientific management or Taylorism in the United States, named for
Frederick Taylor (1856–1915), and Stakhanovism in the Soviet Union, named
for Aleksei Stakhanov (1906–77), were techniques for making labor more
efficient.
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to fail. What we are able to do has no importance whatsoever
if we do not bear “engagement with a good conscience toward
God.”21

What counts are not our instruments and institutions, but
ourselves, because it is we ourselves who are God’s instru-
ments. And because the church and all its members are God’s
means, they must be this presence of the end that characterizes
the kingdom. So we need never seek an objective external to
ourselves, which would have to be attained at the cost of great
effort (all efforts are accomplished in Jesus Christ!). Instead,
we must bear within ourselves the objective toward which
God is orienting the world. Regardless of whether we like it
or whether others call it pride, Christians are not in the same
situation as others concerning this end: they have received
this end within themselves through God’s grace. They must
represent before the world this unity of end and means, of
which Jesus Christ is the guarantor. For human beings are not
the ones who establish this end as such or who bring it into
being. It is God who determines and realizes it.

This [way of understanding our situation] completely re-
verses the attitude that is current among people who do their
work and then add, as a supererogatory precaution, that “Of
course, it is God who gives the increase,”22 or again, “Do what
I must, let come what may,” or again, “Man proposes, but God
disposes,” and so on. All this [is only the] wisdom of the na-
tions, human wisdom that seeks to enlist God on its side. In
this whole attitude, there is actually a separation between the
work of human beings and of God, between means and end. It
is an understanding of life that is radically anti-Christian, to
the extent that people are invited to attend to their own busi-
ness and God is added in from some sense of decorum derived
from a bygone age! Quite to the contrary, we see that God es-

21 1 Pet 3:21.
22 1 Cor 3:6.
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one technique to others. I will simply remind us of a path that is
an old Christian road, abandoned for some two hundred years,
and which leads in the opposite direction from the triumphal
path of modern techniques.

* * *

The first truth that must be recalled is that for Christians
there is no separation between end and means. It is a Greek
and moralizing way of thinking that has produced this sepa-
ration. Our starting point is that in the work of God, end and
means are brought together. Thus when Jesus Christ is present,
the kingdom has come. This statement makes the relationship
between end and means very clear. Jesus Christ, in his incarna-
tion, appears as God’s means for the salvation of human beings
and for the establishing of God’s kingdom. But there where Je-
sus Christ is, there also is this salvation and kingdom.

This is the very opposite of our situation today as we have
described it. Whereas our civilization absorbs end into means,
in God’s action the means never appears except as the realized
presence of the end. The end, this kingdom, that will come at
the end of time, is already here today, when the means of God
(the mediator, the one and only!) is present! All of God’s action
is precisely to bring into being, through his means, the end
that is his work. And whether [we consider] the covenant, law,
prophets, history, or wisdom of Israel,20 it is always the same
act of God manifesting this unity of end and means. It must be
so therefore in the entire Christian life. For Christians also, end
and means are united in this same way. They can only oppose
with all their might, then, our slavery to means. But especially,
they must take on a different stance.They should not first draw
up plans, programs, and means of action and results. When
Christians do these things (and it is an epidemic today in the
church), it is a simple imitation of the world, which is bound

20 That is, whether we consider any part of the Old Testament.
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same person. But the habit does not make themonk. Yet it is for
this habit that the men and women, indeed even the children,
of our time are being called on to kill one other, for the sake of
this revolution that they desire but which the very conditions
of their struggle prevent them from accomplishing.

* * *

We may well wonder, however, what in general motivates
people at present to remain blind to the world we are living in.
The motive that most powerfully weighs on us like a proscrip-
tion, the one that keeps us from calling the structures of this
civilization into question and embarking on the path of neces-
sary revolution, is undoubtedly our respect for the fact. It is
well known that other civilizations did not have the same de-
gree of respect for facts; facts were not viewed in the same way.
Today, the fact, whatever it may be—the established fact, the
material fact—is the final reason, the criterion of truth. Every-
thing that is a fact is justified by that alone. It is thought that
no judgment can be brought to bear on facts; the only thing
possible is to bow before them.9

And from then on, from the moment that technique, the
state, or production are accepted as facts, it seems right to wor-
ship them as facts and try to accommodate ourselves to them.
Here we have the essence of truly modern religion, the religion
of the established fact—the religion that the inferior religions
of the dollar, the race, or the proletariat derive from, which
are nothing but expressions of the great modern divinity, the
Fact-Moloch.10 And the process is always the same. The fact

9 What have been lost are such things as purpose, human values, reve-
lation, community, tradition, paradox, and mystery. Facts are disconnected,
measurable phenomena that are available to our senses. They come at us in
a blizzard of “factoids” and bits. We survey them, count them, and call them
“established facts,” and believe them to be reality. (DG)

10 Moloch or Molech, an ancient Near Eastern god that was propitiated
by child sacrifice. The name symbolizes that which demands extreme sacri-
fice.
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“proletariat” is taken up, or the fact “state,” or the fact “money,”
and made into a god. It is then imposed on a whole group of
people, bluntly and simply, because all modern people in their
hearts embrace the worship of the fact. Fact and truth seem to
everyone as one and the same. And if God is no longer true
today, it is because he does not look like a fact. Thus religion
is produced from this feature of the masses’ firm conviction.
To have a religion, no grand declarations and dogmas, or cer-
emonies and practices, are needed; all that is required is the
support of the crowd’s heart. So if we are looking for what the
collective worship of our time consists in, it is easy to see that
regardless of its form it has to do with the fact. It is enough to
leaf through the illustrated newspapers to realize this.

Those who question the value of the fact incur the harsh-
est of all reproaches today: they are reactionaries, they want
to return to the good old days, and so on… Those who level
this reproach do not realize that such doubt is perhaps the sole
revolutionary attitude that is currently possible. Even so, we
need to know the reason why we refuse to bow before the fact,
for the surrealistic approach does not seem desirable.

The atomic bomb provides quite a striking example of this
religious authority that the fact carries. In the face of this dis-
covery, this instrument of death, humankind retained the possi-
bility of not using it, of not accepting this fact. But this question
was not even posed. We found ourselves before a fact; thus we
had to accept it. And from that point on, the questions asked
were “secondary.” Who will use this weapon? How will its con-
trol be arranged? What will be most expedient: to use nuclear
power for war, or for peace? How can the economy be orga-
nized around nuclear power? and so forth, and so on. At no
time was the problem posed of knowing if it was good or evil
to embark on this path, and this was because the fact today
seems to be beyond good and evil.

So the questions that throng around a phenomenon like
that of the atomic bomb are questions that arise from things,
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mainmasters of themajority of their time and to choose among
various options. (Only history books, stupidly imbued with the
glory of the nineteenth century, have claimed otherwise, but it
has become a current idea!) All civilizations have exercised cer-
tain constraints, but they left to each person a wide field of free-
dom and individuality. The Roman slave or the medieval serf
was more free, more individual, more socially human (I do not
say more materially content) than is the modern worker or So-
viet functionary. Our civilization, which claims that it does not
exercise any constraints, tries to seize human beings in their to-
tality and confine them within a detailed framework, in which
all their gestures and secret thoughts will be controlled by the
social system.

This is what the triumph of means represents. This is the
new fact that obstructs the living out of the Christian faith. So
Christians must understand in a precise way that their testi-
mony and action have become impossible because of these cir-
cumstances also [in addition to the internal constraints that
have always been present]. They must understand that if they
do not break this supremacy of means, this will be (excepting
a miracle) the end of Christianity’s social expression and soon
thereafter of its individual one, because faith in Jesus Christ
will not long survive in this rarefied atmosphere. This dictator-
ship must be broken. Christians must engage in a struggle “not
against flesh and blood, but against powers, thrones, domina-
tions!”18 And they must understand that this struggle, which
is first principally spiritual, is a fight to the death. Rimbaud’s
saying is truer than ever here: “Spiritual combat is as brutal as
men’s battle!”19

I will not speak here of what ought to be, a subject that
is too platonic for a discussion as urgent as this. Neither will I
suggestmeans of action, [whichwould result only in] opposing

18 Eph 6:12.
19 From the poem “Une Saison en Enfer” by Arthur Rimbaud (1854–91).
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these spiritual means of all substance. Because human beings
have become objects and the spiritual is classed among spiri-
tual means, existence no longer has any possible meaning. Ex-
istentialism, the philosophy of our time, is correct to remind
us that our existence is such, but it is incorrect in saying that
human beings are free to restore meaning to their lives. The ir-
reversible triumph ofmeans eliminates any freedom for human
beings to follow this path. To still believe that human beings
have this angel-like power is to understand neither our times
nor ourselves.

2

Weare caught in a trap. It is useless to act smart and claim to
have inner freedom. When a freedom is not part of my life, it is
false. For Christians, this situation is particularly dreadful, be-
cause what we have described is precisely the proof that living
out our faith, bearing an authentic witness, is today impossible.
We know of course that living out one’s faith has always been
impossible, and we find it easy to console ourselves by saying
that our day is no worse than the others and the difficulties are
the same. But this is not true! That it has always been impos-
sible to live out one’s faith, yes, [that is true, but] for internal
reasons.16 “Wretchedman that I am, to do the evil that I will not
and not do the good that I would!”17 But today it is for exter-
nal reasons, too. In no civilization until our own have human
beings ever been so totally constrained. They may have been
the slaves of hunger, natural circumstances, or other people,
yet they always preserved a margin of freedom sufficient to re-

16 Ellul argues again in extreme dialectical fashion: the Christian life is
impossible not just because of our broken and corrupted interior soul and
spirit, but because the surrounding culture of technique eliminates our free-
dom and makes all of our choices for us. Impossible—but still necessary to
resist and to act—and so in the end possible. (DG)

17 Rom 7:15–24.
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from the fact—and that are imposed on humankind. They are
not questions that humankind poses to itself, or imposes on
matter. It is the atomic bomb that forces people to think and
become agitated and look for answers.The problems prompted
by the existence of the bomb are what seem greatest, which is
to say, problems that are imposed by a fact. They are no longer
questions that human beings, “because they know good and
evil,”11 can pose about the very existence of the atomic bomb,
the existence of a fact. Thus human beings divest themselves
of their true superiority, and those who claimed to dominate
things as well as the world now make themselves the slaves
of facts, in a way that no dictatorship of the mind had ever
dared hope was possible! Having wanted to be master of mate-
rial forces, human beings now place themselves in subjection
to base matter, expressed through the fact. Now thought, life,
feelings, everything submits to experimental control, to fact.

Now, what seems important for our purpose is that this sub-
mission to the fact is the anti-revolutionary position par excel-
lence. Between Creon and Antigone, modern people can coun-
tenance only Creon.12 To the extent that the revolutionary act
enters into conflict with the power of the fact, it is desperate.
But modern people no longer enter into conflict with facts.

Proudhon was revolutionary, because he affirmed the
supremacy of the human will over the human condition and
called people to struggle against their situation.13 Marx, by
contrast, taught that socialist society would emerge inevitably
from capitalist society through the development of facts14 (in-

11 Gen 3:5, 22.
12 Antigone defied King Creon’s order not to bury her brother’s body.

The most well-known expression of this story is found in Sophocles’ play
Antigone (fifth century BC). For Ellul’s purpose here, Creon symbolizes
power, and Antigone symbolizes resistance to that power.

13 Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1809–65), theorist of anarchism.
14 The French noun fait may be translated as fact or event. For consis-

tency, fait is translated as fact throughout this translation.
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cluding this simple fact that human beings are15) and through
the interplay of historical dialectic. Marx was therefore anti-
revolutionary. As socialism has become scientific, which is
to say, as it has subjected itself to the fact and followed the
outworking of facts, it has become anti-revolutionary. The
worship of the fact requires human beings to subordinate their
will to the way in which the facts unfold. This is so much the
case that today whenever opposition to a fact becomes evident,
it is because its opponent has concluded that the situation
would change and a new state of fact would arrive. The fact of
the future is preferred to the fact that is currently on the way
out. But this is the affirmation of an outcome, not of a truth.

For as long as society has existed, the revolutionary spirit
has been a necessary part of social life. It has always meant
the affirmation of a truth of a spiritual order over against the
error of the moment. Such truth must become incarnate in so-
ciety, not by an automatic mechanism, but by the desperate
effort of human beings, by their sacrifice. They do this because
of a hope that is greater than they and by the power of their
freedom to resist all necessities and conformisms. This is the
permanent essence of revolutions. We refuse to give this term
another meaning. Revolution is not the course of history. It can
divert history, it can push it back, but in noway does revolution
simply follow along in history’s wake.There is a natural course
to history, and revolution consists in rising up against this natu-
ral (or dialectical) course, in the name of a truth and a freedom
that are endangered by “normal” development. If the revolu-
tion succeeds, people will say afterward, “That was evidently
the true course of history!” But this is a historian’s illusion.The
[possible] combinations of social, political, and economic facts
are infinite at any givenmoment, and [one particular] outcome
is never a rigorous necessity. Our choices are what give the pre-

15 Y compris ce simple fait qu’est l’homme, including this simple fact
that is man. The precise meaning is unclear.
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But actually these new myths have an effect that is not
adequately stressed: they place the spiritual in the service of
means. They enable the use of what appeared until then use-
less in human beings (and which Marxist realism rejected for
this reason). This is the great discovery of the USA, which uses
Christianity just like a factor of labor, then of fascist dictator-
ships that use spiritual forces for the material power of the
nation, and finally communism seems to have caught on to
the idea and begun in its turn to use myths of whatever kind,
even Christian ones, for the dictatorship of the proletariat.This
subordination of the spiritual to technical means is the great
revolution, in fact the only one, that our age has been able to
produce—which means that it is the full stop placed before all
[real] revolutionary possibility.

The second aspect of this totalitarianism of means is that
they succeed little by little in extending their dominion over ev-
erything. Not only are material objects submitted to technique,
but also human beings. Human beings are no longer subjects;
they become in their turn objects of the powers that they have
created. Self-knowledge no longer leads to self-mastery; now
self-knowledge leads to the enslavement of self. The means no
longer discloses one’s true image; it now reduces one to the
condition of “facsimile.” And the psychotechnique is worked
out more thoroughly, along with labor camps, propaganda, and
managed leisure, just as human breeding programs and human
vivisection will become common in a few years’ time. We have
explained elsewhere what the logical steps have been, and the
necessity. And the autocracy of means overcomes the spiri-
tual domain: spiritual problems have today become problems
of means to use. It is enough to refer to a certain American
conception of spiritual questions, studied for example in Elmer
Gantry (by S. Lewis).15 But this leads inevitably to emptying

15 Elmer Gantry, a novel by Sinclair Lewis (1885–1951) that satirizes
white fundamentalist American religion.
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hour. And we have such need of this deadly, obvious fact to
give us confidence! But again, we are not seeking to do theol-
ogy here, but to study facts.

* * *

The third characteristic of the problem of means today is
that they are totalitarian. Our civilization is entirely one of
means, and means affect every domain. They respect nothing.
This totalitarian reality can be considered from two angles. We
have already indicated one of them briefly.

First, means have become exclusive of all that does not aid
their progress or is not compatible with their forward motion.
On the one hand, the means will destroy everything that might
restrict its development. Thus technique will attack and then
destroy, in turn, moral judgment (and therefore morality as a
whole), humanism, which claims to subordinate everything to
human beings (but technique does not accept being limited by
the interest of human beings), and gratuitousness, because ev-
erything must serve (thus art for art’s sake must be replaced
by art for the community or the regime), as well as awareness
(because it is essential that human beings be blind, so that they
can be good slaves of the means that are developed). Technique
will abolish the critical faculty in order to develop itself at last
in freedom—for the greatest good of “humanity,” of course. In
the same way, people used to put out the eyes of nightingales
so that they would sing more beautifully. And the means, tri-
umphant upon the ruins of human values, constructs its own
values that will aid its ascent. All new “values” are props for
means, such as the new myths. State, nation, race, proletariat,
labor, all that political parties offer us as spiritual values, are
in fact only the artificial scenery in which technique advances.
They are the illusion offered to human beings to make them
accept this desert, the appearance that hides the appalling des-
iccation of the world they are living in.
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ponderance to one outcome, which is just as valid as the oth-
ers (but no more so!). And this choice can be conformist, in the
sense of that which is normally predictable with the general
line of development—or it can be revolutionary, in the sense
of [revealing] a new truth, one that is yet unknown as a social
force.

So people today who espouse political and economic liber-
alism, the capitalist system, and classical democracy are advo-
cating for the fact of today. They do so without contemplat-
ing that the fact of today rises and falls. History is irreversible.
Their position amounts to conformity to the past.Thosewho es-
pouse socialism (and principally in its extreme forms, Nazism
and communism) have for the last century taken the prevail-
ing course as their reference point and have tended to follow
along in its direction. They are just as much conformists, but
conformists of the future. And if these doctrines have much
success, it is because the mass is conformist by nature.

The revolutionary position is something other. But it is still
to be determined, because it cannot be merely the affirmation
of truth or freedom (which ones?)—or the affirmation of some
new political doctrine. A revolutionary position is total. We
must understand, then, that if this revolution does not occur,
the chips are down and no human civilization is possible. We
stand now before a choice. Either we will have the civilization
of themass, technological, conformist, Huxley’s “best of all pos-
sible worlds,” hell organized on earth for the physiological hap-
piness of all16—or we will have another civilization, one that

16 The novel Brave NewWorld by Aldous Huxley (1894–1963) is known
in French translation as Le Meilleur des mondes (The Best of [All Possible]
Worlds). Both titles refer to expressions of naive praise for humanity, found
respectively in Shakespeare’s Tempest and Voltaire’s Candide. The phrase
meilleur des mondes comes originally from theThéodicée (Theodicy) of Got-
tfried Leibniz (1646–1716). According to Alfred A. Knopf, Huxley was instru-
mental to the decision to publish Ellul’s La Technique in English translation,
which brought Ellul to prominence in North America. Huxley was “asked
his opinion about contemporary European works on the subject [of technol-
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we cannot describe in advance because it must be made by con-
scious beings. If we do not know how to choose, which means,
precisely, if we do not know how to effect revolution, if we let
ourselves be carried along by the current of history, we will
have chosen, without knowing it, in favor of the power of sui-
cide that lies at the world’s heart. But we can hardly have any il-
lusions. Faced with the power of how things are organized, our
revolutionary consciousness is almost impotent. And besides,
we do not see, in the world, which people have a revolutionary
consciousness.

2

Christians’ situation in the world is a revolutionary one.
They contribute to the world’s preservation by being, in the
world’s midst, a revolutionary and inexhaustible power. It is
indeed a matter of the world’s preservation. For in our time, as
I have tried to demonstrate above, “to go along with history”
leads to catastrophe, the death of many men, women, and chil-
dren (as we have seen!), the extinction of possibility for human
civilization, and the technical establishment of suicide. For the
world to be preserved, an authentic revolution must take place
today.

But when we say that the Christian situation is revolution-
ary and the possible source of our civilization’s transformation,
this appears to be a paradox and a counter-truth. Revolution-
ary Christians have not always been apparent throughout his-
tory, and certainly not at the present time. Today it seems quite
certain that Christians are the most conformist, most docile of
all people. What is more, theologians seem anti-revolutionary

ogy]. Huxley recommended above all Ellul’s La Technique, which had been
published in Paris by Armand Colin in 1954 without having attracted much
attention.” (See “Statement from the Publisher” in Ellul, The Technological
Society.)
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cussion and does not belong here. We are concerned only with
noting this firm conviction of human beings that intensifies the
phenomenon of means.

Finally, a third result is that all the ends that human be-
ings propose for these exclusive means that technique places
at their disposal are clearly useless or inadequate. The means
no longer needs an end, since it is justified in advance. Here we
find all the ridiculousness and tragedy of those who want to of-
fer new ends to our technical civilization. By the very fact that
it is technical, there are no longer any goals that can possibly
be assigned. It goes forward where each step takes it, the blind
leading the blind,14 a relentless monster that nothing can repel.
Idealists of Huxley’s type claim to subordinate our means to a
new end, choosing the best means because bad means vitiate
ends. These intentions are honorable and objectively correct,
but they are as out of place in our day as is opposing a tank
by throwing rocks. The same goes for the church that seeks
ends to propose to technical human beings: they are necessar-
ily ineffective. Technical human beings do not need goals in
life; they are content with the instant success of means. In fact,
we have got hold here of the primary reason, which is deci-
sive and unique in its depth, that the church and Christianity
have lost ground. If the church no longer seems relevant in
the world, it is because of the new situation of the problem of
means.

This fact that technique is self-justifying has a theological
root that is worth pointing out in passing. It is obvious. Gene-
sis 3:6: “The woman saw that the tree was good for food, that it
was pleasant to the sight, and that it was desirable for opening
the mind …” Satan uses the obvious fact as a means of persuad-
ing human beings to act, without having convinced them. One
does not argue with obvious facts. One does not argue with
penicillin or with an airplane that goes more than 1,000 km an

14 Matt 15:14; Luke 6:39.
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match. It shows them the one means that is truly effective, and
after all, why would people refuse it? Thus the responsibility
for making use of one means is radically cut off; there is no
choice. It will likely be said that this isn’t the case everywhere:
[it does not apply, for example, to] medicine, politics, law,
or economics. But these techniques are still in their infancy,
and human beings still choose because technique’s advance
in these fields is slow. But this infant is growing up quickly,
and we are already familiar with its adult face. In a century, in
these fields, human beings will have the best means possible,
unarguably. They will be the same everywhere over the entire
earth, and they will live in peace—Resquiescat in pace.13

A second result is that technique is extended into all areas.
To the very extent that ends disappear and human beings no
longer have the choice of means, but one solitary path opens to
their desires for action, they extend technique over all objects.
This fact, which we will take up again, occurs all the more eas-
ily because technique is declared neutral. We have retained the
classic belief, soothing in this agitated world, refreshing in our
hell, that means are insignificant, that they are secondary in
relation to the ends that are so noble and right that we must
pursue.They are negligible and neutral. A table is neutral, from
the point of view of good and evil; a machine must be neutral,
too. By extension, so is the organization of labor, as well as gov-
ernment or psychotechnique, or the technique of propaganda—
but then so too the missile or the concentration camp! In real-
ity, when we say that technique seems neutral what we mean
is that deep within ourselves we all think it is good. Technique
is good because it extends the power of human beings, and
means are justified today by the power that they give to hu-
man beings. This is the meaning of this self-justification that I
was speaking about earlier. But this is in fact a theological dis-

13 Latin for May he/she rest in peace, a phrase used in relation to the
dead.
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by necessity, because they teach respect toward the authori-
ties and that all authority comes from God.17 But the fact that
during certain periods Christians lose sight of the revolution-
ary implications of their faith does not mean therefore that the
Holy Spirit ceases to be at work, or that Christians’ situation
ceases to be revolutionary to the extent that they confess their
faith within the world.

The Holy Spirit’s intervention, and the revolutionary na-
ture of the Christian situation, do not depend on us and on
our choices. The reason that some people become Christians is
not that they choose Christ, but that Christ has chosen them.
Some Christians work in the world not because they choose to
go there, but because Christ sends them. They are revolution-
ary not because they feel the urgency for revolution, but for
another reason entirely, which we will need to examine later.
That the Christian situation is revolutionary is not due to a
stance of the human mind or will. It is so by necessity, and it
cannot be otherwise insofar as Christ is acting in his church.
This situation is one of the church’s works within the world.
And besides, it is quite true (I do not mean this as a proof, but
as a simple observation) that throughout most of its history,
the church has indeed been in a revolutionary situation.

But we still need to clarify: we are referring to a situation,
not necessarily to an activity. It is in short a state of perma-
nent revolution. It can be translated into a concerted action,
but it can also remain in a state of fermentation and lead to a
gradual but deeply penetrating work. Such work is just as rev-
olutionary as an abrupt and obvious upheaval. Upheaval is an
end stage or crisis, but not revolution’s whole.

It is also a revolution with regard to the world and not
only with regard to the state or the government. One can
be conformist toward the government and yet revolutionary
toward the world. The idea of revolution goes deeper here;

17 Rom 13:1.
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it does not essentially have to do with changing a form of
the state or an economic form but precisely with changing a
civilization’s structures, which must constantly be called into
question. Clearly, such a change will indirectly produce deep
governmental or economic changes. But it does not necessarily
lead to direct conflict with authority, unless that authority
defends the established disorder and openly challenges God’s
truth of a new order.

We now have a deeper, though preliminary, understanding
of what this revolutionary character of the Christian faith can
be in today’s world. We must now investigate the conditions
and implications of this situation.

* * *

The first condition is a well-known truth, but not suffi-
ciently understood in its reality: Christians belong to two
cities. They are in the world. They have a social life. They are
citizens of a nation, belong to a family, and are employed
and must work to earn money. They lead their lives in the
context of other people and in their company. They share
the same nature and condition. All that they do in this world
they must do seriously, because they are joined with others.
They cannot neglect what are called “duties,”18 because they
are human beings like others. But, on the other hand, they
cannot belong entirely to this world. For them it is always just
a temporary “tent” (2 Pet 1:13)19 in which they are “strangers
and sojourners” (Heb 11:13). For them the situation is provi-
sional, although extremely important, because they belong to
another city. They take their belonging20 and their thinking
from elsewhere. They have another Lord.

18 Likely a reference to devoirs d’état, duties or obligations that arise
from one’s estate (situation) in society, as described in the catechism of Pope
Pius X (1835–1914).

19 See also 2 Cor 5:1.
20 Filiation, sonship, descent.
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times larger took four years to destroy it. Examples of this sort
are easy to find.

The triumph of this approach is easy to explain. Once the
means becomes a matter of technique it knows no bounds. It
applies itself indifferently to all objects and recognizes no rule
except technical laws. It has no concern with value judgment.
It can be nothing but an instrument that functions well. And
it is true that value judgments (good or bad, just or unjust)
normally concern the end and not the means. As a result, the
technical process finds itself free of all ideological or moral ob-
stacle. It functions entirely like a machine, without any exter-
nal value to trouble its well-functioning cogs and pistons. It is
sometimes the case that the technical results, such as concen-
tration camps, make ordinary people recoil in horror, but this
is simply because they have been outside the technical means’
operations. A Russian communist does not recoil from camps
in Siberia, or a Nazi from extermination camps. When the prac-
tice has spread throughout the world, when we are all within
the mechanism of this “means,” no one will be appalled any
longer.

This process of “self-justification”11 has three outcomes.
The first is that human beings are no longer to any extent the
masters of their means. This is an observation that is often
made, and the sorcerer’s apprentice12 does not date from
today. It is useless to insist, but an often neglected aspect of
this idea is that human beings no longer have the choice of
means. They no longer have at their disposal an arsenal of
processes to attain a result, among which their personality can
exercise a choice. Technique chooses for them. And it chooses
with a precision and cleverness that human beings cannot

11 Ellul uses the English word self-justification.
12 A junior magician who has enough knowledge to unleash a power

but not enough to then control it. The most well-known version of this story
is “Der Zauberlehrling” (“The Sorcerer’s Apprentice”), a poem by Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832).
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people are still naive enough to be scandalized by the idea and
situate the problem at the moral level. But in reality, all this
comes from the way of thinking that accords with a time when
human beings had spiritual and intellectual mastery over their
means, when they could choose among several kinds of means
and would choose the one that seemed most apt for attaining
the desired end. If this means was morally reprehensible, it was
accepted because of the end’s loftiness and beauty. But this era
has been over now for almost a century, and it is quite comical
to see politicians, who claim to bemodern and free of prejudice,
adopting this rule as a principle of action. The facts themselves
have made the system outdated, the principle inapplicable, and
the ideas obsolete.

In reality, what justifies the means today is whatever
succeeds. Whatever is effective, whatever possesses in itself
an “efficiency,”10 is justified. By applying means, a result is
produced. This result is judged by these simplistic criteria
of “more”: larger, faster, more precise, and so on. Simply by
applying this criterion, the means is declared good. What
succeeds is good, what fails is bad. Now, technique teaches
us how to infallibly discern the means, the one means that
carries within it the success that is most spectacular. Tech-
nique always succeeds. The most-perfected technical means
attains necessarily all technical objectives (which are not
ends—confusion must be carefully avoided). A politics of
means will be therefore a triumphant politics. The communist
economy, which is an economy entirely focused on means,
therefore produces incomparable successes, and as long as it
stays focused in this way it will advance quickly (although
human beings may of course starve to death during this time!).
The German army, a triumph of technical means, represents
therefore a kind of success, because an enemy that was four

10 Ellul uses the English word efficiency.
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And this must be taken in the most rigorously material
sense. In this world, they belong to another world. They are
like people of a particular nation who reside in a foreign
country. Chinese people living in France think according to
their own concepts and traditions and have their own criteria
for judgment and action. They are truly foreigners while also
citizens of another state. Their allegiance is directed toward
that state and not toward their country of residence.21 Thus it
is with Christians. They are citizens of another kingdom, and
they draw their ways of thinking, judging, and feeling from
there. Their heart and mind lie elsewhere. They are subjects
of another state and are its ambassadors on earth (2 Cor 5:20).
This means that they must present their Lord’s demands and
establish a relation between the two [realms]. But they cannot
adopt this world’s interests; they defend their Lord’s interests,
just as ambassadors defend the interests of their state.

Viewed in another way, they can also be sent as spies. This
may in fact be the Christian’s situation: to work secretly in the
heart of the world on the Lord’s behalf, preparing the Lord’s
victory from within. They can infiltrate this world and expose
its secrets, creating the conditions for the kingdom of God to
burst forth. Just like the spies sent into the country of Canaan
(Josh 2:1; Heb 11:30).

Regardless of their particular situation in the world, their
ties are elsewhere, ties of thinking, truth, and loyalty. All these
depend on the Lord, and they owe no loyalty to the world. Be-
sides, when we speak of this world, it implies certain concrete
realities: nation, state, family, work… Christians cannot pledge
unconditional loyalty to any of these. Their first loyalty is to
their Lord (Matt 10:37).22

21 Clearly, Ellul is referring to Chinese people who are temporarily res-
ident in France, not to Chinese immigrants who wish to become French cit-
izens.

22 See note 2, p. 105.
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Now, the two cities in which Christians are involved can
never coincide, yet they cannot abandon either one or the other.
They may long to return through death to their city of origin,
their homeland, but as long as they are on the earth there is no
way that they can renounce either one. But neither can they
be satisfied with the fundamental duality that they are caught
up in. In other terms, the contradiction that is in their heart,
this tension that we were describing in chapter one, reappears
here, but transcribed into social, political, and economic reality.
Christians bound up with this world’s material history are in-
volved as representatives of another order, another Lord (than
the prince of this world), another claim (than that of the natural
heart). Thus they must first accept this tension, this opposition,
and that results from accepting their internal tension—because
they know that the two realms are irreconcilable.Theymust ac-
cept that the opposition between this world and the kingdom
of God is total.

But this is an intolerable situation. It means keen suffer-
ing and is not satisfying to recognize. Christians can never
consider themselves as on the right side, looking contentedly
upon the perdition of everything else; to do so is to fail the
charity of Christ and cease in this way even to be Christians.
Being joined with others (through economic, sociological, and
other such laws, and also by God’s will), they cannot agree to
watch them trapped in their distress and dissolution, handed
over to tyranny, unceasing labor, and unfounded hope. They
need to immerse themselves in social and political problems
so that they can act in the world, not in the hope of making
it a paradise, but only of rendering it tolerable. Not of atten-
uating the opposition between this world and the kingdom of
God, but only the opposition between this world’s disorder and
the order of preservation that God wants for it. Not of mak-
ing the kingdom of God come, but so that the gospel may be
proclaimed, that all people may hear truly the good news of
salvation and resurrection.
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But even more, see how we are stripped of both our time
and our life that we have taken so much trouble to obtain. For
no civilization has been as wasteful of the time and lives of hu-
man beings. Immense forces will be put into service so that one
person can save a few seconds, while full days will be lost to
the unemployed and to those waiting in queues at government
offices. Both are products of the enormity of our means.8

All possible knowledge will be put into play to save one
life, but millions of people will be massacred through bombs
and concentration camps; both are products of the enormity of
our means. For everything around us, the same parallel can be
made. Security? We very ably work out a prodigious govern-
mental machine9 in order to assure social security to people.
But why? For what purpose? Because, after all, no time has
been as uncertain as our own. And what is this pitiful secu-
rity being offered to human beings, a few million francs, at the
cost of the insecurity that comes from financial, social, and eco-
nomic crises, wars and revolutions, which, thanks to our tech-
nical means, now endanger all men, women, and children? In
this frightful round of unchecked means, nobody knows any
longer where they are going, purposes are forgotten, and ends
are overtaken. Human beings have set off at astronomically
high speeds toward nowhere.

* * *

The second characteristic of this question as it is presented
today is that the means is self-justifying. We have left behind
the principle that “the end justifies the means.” Of course, there
are still theoreticians who uphold this idea and construct sys-
tems on this basis, such as communists, and some moralistic

8 The irony is that technique, while resolutely following the rule of ef-
ficiency and the “one best way,” so often leads to bureaucratic delay and in-
efficiency. It clashes with human reality and cannot fully subjugate us. (DG)

9 Machine administrative, referring to the provision of government ser-
vices.
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be needed by which it could be measured, but there are no
more ends. And this self-production of means entails a very
remarkable result: the definitive confirmation that ends are
absent.6

We have seen how the sought-for goal has become implicit,
abstract.This accomplished, it has remained inert.We still have
the same notions of happiness or freedom as a century ago, de-
graded and weakened. Yet the development of means makes
these ends absurd! The means have shattered the very possi-
bility of relying on traditional ends, but we have not even con-
ceived that the means that are in play lead to the negation of
implicit ends. We congratulate ourselves each time an airplane
surpasses a speed record, and we make great efforts to succeed
in going faster, as if speed were a good and sufficient goal in
itself. But what is the point of saving time?

We rejoice each time that a new cure is found; much re-
search is carried out in order that we might heal better. But
what is the point of the life that we take so much care to pre-
serve? What is time for? What is life worth, when precisely
through the interplay of themeans set inmotion in this civiliza-
tion, time and life no longer have any meaning, when human
beings really do not knowwhat to dowith their time, andwhen
life is more absurd than ever, because the spiritual foundations
of time and life have been destroyed in their hearts? Modern
people—dehumanized through means, having become means—
are, when they are given time and their life is preserved for
them, like people living a traditional way of life who are given
a complex machine but don’t know how to use it.7

6 “Technique is nothing more than means and the ensemble of means…
Our civilization is first and foremost a civilization of means; in the reality of
modern life, the means, it would seem, are more important than the ends.”
The Technological Society, 19. (DG)

7 Literally, like savages who are given a complex machine and whose
hands lack the skill to use it.
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So we have three directions in which Christians must act
in the world.23 First, beginning with what God reveals to them
about the human person, they must seek out the social and po-
litical conditions in which such persons can live and develop
as God has commanded them to do. Next, [they must recog-
nize that] these persons develop in a certain setting that God
has placed them in, which is the order of preservation, with-
out which human beings lack their true milieu of life. They are
not completely free in this sphere any more than they are in
the physical or biological sphere. There are certain limits that
they cannot overstep without causing the society that they live
in to be destroyed. So Christians must strive so that the or-
der that God desires can be embodied in particular, existing
institutions and organizations.Third, this order of preservation
has meaning only if it is oriented toward the proclamation of
salvation. Social and political institutions therefore need to be
“open,” they cannot claim to be complete, absolute—they must
be constituted in such a way that they do not prevent people
from hearing the Word of God. Christians must see to this also,
insightfully and without compromise.

But in doing this, they find themselves before two possible
errors. One consists in believing that by a constant progress
in this order, the kingdom of God will be attained; a reference
to the book of Revelation or to Matthew 24 is all that it takes
to put an end to such thinking. The other error would result
from the belief that if particular reforms were effected, this or-
der that God desires would come about. In reality, all solutions,
all economic, political, and other achievements, are temporary.
Christians cannot at any time or to any extent believe that they
are complete and will endure. They are always contaminated

23 Note that Ellul is here outlining a strategic direction. When he writes
that he will not do so, or that we cannot do so, he means to emphasize that
there can be no abstract, unchangeable formula for faithful action in the
world. (DG)
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by the sin that binds them, by the very environment in which
they exist.

Thus Christians are constantly obliged to renew God’s de-
mand, to bring this order repeatedly into confrontation with
an order that is moving constantly toward disorder. And be-
cause of God’s always-fresh demand on the world, Christians
are placed in this way in a permanently revolutionary situa-
tion. Even when the institutions, laws, and reforms that they
advocate come to pass, even if society is reorganized along the
lines that they have advocated, they must remain in opposition
and require yet more, because what God demands is infinite,
as is his pardon. Thus Christians are called to continually ques-
tion all that is termed progress, discoveries, facts, established
results, reality, and so on. They cannot be satisfied at any time
with all this toil, and, as a result, they must demand that it be
surpassed and replaced.

They exercise their judgment according to the Spirit—they
do what is essentially revolutionary. If it is not so, it is because
in some way Christians have betrayed their vocation in the
world.

* * *

We have just seen one of the elements that make this
condition necessary, and it is Christians’ very situation in the
world. But there is a second fact, yet more significant if that
be possible, which is the promise of the glorious return of
Jesus Christ—the parousia.24 Christians are essentially people
who live in expectation.25 [It is the] expectation of the Lord’s
return, which accompanies the end of time, the judgment, and

24 A Greek noun meaning presence, appearing, or coming and typically
used in the New Testament in reference to the second coming of Christ. See
for example Matt 24.

25 The whole Bible seems to look forward in hope to God’s future inter-
vention in human history, and even to a great end (in Greek, eschaton). And
more than just a forward look and expectation, there is a behavior associated
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phrases only to take steps that bear no relation to these illu-
sions. Once these ends have become implicit in people’s hearts
and minds, they no longer have any formative power. They no
longer have creative capacity.They are dead illusions that have
been stored away among the props of the contemporary scene.
They can no longer be taken seriously. No one is willing to die
for them; instead, they will die for their “bread and butter”5 or
because they have become means themselves—the means of a
party, nation, or class. And as means, they are thrown into a
battle that is directed toward no end. The heroism of a soldier
in war or of a laborer on strike is in reality the heroism of a
means that does not actually know where it is going.

These impotent ends are completely incapable of creating
means that accord with the end. The end can now no longer
inspire, because it is nothing more than a word. It is not even
a myth! It no longer creates anything. The way that means are
created is entirely different: they are mutually self-generating.

Just as genius is no longer necessary for the majority of
technical discoveries, but having arrived at a certain stage the
next discovery comes along almost as a matter of course, so
also genius is no longer necessary in politics. Circumstances
and technical means dictate to politicians what they must
do. So also, in every field, means drive the creation of new
means. In the order of industrial, financial, political, and other
means, a strict law of mechanical causality obtains. Human
beings barely intervene. New sectors of production appear,
because new machines have been created or new means
found to exploit raw material that was previously unknown. It
doesn’t matter that people do not need these new products, or
that these new creations are completely useless. One means
generates another. A particular one is used, for why would
it not be? Why would it be called useless? An end would

5 The French idiom is bifteck (beefsteak), referring to one’s livelihood
or basic rights.
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This remarkable proliferation of means therefore leads to
everything becoming servile. In our world everything must
serve, which is to say, exist as means. Art and all that was
formerly “useless” or “gratuitous” must submit to the neces-
sity of “usefulness.”3 Whatever does not serve some purpose
must be rejected or eliminated. This very same calculation is
applied to human beings. It explains the practice of euthanasia
in the National Socialist4 state toward the elderly and incurable.
Whoever serves no purpose to the community must be put to
death.This practice seems barbaric to us, but it is simply the ap-
plication of the universal predominance of means. And to the
extent that this fact spreads, we must expect this practice to be
introduced through all civilization. It will also be justified by
[the argument that it produces] the greatest good and benefit
to “humanity.”

Besides, as means increase, as ends are pushed into the ab-
stract, ends become implicit and are no longer called into ques-
tion. Everyone today knows “more or less” the purpose that
civilization pursues, and it seems completely pointless and out-
dated to pose ourselves the question. Everyone has some vague
ideas about progress, and this notion of progress can appar-
ently substitute for the ends pursued. As long as we change,
there is progress, and as a result we are approaching this very
vague and hypothetical goal that the nineteenth century ex-
ploited with delirium and romanticism.

We no longer wonder in the least what these ends consist
in or see clearly the direction in which we are headed. Control
is no longer possible, because ends have disappeared or seem
disconnected from the means that occupy the entire scope of
people’s activity, attention, and admiration. We do still talk
about happiness, freedom, or justice, but we no longer know
their content or conditions, and we come out with these empty

3 Ellul’s book on art is The Empire of Non-Sense. (DG)
4 That is, Nazi.
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which announces the kingdom of God. So those who know
they are saved by Christ are not people attached jealously or
fearfully to a past, however glorious it may be, not the past of
their church (the tradition) or even the past life of Jesus Christ
(who does, however, support and uphold the assurance of
their faith). They are instead people of the future, and not of a
temporal and natural future, but of the eschaton,26 the future
break with this present world. They are thus cast forward,
propelled toward this moment, and for them all facts take
their value from the kingdom of God that is coming, from
the judgment and triumph of the Lord. This is true for all
theological facts. Just as the entire Old Testament is able to
take its full meaning, as the work of God, only from the person
of Christ, so also the life of Christ. All his preaching takes its
meaning from the cross, and the cross has value only in the
resurrection, and the resurrection itself is made clear only by
the ascension (this declaration that Christ is Lord). But let us
not get into a theological discussion!

This theological truth also applies, however, to social and
political facts. The current events of our world take their value
only from the perspective of the kingdom of God that is com-
ing. The imminence of Christ’s return is what gives an authen-
tic seriousness to each news item; current affairs receive their
genuine content from it. Without this direction, history is an
explosion of insanity. Now, the function of Christians in this
regard is not to be content with this knowledge but to make
this coming event present in the world now, through their ac-
tion and thought. They bear in the present day the elements
of the eschaton. They fill thereby a prophetic function. And as
the historians have noted, the prophets of Israel always had a
political role that, in relation to their civilization, was authen-

with it: “The night is far gone, the day is near… Let us live as in the day …”
(Rom 13:12–13). (DG)

26 AGreek nounmeaning end and used in the New Testament primarily
in reference to the end of time. See for example John 6:39–40.
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tically revolutionary. All Christians having received the Holy
Spirit are now prophets of Christ’s return, and by this alone
they have a revolutionary mission in politics. For prophets do
not merely announce to some extent an event that will happen
at some point. Prophets are those who live out the event now
and who make it real and present to the world around them.27

Now, such is indeed the revolutionary situation: to be revo-
lutionary is to pass judgment on what is, on actual facts, in the
name of a truth that is not yet (but is to come). And it means
doing so in the belief that this truth is more authentic, more
real, than the reality that surrounds us. As a result, it means
causing the future to intervene as an explosive power in the
present, believing that future events are more important and
true than present ones, and coming to understand and grasp
the present by way of the future, governing it by the future in
the same way that the historian stands over the past. And the
revolutionary act will then participate in history. It will create
history by bending it toward this future. This concept of revo-
lution is valid for all of the revolutions that have occurred over
the course of history, whether they succeeded or not. It is also
true of the communist movement—but it destroyed its revolu-
tionary power itself, as we have seen, in favor of the natural
course as the greatest inclination of history. To act for the fu-

27 Ellul describes the role of the prophet in his commentary on 2 Kings,
The Politics of God and the Politics of Man, 20–21, 50. “Man chooses his
own action. But between this decision by man and God’s decision we find
the prophet. This man has received a revelation of God’s intention… He an-
nounces and can bend or provoke, but there is no necessity or determination.
One is in the presence of open possibilities here. The man also understands
what the politician is wanting. He understands it in depth. He sees the real-
ity behind the appearance of the action and he discloses to the politician his
true intention, his situation. Finally, this man gives the meaning of it all, the
true significance of what has happened… The prophet is in effect the man
who brings a Word of God to bear on the actual, concrete situation of man,
his political situation.” (DG)
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This process occurs everywhere. Science and technique pro-
vide us with another example. Once, knowledge of truth was
what mattered, but then after the philosophers came the scien-
tists. They developed their theories, which were then applied,
first in order to prove the truth of these theories, and then be-
cause of their usefulness. From that point on, science was lost!
Technical means gradually came to dominate the search for
truth. Science became more and more about the effectiveness
of technical means. Science today takes its meaning from tech-
nique; it is completely oriented to application. It is in the ser-
vice of means. It has become a means of perfecting the means.
The abstraction “science,” to which we still pay lip service, has
replaced the search for truth.

Thus we easily perceive that this world is totally delivered
over to means. What had been an end a century ago has now
become in its turn a means, and even a means of other means!
But we retain a mental picture or representation of it [that for-
mer end], because the severity of this situation is hard to accept.
So we push the ends that we are pursuing into the realm of the
ideal, the abstract, the utopian. Communism provides an excel-
lent example in political life. It set in motion the most remark-
able doctrine of political means there is. It is more complete
than any other. But for what end? “For communist society,”
will likely be the reply. But “it never occurred to any social-
ist to promise the coming of the higher stage of communism,”
Lenin said, adding about this communist society that “no one
ever promised it or even planned to institute it, because, gen-
erally speaking, it is impossible to institute” (Lenin, State and
Revolution, chapter 5, §4).2 Thuswe have an admirable political
machine that perpetuates itself by means (because the dictator-
ship of the proletariat is also a means), with a view to illusory
and hypothetical ends. And to produce the happiness of future
people, those of the present day are sacrificed.

2 Lenin, State and Revolution, 80–81.
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where we are heading. We have forgotten our common pur-
poses, we have enormous means at our disposal, and we put
into operation prodigious machines in order to arrive nowhere.
The end (and by this I mean our civilization’s common end,
since individual people still have individual ends, such as win-
ning a competition, receiving a salary increase, and so on) has
been effaced before the means. Human beings who were origi-
nally the end of this whole humanist system of means, who are
still proclaimed as “end” in political speeches, in reality have
entirely become means, and a means of these very means that
were supposed to serve them, such as the economy or the state.
In order for the economy to function well, human beings must
submit to the demands of the economic mechanism. As total
producers, they place all their efforts into the service of pro-
duction. As obedient consumers, they swallow blindly all that
the economy feeds to them, and so on.Thus, humanity is trans-
formed into an instrument of these modern gods that are our
means, and we do it with the good intention of making human-
ity happy.

In every field the same path has been followed. Here is an
example. People must be made happy, and to produce this hap-
piness they must be given many goods to consume. For this,
considerable production must be arranged, and consumption
must be adjusted to production. But there are human and tech-
nical obstacles that make this complicated. The technical ones
are progressively overcome through research; the human ones
must be overcome by submitting human beings to the machine,
the division of labor, advertising, the unlimited use of their en-
ergies, and so on. In this way, real, living people, regular people,
are placed in submission to means that must assure happiness
to “people” in the abstract. The “person” of the philosophers
and politicians, which does not exist, is the sole end of this
prodigious adventure that produces misery for all people of
flesh and blood and transforms them into means.
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ture fact that is most likely and brought on by present circum-
stances is actually to no longer act in a revolutionary manner.

Christians, by contrast, even without engaging in great
political speeches or demonstrations of revolutionary power,
but by living truly in the power of Christ and making actual
through hope the coming of the kingdom, are in the most
revolutionary situation possible. They judge the present time
by virtue of a meta-historical fact. This fact’s intervention in
the present time is the only thing capable of freeing civiliza-
tion from the suffocating social and political structures under
which it is slowly weakening and dying. And here again, it is
not a question of representing this to ourselves as an optional
capacity, as one attitude among others. It is the only attitude
of faith that is possible. To desert this situation is in reality to
cease believing that we are saved—for we are saved by hope,
through faith (Rom 8:24), and hope is precisely this power of
eschatology in the present.

Thus we grasp the two theological roots that make the
Christian life necessarily revolutionary—roots that are not
created by each person’s will but by the situation in which God
places his children. We must be persuaded that if we do not
live in the light of this vision, we are completely uninformed
of what the Christian life is all about. There are still more
conclusions to draw from this.

* * *

A first order of conclusions will likely appear even more
abstract and difficult! It is that Christiansmust not judge, act, or
live according to principles, but according to the reality of the
eschaton, lived out here and now. This is exactly the opposite
of a moralism.
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We need to be convinced that there are no Christian prin-
ciples.28 There is the person of Christ, who is the principle of
all things,29 but if we want to be faithful there can be no ques-
tion of reducing Christianity (as too often has happened) to a
certain number of principles from which implications could be
straightforwardly derived. This act of transforming the work
of the living God into a philosophical doctrine is the constant
temptation and greatest betrayal of theologians—and also of
the faithful, when they transform the action of the Spirit, who
causes his fruits to be born in them, into a moral system, a new
law, a set of principles to apply. The Christian life does not re-
sult from a cause but is directed toward an end. This is what
changes human perspectives completely and makes the Chris-
tian life unique from any other.

What is true on the individual level is true also on the social.
There are no political and social Christian principles that can
be defined in an absolute way. What God reveals to us in this
area through Scripture is not a doctrine or principles, but judg-
ments and action that are entirely focused on accomplishing
God’s work. We never observe a straight or causal course any
more than we see a static and more-or-less permanent order
established. God’s action always appears as a power in motion,
as a torrent that crosses and re-crosses history, that changes
course,30 rolls in waves, and churns up all the particles of cre-
ation. Scripture shows us a God at work in political and civil

28 What Ellul means is that there are no abstract, stand-alone principles.
We follow a Commander, not a set of abstract commands. There will be guid-
ance, and it will be consistent with the character of God, not chaotic, not at all
the whim of human interest and desire. But God is alive, and our situations
always have novel aspects, and we are unique individuals. No stand-alone
system of principles and rules can ever be allowed to threaten or replace that
existential reality. (DG)

29 Col 1:15–18.
30 Qui change ses bords, that changes its banks. The meaning is unclear,

but perhaps refers to a current that moves from one side of the river to the
other.
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A first observation is of singular importance: the problem
of end and means is an old problem, but it is no longer be-
ing presented in the same manner. Today, if we want to study
the question from a philosophic angle, either morally or meta-
physically, presenting and responding to it in eternal terms,
we are condemned to understand nothing about it, although
we may seem clever. In reality, today the problem is radically
transformed. It is no longer a discussion about two ways of
viewing the relationship between end and means (for example,
“the end justifies the means” and “the right means for the right
ends”). This is because the terms in which the question is be-
ing presented are no longer philosophical but empirical. They
concern particular facts—and, what is most constraining, tech-
nical facts. So this question is indeed key to our times, in the
sense that we need to pose it correctly in order to understand
our civilization. But posing it correctly means conceiving it as
a real fact, which has changed the very nature of the situation.
And this fact is technique.

Besides, supplying an abstract answer to the question is not
adequate. This would only produce an “ought” that cannot be
applied to life. In reality, like most questions of fact that our
civilization raises, this one does not call for an intellectual or
technical response. It calls those affected to take up sides; it
calls for a life decision on the part of those to whom the ques-
tion is posed. The move is no longer “from abstract question to
abstract response,” as in some other civilizations, but “from a
concrete question to a life position.” Those who construct our
economic and political systems err when they make them a
case of “from concrete question to abstract answer!”

How then is this question of end and means currently be-
ing presented? What are its aspects? The first enormous fact
that emerges from our civilization is that today everything has
become means. The end no longer exists. We no longer know
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Chapter Three: End and
Means

When we think about the possibilities for action in the
world, regardless of the form this action takes (evangelism,
for example, or political action), when we arrive at the idea
that one’s way of living is today one of the surest forms of
revolutionary action, and when, thirdly, we seek out ways in
which the Christian’s faith can be expressed, we are posing
the problem of end and means. At the same time, if we
consider the present day we quickly note that this is a phrase
that preoccupies our contemporaries, directly or indirectly.
Intellectuals such as Huxley take up the question directly
and in its consequences. [Those who are] not intellectuals
take a pragmatic approach that renders it implicit. In reality,
the question is absolutely central to our civilization, and
the answer provided may be the decisive element in our
civilization’s decline.

Thus, with “end and means” we are concerned both with
the consequences of the preceding study and with the world’s
activity, which is today significant.1

1 In this chapter Ellul outlines the heart of the challenge of technology
and, more precisely, the technique at its core. His most famous and best-
selling book is The Technological Society, to which he later added The Tech-
nological System and The Technological Bluff. (DG)
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history, using the works of human beings and sweeping them
along in his action toward the kingdom that he has promised.

From what Scripture reveals to us about this activity, we
can draw some analogous conclusions. We can conceive of
some main themes by which our action can be oriented. We
can glimpse the outlines of an order that is in current motion,
but not a system or political principles. When it is a matter
of transcribing God’s action in the world, in an incomplete
and humanly intelligible way, there can be no question of any
dogmatism whatever. That is the very opposite of this action.

Thus, the first implication of this revolutionary function of
Christians is that they should be open to all human action, ac-
cepting it as a [potentially] valid orientation.We can never rule
out a political or social endeavor because of supposed Christian
principles. Everything that appears to be a step in the direction
that we have laid out above should be taken up for examination
and, of course, questioned thoroughly.31

But it is clear that Christians can never consider themselves
tied to the past or to a principle. In the political world they
must apply the rule of Ecclesiastes 3: “There is a time for ev-
erything… God has made each thing good in its time.” There
is no Christian standpoint that is valid for all times. Positions
that seem contradictory can be equally sound, depending on
the times, insofar as they express in history a faithfulness to
God’s design. So they must not maintain loyalty to an idea,
doctrine, or political outcome. What the world calls loyalty is
usually habit or obstinacy. Christians can move right or left,
can be liberal or socialist, according to the circumstances and
the position that seems more conformed to God’s will at this
time. These positions are contradictory, it is true, from the hu-

31 In his Violence: Reflections from a Christian Perspective, Ellul is un-
equivocal that violence is one form of action that can never be Christian. If
we participate in any violence, we must not attempt to justify it as Chris-
tian. This is certainly a “principle”—but Ellul doesn’t want it detached from
a relationship with the living Prince of Peace. (DG)
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man point of view. They must draw their unity from pursuing
the kingdom that is to come. Christians are called to judge the
present circumstances in light of this kingdom. These circum-
stances cannot be judged by their particular moral or political
content, any more than by their relation to a human doctrine
or their attachment to the past, but simply by their always-
existing relation to the parousia. This is a difficult position, full
of pitfalls and dangers, but it is also the only one that appears
true to the Christian life. And we have never been told that the
Christian life should be easy or secure.

The fact that almost all Christian political stances have been
mistaken or catastrophic (that of the Jesuits as much as of Con-
stantine, for example)32 is because the kingdom has been delib-
erately replaced by a moral doctrine as the basis for judgment
and because efforts have always beenmade to “derive a politics
from the gospel!”33

But, it will be asked, what do we know of this kingdom of
God? In reality, we need to guard against turning the kingdom
of God into amoral system that we could reduce to simple rules
and replicate on earth! The central point that we already know
and is already actual is the Lordship of Jesus Christ, and that it
is on this Lordship that the whole of Christian realism must be
founded. This actual Lordship is the objective element in the
revolutionary Christian situation, as hope is its subjective ele-
ment. And this alone is what enables us to orient ourselves in
our various political positions and successive judgments about
the concrete problems of politics and the economy.

32 The Jesuits, or Society of Jesus, a religious order established by Ig-
natius of Loyola (1491–1556) that sought to influence highly placed persons
in church, state, and society. Constantine (c. 288–337), a Roman emperor
who converted to Christianity, prohibited the state persecution of Christians,
and convoked the Council of Nicaea.

33 A reference to La Politique tirée des propres paroles de l’Écriture
sainte (Politics Drawn from the Very Words of Holy Scripture) by Jacques-
Bénigne Bossuet (1627–1704), which used biblical texts to support its politi-
cal argument.
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say it another way, to take up a revolutionary stance.36 If this
first step is not taken, everything else is utopian and it is per-
fectly useless for Christians to concern themselves with social
or political questions. Although it seems like an intellectual or
spiritual process (that is not all it is, in fact!), it is an extremely
difficult decision to make—this decision to break with the ways
of the present age. What we are concerned to discover, then, is
whether Christians will be bold enough to risk everything in
this accomplishment of their function.

36 Une mise en situation révolutionnaire, an entry into a revolutionary
situation or state of being.
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ing. If they are no longer so, perhaps because they no longer
receive the necessary powers of the Spirit, they must ask God
to grant them these powers.Theymustmake them the object of
their prayer, so that they can regain this possibility for action
that God opens to them and that is essential for them today.

This revolutionary power, manifested in everyday realism,
must also tackle the fundamental questions of our time. It must
be applied to changing the fundamental structures (which have
nothing to do with what is currently called “structures,” which
is to say, economic forms). It must go much further than our
certified revolutionaries in the political parties, who seek only
to firmly establish a world that is too well known and nonethe-
less outdated. How can it do this? It is a long effort. The first
[step] is understanding, becoming aware of the world we live
in and do not know (because it cannot be said that the world
is understood by statistics and opinion polls!).

The next [step involves] a way of living. Christians must
pursue a way of life that does not differentiate them from oth-
ers but enables them to elude the influence of structures. The
desired results cannot be achieved by attacking the structures
directly, trying to make spectacular modifications, or striving
to reconstruct a world from their every fragment. The only ef-
fective attack against the structures is to succeed in evading
them and living on the margin of this totalitarian society, not
by rejecting it outright, but by sifting it thoroughly.

In the end, it could be that in communities that hold to a
way of living of this order, the seeds of a new civilization may
spring up. At present, it is not for us to be concerned yet with
this eventuality or to distract ourselves with enticing vistas.
The first step to take is to become aware35 of our world, or, to

35 Prise de conscience, to become aware in an active and moral sense,
in a way that produces an important and irreversible change in one’s under-
standing.
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A thing is never good or bad in itself, not even by the use
that human beingsmake of it (according to amistaken but quite
widespread formula!). A thing is good or bad only in the time
in which it is, according to its situation from the perspective of
God’s kingdom, its conformity with God’s work for the coming
of the kingdom, and, finally, whether it can or cannot be used
for God’s glory.These are three criteria, as precise and practical
as can be, [that emerge] when we cease being obsessed with
moral formulas or political doctrines. It is by daily applying
these three criteria to social facts that the activity of Christians
is revolutionary in bringing about the eschaton.

It is easy to see that this attitude goes far beyond both the
idealisms and the realisms of today. The constant presence of
the kingdom in the Christian life is a demand that urges us con-
tinually to go further, see situations in depth, and make more
comprehensive demands, because no revolution can fully sat-
isfy. Likewise, anything that is accomplished, no matter how
humble, deserves protection. So we need to take all of the facts
into account as well as truly transcend them—and not by some
kind of intellectual contempt or abstract dogmatism. What mo-
tivates this realism is that Christians do not follow the criteria
of efficiency or success, as other types of realism do, but the
Lordship of Christ. Thus they are called to judge all things (1
Thess 5:21), a command that Paul gives absolutely, which is to
say, involving all areas of life and not only “moral values” or
the spiritual life. It is also fitting to point out that this command
appears in this text between the exhortation about prophecies
(Do not quench the Spirit, do not despise prophecies) and the
reminder that any Christian life has only one goal: to preserve
[the world] for the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ (v. 23). Con-
sequently, this sequence lies quite neatly at the heart of all that
we have been able to write here about Christians’ revolution-
ary position.

This judgment, which cannot be exercised according to hu-
man rules or conventions, but which must always be fresh and
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new, is the very crux of Christians’ realist position. I am quite
familiar with the possible criticisms: how much this will seem
like a lack of unity, continuity, faithfulness, and so on. But I
believe that all of this is the result of a false Christian position,
similar to what pagans imagine this position must be. Nothing
ismore irksome than anti-Christians using biblical texts, which
they do not understand, to criticize Christians’ positions. The
value of their criticism toward Christians does not come from
their scriptural skill but from the conduct of their life. Non-
Christians are an example to Christians by living in ways that
are different and better on a given point (Luke 16:8). But when
it comes to advice and teachings on moral and intellectual mat-
ters, Christians are not obliged to follow what non-Christians
may want to offer them. We can observe Christian thinking
and morality aligning [with non-Christian] in this way for the
past two centuries. It is the secularization of Christianity by
Christians themselves, through their lack of courage and faith-
fulness. And on this particular point, the criticisms that are ad-
dressed to Christian realism manifest this attitude.

* * *

But this realism is not limited to everyday facts. The pri-
mary question is posed, as we have seen, by the phenomenon
of our civilization’s deep structures. These are what condition
the catastrophes that we live in, and also what proscribe all rev-
olution. The Christian situation is revolutionary by essence, as
we have said, and must be expressed in current facts. It is true
that the faithful of the churches no longer have any awareness
whatsoever of this situation. They concern themselves as little
as possible with what nonetheless constitutes their mission on
earth. This is due to various reasons that we cannot examine
here. It is also true that the churches have shown themselves as
deplorable ambassadors, not knowing how to play this revolu-
tionary part, this role of fermentation or leaven that has been
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their calling. They have been bogged down in the lowest poli-
tics or the highest “spirituality.”

But whether we will or not, those who confess Jesus Christ
find themselves nonetheless one day brought face to face with
this responsibility. They are led to a decision which testifies
that their basic situation is a revolutionary one. Whether this
decision is conscious or not, it is no less revolutionary. In our
day, it is revolutionary because it is the decision of people act-
ing for personal reasons and not for sociological ones. Today
this does not often happen.34

If we have been led to study this problem, it is not with
the conceit of introducing anything new. I believe that I am
simply describing here what has always been Christians’ situ-
ation in the world. If we have been led to realize it, this is not
an “advance.” It is even, I think, an opposite sign. In reality, it
shows that the current problem of revolution is a life-or-death
problem for humanity, presented in terms that have never been
known before. For no one, unless they are prompted by an “ex-
traterrestrial” power, can claim today to be truly revolutionary.
All that belongs to theworld has become radically conservative
in relation to the powers that relentlessly conduct us toward
suicide. On the other hand, and at the same time, Christians no
longer act according to this unconscious impulse that hasmade
them, at all times in which the church was alive, the bearers of
a profound revolution. It seems that this power today is basi-
cally dead in the depths of their hearts—and despite their faith,
Christians act mostly as sociological beings. They no longer
seem to understand Christian freedom. Therefore, since they
are no longer unconscious revolutionaries, they must become
conscious ones—at the same time that they must become con-
scious of their particular mission and their revolutionary call-

34 The only true and authentic revolution today is that of the individ-
ual against mass society. See “The Necessary Revolution,” chapter five of
Autopsy of Revolution, 233–67. (DG)
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midst of these religions, he is the author and finisher of faith.34
Instead of losing ourselves in vain speculations or political and
social agitation of the world’s sort, we have here the impor-
tant and authentic task of Christian intellectuals: through this
event, to restore an orientation to the world in the political, so-
cial, and other spheres, and, through this event, to enable it to
find the hope that does not disappoint.

3. There is a final result of awareness that will complete
this description of how urgent the work of intellectuals is for
the church and the world: no one else can do this labor. At the
present time (it has not always been thus, it is not the only pos-
sible solution in the absolute sense), only Christians have been
given the authentic possibility of responding to these needs.

We have seen how intellect has become enslaved to the
means of expression available to it. The problem for the libera-
tion of intellect is to reestablish intellectual techniques. But we
have seen that to the extent that intellect has only onemeans of
expression, that which is most effective, it cannot extricate it-
self and act on the world in another way. In the end, it is not by
artificially creating another means of expression that we will
get there. We have also seen why.

In reality, the answer to this problem resides, however
strange this may appear, in discovering the boundary between
the profane and the sacred (not the religious or the Christian,
but the sacred, approximately in the sense that Otto uses).35
This does not consist in an artificial creation of two spheres,
in a division based in reason, but in intellect’s recognition
that two spheres exist. It is the gradual uncovering of the
boundary that exists in the facts between the two spheres. It
is the fact that the intellectual act, with its modern methods

34 Heb 12:2.
35 Rudolf Otto (1869–1937), theorist of religion. In Das Heilige (The Idea

of the Holy), he writes of human beings’ experience of God as sacred, numi-
nous, other.
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is no longer called upon to “accomplish” anything whatever. It
is delivered from its uncertainty about the path to follow and
the success to hope for. We can liquidate at good price the ob-
session with means by which our time is gripped. And in the
church, we must learn that it is not our possibilities that direct
our action, but it is indeed God’s end, present within us!

I am quite familiar with the reproach that will likely be
made. This is an individual pursuit, it will be said once again,
an individualistic notion of action, when the great discovery of
our time (admittedly25 great and good) is that action must be
collective. It is to return to the individual level problems that
go beyond one individual and concern everyone. It means once
again finding an individual solution to questions that are not
individual and that do not concern us only but are also prob-
lems of institutions. Peace and justice are in this waymatters of
political and social organization, and as a result we must have
adequate means, we must locate the problem elsewhere than
in the individual consciousness.26

These arguments are invalid, in fact. It is not a matter here
of opposing an individualistic notion of action to a collective
one, or an institutional one. Concerning the first objection, it is
enough to point out that it is not a question of the individual,
but of God. It is not a matter of our peace or our justice, but
those that God gives. As a result, this whole notion of means
is not centered on the individual, but on God, and by this very
fact it is a collective notion, because it is God who produces
this action’s unity and it is God who acts in us, “who works in
us to will and to do.”27 As it is one God acting in all through
one Spirit, the collective unity of these means is assured, not
through our human means but through the very unity of God.

25 The meaning is unclear, but presumably Ellul is indicating that he
does not deny the value of collective action.

26 The French noun conscience may be translated as conscience or con-
sciousness.

27 Phil 2:13.
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Of course, this is an idea of community and unity that ex-
poses our unbelief.28 To the extent that we refuse to put our
confidence in God and want to ensure our action, make it ratio-
nal, take charge of it, and give it the form we want, we refuse
to let go of the anthropocentric dilemma: individual or com-
munity. For the way out is precisely the action of God, which
opens up the way for us. God’s action is concerned with the hu-
man person, always a relationship between a person and God,
but it is also collective through God, because God is the same
for all. In this way, this idea of means evades traditional cate-
gories.

On the second point, the stance with regard to institutions,
it must be said that the pursuit of means acting indirectly on
individual persons, the quest to modify institutions in order
ultimately to change the human condition, is hypocrisy or a
lie. When we are scandalized because institutional modifica-
tion (property, distribution, government, and so on) is not the
main concern, it can signify only two things. Either we are con-
scious Marxists, and we do not believe in the existence of a
human nature but only of a human condition, which can be to-
tally and radically modified by institutional change (but this is
then the opposite of creation), or else we are hypocrites, and
we refuse to pose the problem of the human in its fullness, we
refuse to look at it straight on and consider only its environ-
ment. We turn our eyes from the being’s picture in order to
look only at the frame. If it is true that the frame can more or
less enhance the picture, it is not true that it is what gives the
picture its value.29 And if we act in this way, it means that we
refuse to be fully involved to this venture.

28 Qui déçoit notre incrédulité, that disappoints our incredulity. The
meaning is unclear.

29 Aplay onwords: Et s’il est vrai que le cadre peutmettre plus oumoins
en valeur (enhance) l’image, il n’est pas vrai que ce soit lui qui lui donne sa
valeur (value).
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lutely necessary for refocusing the lives of our contemporaries.
But to recover the event, its meaning and significance today, is
not an arbitrary task of purely intellectual construction. It is
not a matter of a philosophy of the event that would have any
certainty other than human reason, because [in that case] noth-
ing could prove to us that the event actually exists [except as a
mental construct]. If Christians have a particular mission here,
it is because they are witnesses to an event on which all the
others rest, an event that occurred in history and that occurs
in our lives, an event that is in short the guarantee of the other
events, personal or historical, and that renders history and life
radically irreversible. This event is God’s intervention in the
course of this history; it is Jesus Christ. We cannot reduce it to
a philosophical formula. That is the great danger that stalks us
here, because to do so would reduce this certainty to nothing.
We cannot say that it is eternity that has intervened in time,
or an abstract God in human beings. What is properly called
the event is that the living God became incarnate in the living
man, Jesus.

Beginning here and only here is it possible for intellectuals
to regain this ground that is indispensable for thought and life,
which is the real event. From here and only here can we call
men and women to personal experience, to a rediscovery of the
meaning of life and the relationship that God created between
Jesus Christ and life, not only the life that is called eternal, but
daily life. “For those who are outside, all things come in para-
bles… How then will you understand all the parables?” (Mark
4:11–13). We are tasked with understanding all of these para-
bles in which the action of Jesus Christ is inscribed, in history
and in our human lives. And it is only this understanding that
can give them a meaning. It is only in Jesus Christ that we
can possibly understand this wild adventure into which we are
thrown, because in themidst of these shadows, he is the person,
in the midst of this maelstrom of facts, he is the event, in the
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modifying character, that encompasses within itself the mean-
ing of all this past development, and that entails a significance
for the future. The event is the opposite of the trivial piece of
news, because it is charged with experience and grasps human
beings as a whole. The event is also the opposite of the modern
myth, because it carries its meaning within itself and the ad-
herence that it demands is personal and brings the individual
to a personal decision.

But to believe in the event is to have a certain conception
of history, such that the event can come to pass. Now, at the
present time, not only do the material conditions that I have
described tend to make us treat the event with complete con-
tempt, but even the prevailing conceptions, of history as much
as of individual life, drive us to repudiate it. When I said several
times that modern people live in a dream, and that even when
they fight for their bread and butter they do not encounter ma-
terial reality but abstractions, this assertion can be expressed
in another way: None of the facts that occur, in the world or in
personal life, have any longer for the individual any personal
or independent significance, none produce an experience and
a decision, but are always presented instead as the product of a
mass power, a sociological action. Yet if there is no event, faith
is not possible. There is only the artificial myth. This is the at-
titude toward life that explains, at one and the same time, the
modern success of political myths and the disaffection for the
Christian faith. It is the result, on the “religious” level, of the
impossibility of grasping the present world’s reality.

Besides, if there is no event, neither can human beings take
any personal and voluntary action in history and in their life.
The only thing possible then is universal capitulation. Now the
problem is twofold. We need to know if there is objectively the
possibility of the event in history, and if there is an event in the
life of each human being.

Recognizing the event in our world is one result of becom-
ing aware. This effort of the Christian intellectual seems abso-
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All this does not mean that changing institutions has no
importance. But such change is not what has priority. In any
case, the mad pursuit for means to change these institutions,
a pursuit that we witness today, is an error before God and
utterly pointless. (There is no need to be a Christian to perceive
this.) As a result, it is perfectly valid to pursue institutional
reforms, as long as this pursuit comes out of our fundamental
position, which is to say, a pure and simple expression of the
presence of the end in the world, and the transformation is
carried out through the living presence, in the contemporary
world, of the end and of judgment.

A very simple example can be taken from one of the social
reforms that came out of Christianity. Slavery was gradually
suppressed during the third and fourth centuries not through
decrees or a direct condemnation of slavery by the church and
Christians, but because the Christians of the time felt a pro-
found equality with their slaves because of their continual ex-
pectation of Christ’s return. It became useless and unjust to
have slaves, because Christ was coming soon! Institutional re-
forms must come out of the church’s faith and not from the
technical competence of specialists, whether Christian or oth-
erwise.

* * *

But if it is indeed true that this end should hold such a place
in the world and be the only point of reference possible for
our epoch, this leads to an unprecedented upheaval among the
enormous means that our civilization has delighted in accumu-
lating. We must see here what this actually signifies.

The first observation to strike us is that our means are
completely unsuited to the single end that has worth. As a
result, when we observe that our means have no goal, this
is indeed the truth. There is an immense gap between these
means and the sole end; and by this fact they are radically
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ineffective. “But,” one will say (and I am thinking of the techni-
cians,30 scandalized by such “confusion”!), “you are confusing
what should remain separate. We have never claimed to bring
about the kingdom of God through our technique. Our means
are adapted to immediate goals. You do not have the right
to condemn them in the name of Christ’s return. These are
two different orders. There are spiritual values, with Christ’s
return at the end, and there are material values. Or again,
there is the order of grace and the order of preservation. There
is grace and there is law,” and so on, and so on.

We reject this argument completely. First, because in fact
technicians have indeed claimed to be bringing about the
kingdom of God on earth: this is precisely what the notion of
Progress means, brilliantly illustrated by Victor Hugo, Renan,
and several others!31 It is also precisely what the theological
doctrine corresponds to that rejects the catastrophic coming
of the kingdom and believes in its gradual appearance, the as-
cension of humanity toward God. That is where the confusion
occurs, and not with us!

Next, because it is false to separate two orders, matter and
spirit, grace and law, and so on. In reality, the two orders, of
preservation and redemption, are not separate but integrated
with each other. All the actions of human beings are in submis-
sion to the Lordship of Jesus Christ. The means are indeed or-
dered to this one end. But whenwe say that they are ineffective,
this does not mean that they cannot bring about the kingdom
of God. It means that human beings’ means (technical or other)
are ineffective for accomplishing their particular ends, because
human beings have rejected the reality of the one, absolute end.
Thus econometrics will totally fail to regulate economic life, be-
cause it assumes that the economy functions in isolation rather

30 That is, people who are technically oriented or minded.
31 Victor Hugo (1802–85), poet and novelist. Ernst Renan (1823–92),

philosopher and historian.
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civilization we do not create a possible language, there is no
medium for the Holy Spirit’s action, there is no human means,
which God always requires of his creatures in order to mani-
fest his power. The Holy Spirit alone will give this language a
meaning, truth, and effectiveness, yet it is necessary for human
beings to have sought out this language. Christians no longer
seek it, because they believe that relations with one’s neighbor
are very simple, that the situation is the same as before, that
what succeeded a thousand years ago is still valid. Yet Chris-
tians have rediscovered a language several times throughout
Christianity’s history. Today they seem little concerned to do
so. It is non-Christians who are searching for it, but to this
point the Holy Spirit has not fulfilled the quest.

It is urgent for intellectual Christians to regain the meaning
of their vocation along this line.33 All the work remains to be
done, but it is the only way to recover a means of understand-
ing one another that transcends classes, formulas, and political
divisions. It is the only way to break down the sociological ten-
dencies that separate us and to recover authentic nearness in
love. It is today the mode by which we can live in love, absent
the deadly sentimentalism that intellectual and theological lib-
eralism had given to the idea of neighbor. If we do not discover
how, our preaching about love cannot be understood.

2. A second result of awareness points us to a second task, a
second obligation of Christian intellectuals. Those who believe
in the trivial news item and interpret it throughmyth no longer
believe in the event, which is to say, in a fact’s intervention in
the course of life, history, and development that brings with it a

33 It must be remembered that Ellul was never an ivory-tower intellec-
tual. He worked on a farm while participating in the Resistance against the
Nazi occupation of France. He served briefly in the city administration of Bor-
deaux after the Liberation. He was an active lay church leader and teacher
throughout his life. He devoted a great deal of time to working with young
people at a juvenile “prevention club.” See “With the Street Gangs,” chapter
nine of In Season, Out of Season, 117–38. (DG)
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tention to this point. But this is not an easy thing in our civi-
lization, which, as I have already noted, is particularly oriented
to the destruction of personal relationships, that is, to inhibit-
ing this nearness. By becoming aware, intellectuals recover a
ground on which it is possible to find themselves again with
others: the place of encounter with reality. But the particular
work of Christian intellectuals is to discover today a new lan-
guage, one that enables everyone to understand one other de-
spite the clamor of advertising, a language that enables indi-
viduals to come out of their desperate solitude and that avoids
both arid rationality and subjective emotionalism. To seek out
a new language that “gives a purer meaning to the words of the
tribe,”31 with all that this entails of submission to what is real
(our language is totally out of step with reality!) and adaptation
to different mental structures. A language that might become
a living expression of the words of Paul: “I have become all
things to all people…”32

This problem of language is, for Christian intellectuals, the
key problem of nearness with people. Others have felt it. Oth-
ers have sought for this language but ended in a solitude still
more desperate, such as the surrealists.

It is normal for human beings to be separated and estranged.
But the Holy Spirit creates the communication between them
and enables this separation to be broken through. Only the
Holy Spirit can do it. Only he can establish this connection
with one’s neighbor. Only he can open eyes and ears, not only
to revealed truth, but to the love of others in humility. But it
is still necessary for human beings to work patiently toward
what the Holy Spirit will use. If they flee for refuge to the
desert, irretrievably alone in an eremitic life, they will have no
neighbor, and what can the Holy Spirit do about it? If in our

31 From the poem “Le Tombeau d’Edgar Poe” by Stéphane Mallarmé
(1842–98), describing a poet’s vocation.

32 1 Cor 9:22.
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than in submission to the present judgment of Christ’s return.
This may seem improbable, but it is the fruit of revelation. All
technique becomes dead when it is not ordered, situated, and
judged by the kingdom of God that is coming.

And this is the second conclusion that we can draw: all
the means at our disposal, all these technical means that the
modernworld has created in its pride and intoxication—money,
mechanical power, propaganda, the cinema, the press, modern
conveniences, or means of communication, all this pandemo-
nium of noise in which bewildered human beings do not know
how to find their way—can be restored to their place if they are
situated from the perspective of this end that is already present
in the means that God uses. It is certainly not a case here of
abolishing or casting aside these means of civilization, not an
arbitrary transcendentalism founded on the power of the hu-
man spirit,32 not an optimism concerning this venture’s out-
come, for we are not at all saying that it must happen. We are
simply stating the singular and essential condition by which
these means may finally be directed to making the lives of hu-
man beings possible.

The foregoing assumes an attitude that is resolutely hostile
to political realism. It is an attitude that places means under
judgment, not in the name of moral rules but in virtue of this
existing presence of the end that God desires. In order for these
means to be truly ordered in relation to this eschatological com-
ing, they must cease to be unlimited and devoid of criteria that
transcend themselves. They are judged; they are accepted or
rejected. It is not their intrinsic virtue, their technical efficacy,
or their quality as means that counts; it is their eschatologi-
cal content, their ability to be integrated into the Lordship of
Jesus Christ. They are not good or bad; they are called to en-
ter into the kingdom of love, and they may or may not enter it.
They are within or without the gates of the heavenly Jerusalem.

32 The French noun esprit may be translated as spirit or mind.
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Their glory may or may not be brought as an offering to God’s
glory. It is therefore not some external and superadded quality
of these means that is under consideration; it is their situation
itself. Nor is it their immediate purpose or result, but their very
content. And this is to say, then, that they should be viewed less
as means of something than as activities of human beings.

This is the most significant step to take. We have seen how
God’s work invited us to do away with the distinction between
end and means, and how our action is no longer a means but,
to the very extent that it expresses an act of God, a presence of
the end. And now we are brought to the point of denying that
any purely human activity is a means, all this human labor that
today occupies our field of vision.

In reality it is no longer a means of anything. It is only an
activity, nothing else, and as activity it is also subordinate to
this conception of means that the Christian faith shows us. But
this activity is not wild and incoherent, as might be supposed.
It is instead perfectly oriented and ordered. It is shaped by all of
these pursuits of modern human beings, but put in their place
and deprived of their colossal tragedy. It is no longer true, in
this fundamental unity of end and means, in this authentic op-
eration ofmeans, that all this production ofmodern civilization
is the necessary condition for happiness, the cause of progress,
and so forth. It is no longer through the increase of means that
we may hope to finally discover a value and a virtue; it is no
longer on mechanical power that the future of humanity will
depend. Instead of a march from past to future, an incoming
tide of the future explains and informs the present, in such a
way that our technical discoveries are never anything but tem-
porary moves, to be assigned their exact place according to the
perspective of the kingdom. But this act of placement assumes
that secondary ends can be assigned, restricted to these instru-
ments. They are useful for something.

Thanks to this new relation between end and means, we
can say exactly what they are called to serve and what we can
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1. In the final analysis, communication is broken today
because intellectuals are no longer the neighbors28 of anyone.
They are no longer understood by others because they no
longer have anything in common with them. No matter the
extent of their concern or intellectual regard for others, people
are only strangers, separate beings. It is quite evident that to
become neighbors again is the duty of every Christian. But
it has greater urgency for intellectuals because it is a work
that, for them, justifies their very presence—since it must be
aware—and also because it is now a question of discovering
how. Our world by itself destroys personal relationships,
but some people have also consciously and scientifically
undertaken to do so. Nazis and communists have conflated
the adversary with the whole idea of evil. The person before
us is no longer an adversary but the expression of evil itself;
the “Jew,” “communist,” or “plutocrat” on one side, and the
“bourgeois,” “saboteur,” or “Trotskyite”29 on the other side is
the precise incarnation of all earthly evil. As a result, they
can and must be ruthlessly killed. They are no longer human
beings; they are symbols.

In the same way, but starting from the opposite direction,
the most important act on the social level is to recover the
neighbor. Christianity itself leads us there. It is a result of faith.
The person before us is no longer merely another human be-
ing, but a person for whom Christ died. This attitude, which all
Christians should hold as a direct implication of their faith, can
be consciously defined and deliberately oriented by the Chris-
tian intellectual. It is not a simple thing to become somebody’s
neighbor. It requires studying what it means theologically, of
course, and the theological foundation of this nearness.30 This
has already been done, and as a result I will not draw our at-

28 Le prochain, the human being considered in relation to others. Liter-
ally, the one who is next to or beside.

29 An adherent of Marxism as interpreted by Leon Trotsky (1879–1940).
30 Proximité, closeness in space or time.
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intellectual means are purely materialistic and completely in-
adequate for such deep realization. To be quite precise, there
is only the intervention of the Holy Spirit, who can transform
our intellect in such a way that it will no longer be encom-
passed within our systems and will be adequately penetrating.
Today there is no longer any other possibility. Until now, the
ordinary intelligence of human beings could suffice, but when
faced with our civilization all it can offer is the “best of all pos-
sible words” of Huxley’s sort.

Christian intellectuals must understand the decisive nature
of our era, and that if we give up this awareness that demands
our total selves we betray God and the vocation that he called
us to. But we also betray the world that we exist in, notwith-
standing all the good will that we may bring to the resolution
of social or economic problems, the devotion to various “good
causes,” the zeal for making science advance, and so on. We are
no longer then anything but the blind leading the blind toward
death.27

This awareness, the sole necessary act that Christian intel-
lectuals must undertake today, an act that must constantly be
renewed, involves three results when we consider it in its con-
crete reality. These results are precisely what enable us to say
that this awareness, enlightened by the discernment that the
Holy Spirit gives, is the answer to present problems. They are
what also enable us to evaluate if the awareness that has been
produced is indeed genuine. And finally, they are what demon-
strate how this awareness is indeed a specifically Christian act.
These results are as follows: to recover the meaning of neigh-
bor, the meaning of the event, and the limits of the sacred.
These are the results that I will sketch very briefly in the lines
that follow, without claiming to study them philosophically.

27 Matt 15:14; Luke 6:39.
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expect from them. We have here, then, something quite differ-
ent from ends absorbed into means or from philosophical ends
that have no connection with means. In a certain sense, we
have a way of applying a common measure to all these powers,
through their relation to the already present Lordship of Christ.
We can now seek in Scripture reforms to carry out and God’s
temporary order for the world, as long as we understand their
relative value and that the means used to bring about these
results are not ultimately ordered to them or judged by them.
Instead, they are ordered to the kingdom of God and judged by
it. In this way, we find our activities’ true value and their true
relation with the secondary ends that we may propose.

* * *

Yet this attempt to restore means to their true situation, to
give back to human activity its orientation, is only one more
ideology that is ineffective and worthless if it is not accompa-
nied by a deeper transformation. We see concretely that the
world is lost if it does not recover, through a spiritual revolu-
tion, a transcendent end that is nonetheless immanent, already
present, an end the presence of which should be perceptible
also in the rarefied world of techniques. Now, we can search
through all the philosophies; Christianity alone offers an an-
swer. But again, that is easy to say and quickly settled; that
doesn’t change anything. Christians must understand their re-
sponsibility in this venture, because Christianity (andGod) will
not act necessarily in this way. This venture is not the history
that unfolds whether we wish it or not. It may become actual,
or it may not. God may act, and he may not, and when God
wants to act he needs to find instruments receptive to his ac-
tion. Let us constantly recall the lesson given in Scripture that
God rarely acts in a direct and transcendent fashion. Instead,
he always chooses for himself a human instrument to carry out
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his work. In this work of God, decisive in the actual33 (and also
in the purely spiritual sphere, since there is still the question
of knowing whether we will remain in this present dilemma:
Jesus Christ expelled from the world by means, or Jesus Christ
integrated in the world and himself become ameans!), will God
find the necessary partners? In other words, does this recog-
nition, that God’s revelation in Jesus Christ is what alone pro-
vides a valid response to the current impossible problem of end
and means, entail consequences in the lives of those who today
call themselves Christians? Is it something other than a mere
intellectual position?

In fact, here is where the preceding chapter joins up with
this one. Our attitude in the face of end and means requires us
to take up a stance that is completely revolutionary. It means a
radical change in the view of human life. The conclusion that
Christians must put into practice is that at the present time it
is a matter of “being” and not “doing.”

Our world is completely oriented toward action. Every-
thing is expressed in terms of actions, nothing is finer than
action, and we seek slogans, programs, means of action. Our
world is in the process of losing its life because of action. We
know that the great slogan of all dictatorships is “Action for
the sake of action.” In this way, we return to this problem of
end and means.

But at the same time, our world tends to destroy individual
life almost entirely. By the formation of masses, the artificial
creation ofmyths, the standardization of lifestyles, and so forth,
a general movement toward uniformity occurs, and individual
persons are drawnmore andmore into self-forgetfulness in the
flood tide of this general manifold that is mechanical civiliza-
tion. People who spend their time in action cease in this way
even to live. People at the steering wheel of their cars, which
run for hours at 120 km an hour, have the sensation of living

33 That is, in physical reality.
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have been drawing up the same bucket from an empty well.
Whatever effort human beings have undertaken, its meaning
and value have come only in Jesus Christ and by theHoly Spirit.
Appearances change nothing. This assertion cannot be devel-
oped further here.

But we should at least note the extreme predicament we are
in. In reality, all of our civilization’s systems of interpretation
and understanding are incorporated into it (including the ma-
terialist dialectic that is an integral part of this world that we
might call bourgeois, and the surrealism that is an indisputable
element of this world that we might call traditional!).

Nothing that this world offers us is useful for this aware-
ness. What is needed is a truth that enlightens human intellect
through a greater light. What is needed is an authority that
leads people necessarily to the act of understanding. What is
needed is a power that reveals to people the authenticity of the
milieu in which each one is placed. All this cannot come from
human beings. Throughout the centuries, people could delude
themselves because theywere placed in a “normal” world, not a
“good” one, but one “at the right level for human beings.” Now
delusions are no longer possible except for the mentally ill. The
very structure of this world brings us up against an inescapable
choice, and intellectuals can no longer give themselves good
reasons for staying just as they are. In other words, intellectual
effort, just like physical effort, today has no power to bring us
to this awareness. Because our civilization is radically totalitar-
ian and escape is impossible, it becomes necessary for outside
intervention to take place. But there is no longer any outside
to the world. Our society absorbs all forms of intellect. Because
our civilization is more than human, it becomes necessary to
see that it is not constructed by “flesh and blood” but by pow-
ers, dominations, “spiritual princes.”26 But nothing in our in-
tellectual training prepares us to see and understand this. Our

26 Eph 6:12.
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consider themselves part of this world whose structures they
are uncovering, incorporated into this civilization, revolving
along with it, dependent on it, but also perhaps able to change
it.

It is a matter of committing to this enterprise, seeing
concretely what the world is, and seeing ourselves concretely
within the world. This is not the time for utopias and even less
for political realisms. It is the time for awareness, which en-
gages the life of each person. For, of course, those who become
committed in this way accept that their entire life becomes
engaged. They enter into an authentic drama, not a figurative
one. And this simply means that one cannot be a communist
intellectual and store up highly profitable capital, like the type
of scholar we are so familiar with, or an anarchist writer and
hold substantial publishing contracts, or a proletarian poet
and travel in first class. On the intellectual level, the scandal is
the same as that of a Christian who manufactures weapons or
finances their export. On the economic level, it is the absence
of commitment in life, the absence of awareness, and the good
conscience that proceeds from the illusions of the kingdom of
Satan.

But again, in what name do we say and do these things?
How can we bring about this reversal that seems so impossi-
ble? To become aware really means to recover in every sphere
the reality that our world is looking for. And what can we do
on our own in this discussion? What can we understand about
this spiritual reality that conditions material reality? (Our ex-
perience clearly shows us that it is so, but we cannot go further
here.)

In short, this entire awareness can come only from the Holy
Spirit. Here we arrive at the caesura. We have been able to
clearly determine what is necessary, and many have been able
to agree up to this point. But we have not found either the
means or the reason, in other words, the motive power. And
how we twist and turn! For several millennia, human beings
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through speed, acting, and “gaining” time. But a mental stupor
overtakes them, and they become increasingly stupid, a ma-
chine operating a machine. They have reflexes and sensations
but no judgment or awareness. They have lost their souls in
the perfect whir of their engine. Thus are we all, in our general
torpor that may end in agony.

But if what we have said about Christianity is true—the ne-
cessity for Christians to represent the end in present events, re-
store a perspective to the world, rediscover the secondary ends
for activity itself—then this implies that action is no longer
sovereign, and that the necessary attitude is to live, refusing
the action that the world proposes to us.

The central problem that arises for Christians today is not
of knowing how to act, or of choosing from the innumerable
forms of action that the world proposes to us, or of acting for or
against or otherwise.Whenwe see the countless efforts toward
action that the churches make, when we hear the speeches
and the calls to action (“Let us march, march”34) and the plat-
forms, when we see, for example, that in the political sphere
Christians do not want to get beyond this ridiculous question,
“Should we act for or against communism?” when we see that
all that is written above will inevitably raise questions that I
am very familiar with: “So you are against the machine? or
techniques?” etc. and, “How can we act in these circumstances
to change … ,” when we see all this—we cannot avoid being
gripped by fear before this wretched imitation of the world,
the works of the prince of this world!

Christians are so imbued with the fundamental doctrines
of the world that they no longer have any freedom of thought
or life, and yet “you were bought at a price; do not become
slaves of human beings!” (1 Cor 7:23). Today, this is what is
happening: to be slaves of human beings means adopting the

34 Perhaps a reference to the refrain of “La Marseillaise,” the French
national song.
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world’s basic premises, having its prejudices and reactions. We
have lost the meaning of true action that is the evidence of a
deep life, action that comes from the heart, that is the prod-
uct of faith and not of myth, propaganda, and Mammon! It is
a matter of living, not of doing, and that is the revolutionary
attitude in this world, which wants only (useful) action and
not life at all. We must take seriously the spiritual powers that
are enclosed within the fact of being spiritually alive. We must
cease believing that life depends on vitamins, hormones, and
physical exercise. We must get rid of the mens sana in corpore
sano,35 which is exactly the right way to get rid of life for the
sake of action.

That people might be alive instead of obsessed with
doing—this is the reality that may enable means to be restored
to their rightful place. But it clearly means a radical break
with all trends of the present day. But again, to be alive, what
does that mean? It partly involves the intellectual life, the
characteristics of which we will examine in the next chapter.
But it is above all a fact of spiritual life. To be alive is the
complete situation of human beings placed before God, and
this is precisely what our world wants to obviate and make
us forget, through its philosophies and thought: materialism,
spiritualism, surrealism, existentialism, and essentialism, or
through its concrete action, about which we have said enough.
In all areas, an immense effort is made to keep people from
being in this complete situation where they are alive.

These are the truths of doctrine, the living depths of which
we can never fathom: creature and image of God, creatures that
are judged, condemned in justice, forgiven and saved in love;
unique, irreplaceable creatures (who have become unique be-
cause the Son of God died for each one, called to Christian free-
dom through sanctification and regaining a free life to the glory

35 Latin for a sound mind in a sound body, a pagan (classical) slogan to
express well-being.
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knowledge of the world, through statistics or news, is illusory
and enslaves us to the tendencies that we have discussed.

The fourth element of this awareness consists in consider-
ing contemporary problems in depth, seeing them as they are,
with, on the one hand, the merciless ways of our world and,
on the other hand, the situation that they present to us. It is
a matter of finding, behind the facts that are projected to our
view, the reality on which they are based.Thus, behind the var-
ious aspects of propaganda there is a reality that is common to
all countries and states and that is propaganda itself, stripped
of its affective or ideological content that has no real impor-
tance. It is a matter of finding, behind the doctrines that assault
and blind us from every direction, the reality that they conceal.
Thus behind the democratic or totalitarian aspects there is the
reality of the technical state, which pursues its course regard-
less of whatever exterior form it may take. What matters is
that by scouring extremely hard and carefully we uncover the
true structure of our modern civilization, the expression of its
spiritual reality, the present expression of the world’s spiritual
reality. But this civilizational awareness cannot be objective in
any way. And this is the final element that awareness consists
of: it must be a commitment.

Intellectuals who carry out this work absolutely cannot
do it in the manner of nineteenth-century liberal intellectuals.
They cannot consider themselves observers, on the sidelines,
independent with regard to these objects that are human
beings and society, indifferent and detached from material
conditions and accommodating only their personal passions
or observations. Intellectuals who want to become aware
must consider themselves on the level of other human beings,
along with them, subject to the same laws, influences, and
despair, and destined to the same death. And it is for these
people, as well as for themselves, that they must become
aware, that they must wake up from this hideous nightmare
in which techniques induce the world to slumber. They must
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Kolkhozian,25 but I know nothing about that (and news reports
are not what will inform me), and I have my doubts, because I
believe in a human nature.

I refuse to believe that humanity is making progress, when
from one year to the next, among men and women I know,
whose lives I observe and among whom I live, I see debased
the meaning of responsibilities, the dignity of labor, the recog-
nition of a true authority, and the concern to live honorably.
When I see them weighed down by worry about what the “im-
portant people” are up to, by the fear that oozes from ourworld,
and by the hatred of a formidable phantom that they never
succeed in putting a name to. When I see them, driven by cir-
cumstances and in pain, becoming thieves, liars, embittered,
miserly, selfish, faithless, and full of rejection and rancor. Or
when I see them involved in a desperate struggle from the
depths of their hearts against what they do not understand. In-
tellectuals who want to do their work must today start again
at the beginning: with the beings whom they know and first
of all with themselves. It is at this level and no other that they
must start contemplating the world’s situation.

If they want to understand what the cinema is, they should
go to the cinema, not to see a work of art or anything like
that—but in order to dwell there. In other words, to enter into
communion with the crowd of spectators, to see them instead
of the film, to share their perspective and feelings. Then they
will know what destructive power toward human beings the
cinema contains within itself, a power that subtracts nothing
from the cinema’s other, positive qualities. Clearly, this aware-
ness, which has nothing intellectual about it, needs a strong
stomach—and runs the risk of producing some sleepless nights.
But when intellectuals do this, then they will be on the path
that leads to the true struggle for the life of intellect. All other

25 A farmer on a Soviet collective farm.
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of the Creator), called to the renewal of their mind and to bear
in themselves the truth of God: “Do you not know that your
bodies are the temple of the Holy Spirit?” (1 Cor 6:19), called
to judge all things, because “You will judge even the angels” (1
Cor 6:3) and to participate in the glorious coming of the Lord
of lords; all this through the Holy Spirit’s life in us: “You have
been called from death to life.”36 And there is no other life; but
we still need to live it out and not let it wither away under the
influence of the spirits of the world.

What constrains us is that we no longer conceive of action
except in the rational form of mechanical means. We no longer
conceive of it in the form that we are constantly reminded of
in Scripture: the grain that works, the leaven that causes the
dough to rise, the light that drives out the darkness, and so
on.37 Yet this is the action required of us, because this is how
the Holy Spirit works. So it is the fact of living, with all its con-
sequences, all its twists and turns, that is the revolutionary act
par excellence and also the answer to this problem of end and
means. In a civilization that no longer knows what life is, the
most useful thing that Christians can do is precisely to live, and
the life held in faith has a remarkably explosive power. We no
longer realize it, because we no longer believe in anything but
efficiency, and life is not efficient. But it—it alone—can provoke
the astonishment of the modern world by revealing to every-
one the ineffectiveness of techniques.

Once again, in closing, we will specify that when we speak
of life we are not referring to a mysticism of the inner life or a
biological or hermetic vitalism of any sort. We are referring to
the expression of the Holy Spirit working within us and being
expressed in our material life through our words, habits, and
decisions. We are speaking, then, of rediscovering all that the
fullness of personal life signifies for human beings, standing

36 Rom 6:13.
37 Matt 5:14; 13:31–33; Luke 13:19–21.
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on their own feet, within the world, and who can recognize
their neighbors again, because they themselves have been rec-
ognized by God. In the powerful presence of the Holy Spirit, we
receive the response to this work of God. And we feel deflated,
because we are no longer very sure of the course ahead, and it
no longer depends on us. End as well as means are taken from
us, we hesitate on this open road with its unknown outcome,
and we now have only one certainty, the promise that we are
given of a certain order whose guarantor is God: “Seek first the
kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all the rest will be
given to you” (Matt 6:33).

All that we have said about end and means, the eschatolog-
ical nature of the unity between end and means, the fact that
the result does not depend on us, the necessity of living and
not doing—all this is only the interpretation and the message
for today of these words of Jesus.

And we ourselves can no longer live today except by the
promise that, truly, all the rest will be given us in addition to
the kingdom, which is, for us, both promised and granted.
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world and ourselves, inseparably linked and inseparably con-
victed, in their reality. It means rejecting appearances, infor-
mation for the sake of information, the abstract phenomenon,
the reassuring illusion of progress, and the belief that people
and situations can be improved through a kind of good histor-
ical fate.

The first act, the first necessity for becoming aware, is a
ferocious and passionate destruction of myths, intellectual
idols, unconscious rejections of reality, and outmoded and
empty doctrines (such as liberalism, fascism, or communism
in the political sphere). It means overthrowing this intellectual
bourgeois spirit of conformist thinking, either to a dogma (as
in Russia) or to a way of life (as in the United States). It means
a violent break with the carnival of news programs and trivial
news reports, and a puncturing, through careful analysis, of
the interpretations and trial balloons on offer for elevating the
world. But in the name of what would it be elevated?

The second element of becoming aware is the will to find
the objective reality of the facts and the life that those around
me lead. It means creating an authentic realism, like what I
have tried to describe in the work on political realism already
mentioned. But here again, we need to ask the question: In the
name of what?

The third element is that this reality must be grasped first
on the human level. We must strenuously refuse to detach our-
selves from this terrain, which is low-lying but alone signifi-
cant.This means, first, that wemust avoid flight in all its guises,
into the ideal, the future, the general, and the abstract.Wemust
not think about “human beings” but about my neighbor Mario.
It is in the real life, which I can easily come to know, about
this particular person, that I see the true repercussions of the
machine, the press, political speeches, and government. I may
be told that things are different for a farmer in Texas or for a
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This may be a good time to clear up some confusion that
may have arisen in reading the first two chapters. We should
not think that relations between God and human beings, con-
cerning this needed action, are formed as though people do
their part of the work and God does the rest (“God helps those
who help themselves”). In reality, human beings do their work
and God supplies to that work his meaning, value, effective-
ness, influence, truth, justice—his life. And if God does not sup-
ply these things, let us not delude ourselves; let us not hope that
human beings’ work will still retain a modicum of value and
truth. Nothing remains of the work of human beings. It is only
a work of death; it enters into nothingness.

This is why, in all that I have said about this necessary
work in our present-day civilization, there is the breach that
cannot be filled in, the underground work that cannot be
evaded, through which God’s power is manifested (or not).23
Our action is necessary, but useless if God does not transform
it through the unpredictable and gratuitous gift of his grace.

To claim to give human beings any means and solutions
that do not include this breach, to do works that supply their
own effectiveness, is to do anti-Christian work, even if it takes
its inspiration from the gospel. Of course, our position leaves
human beings with their thirst unsatisfied. But this is because
they refuse to quench their thirst with living water, of which
it is said that “whoever drinks of it will never thirst again.”24
This dilemma will appear even more evident here.

* * *

The first duty of Christian intellectuals today is the duty to
become aware. It is, in other words, the duty to understand the

23 The images here of breach and underground work (literally, sapping)
depict operations of trench warfare.

24 John 4:14.
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Chapter Four:
Communication

This title may appear puzzling to those who are not used
to intellectual vocabulary. Actually the question being raised
here is very basic: it concerns the situation and work of Chris-
tian intellectuals.1 But again, it will be asked, what does this
have to do with being present in the world? Aren’t intellectu-
als just members of the church as others are, neither greater
nor less? Do they still think they are somehow superior, after
the world’s wisdom has been so harshly condemned (1 Cor 1–
2)? And besides, aren’t we already overburdened by the writ-
ings of intellectuals, particularly this new theology that is so
intellectual!2

It is certainly true that Christian intellectuals are laypeople
in the church like others. But it is also true that as intellectu-
als they necessarily have a particular function, in the world
and in the church. They cannot avoid doing theology, because
their vocation as intellectuals calls them to think out their faith.
But they need not be specialists in theology; they are laypeo-
ple. They do not need to undertake any kind of academic the-

1 Ellul is referring in this context to educated men and women who by
choice, practice, and often by vocation, read, think, discuss, write, and teach
about truth and reality from a Christian point of view. Not only professional
theologians and pastors but also some members of the laity play this role.
Terms such as thoughtful Christians and Christian leaders might be good
substitutes for Ellul’s references to Christian intellectuals. (DG)

2 Ellul may be referring to twentieth-century theological giants such
as Karl Barth (1886–1968). (DG)
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ology.3 Given their involvement in the world and its activities,
however, they do need to undertake a kind of practical theol-
ogy.Theymust very carefully think out their situation as Chris-
tians involved in the world—and think out their faith in their
relations with the world. So they have a very specific function
[in the church] that no one else can do in their stead. Given the
decadence of the civilization we live in, though, Christian in-
tellectuals also have a very specific mission toward the world,
which we need to define here. Our task in fact is to consider
presence in the world, rather than the role within the church.
We will leave aside the problems of Christian culture and what
we might call “professional theology”!

Yet in the objection to intellectuals that I raised above, there
is still a point that needs emphasizing. It is true that intellec-
tuals are no greater in the church than others, and it is wrong
to set forth an over-intellectualized theology (but is it not also
true, perhaps, that the people in the churches have forgotten
how to think?). Butwemust not believe that God condemns the
intellect. I am not trying to defend intellect; I am making this
comment so that we can have an accurate grasp of the situation:
“Do not be conformed to the present age, but be transformed
by the renewing of the mind, so that you may discern what
the will of God is …” (Rom 12:2), and likewise, “it is in Jesus …
that you have been taught … to be renewed in the spirit of your
mind …” (Eph 4:21–23). It would be easy to cite additional texts.
These ones are adequate to demonstrate that:

1. Faith produces a renewing of the mind. But what can this
mean if not a transformation in understanding, in how to con-
sider things, even in reasoning itself? Christian intellectuals
can no longer have, I do not say the same philosophy, but cer-
tainly the same understanding of things and the world, their
reality, and the human person. They can no longer conceive of

3 Théologie speculative, theology that is oriented to theoretical ques-
tions rather than to immediate, practical application.
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and destroys the very power of meeting each other in one’s
bodily reality.

* * *

I call heaven and earth as witnesses today against you: I
have set before you life and death, blessing and curse. Choose
life, that both you and your descendants may live, to love the
Lord your God … (Deut 30:15–20)

We give you thanks, O Lord God Almighty, who is and
was, because you have taken your great power and entered
into your reign. The nations were in revolt, but your wrath
has come—and the time has come to judge the dead—to rec-
ompense your servants, prophets, saints, those who fear your
name, small and great, and to destroy those who destroy the
earth. (Rev 11:17–18)

2

It is clearly artificial to say that we have found solutions
in a correct theology. It is not by applying principles or intel-
lectual knowledge that we will put an end to this impossible
situation of intellectuals, torn between their mission and their
means, between their knowledge and the absence of communi-
cation. What can succeed is not a human action—it is, again, a
question of life—nor is the problem of how intellect may be in-
carnated gratuitous and superfluous. It is essential for our time,
but only through a superhuman action will this human effort
be able to take its meaning. In all that follows, we will come up
against a logical impossibility. We will come up against terri-
tory that is reserved to God. We will come up against the fact
that all human action becomes effective only when it is filled
with the fullness that God supplies—becomes complete only if
God provides its completion.
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we say that human beings can be rediscovered in the Event,
for example in war, revolution, or concentration camps, this
means that they can be rediscovered only in exceptional
situations, outrageously costly for our civilization, and only to
the very extent that they escape from these situations. Such
efforts do not get to the crux of the problem, because they
necessarily fall within a temporary, limited, and inconstant
sphere. [By contrast,] the physical or spiritual venture that
is so needed for communication to become possible again is
itself nothing other than the expression of this communication
as already real. What has been broken cannot be reassembled
from the outside. It is impossible to recover the human being
artificially and in what is exceptional. Our entire civilization
must be called into question—and everyone must participate,
at the level of their individual destinies, which may not be
heroic but which are assuredly the destinies of human beings,
who cannot go without authentic communication with those
around them.

Here we again put our finger on one of the wills to death
of our time, one of the forms of universal suicide that Satan
is slowly drawing people toward. Satan habituates them little
by little to the idea of it. Suicide through pleasure or despair,
intellectual ormoral suicide—people then become ready for the
total suicide that is slowly being readied and that will involve,
body and soul, the entire world.

We must stand against this habituation to suicide in all its
forms. The form of non-communication is particularly perni-
cious and invisible, because the people of our day put their
confidence for meeting one another in the postal system,22 rail-
ways, and television—which is to say, precisely in what crushes

Esprit. In the novels of André Malraux (1901–86), characters take action in
wars, concentration camps, and other extreme circumstances and thereby
create or reveal the human condition.

22 P.T.T., Postes, télégraphes et téléphones, the French telecommunica-
tions company.
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them in the same way, see them in the same light. But what
does this mean in practical terms? This is what all Christian
intellectuals must strive to determine in their work.4

2. This transformation has to do with the present age. It is
a point of separation with this era—and appears to be the deci-
sive place where this separation occurs. Since matters can no
longer be understood in the same way and the mind is trans-
formed, conformity with the present age is broken.This reveals
the crucial role that intellectuals have as teachers in the church.
Here perhaps we have the role of doctors …5

3. This transformation comes about through Jesus Christ
and the action of the Holy Spirit. It is not a purely intellectual
process, then (and this is what I meant when I said that it is
not a matter of some other philosophy), but a transformation
of life that is intellectually expressed. It is the Holy Spirit who
animates our mind from now on, enabling us to discover new
ways of thinking and a new understanding of the world we are
living in.

4. This transformation has as its ultimate purpose the dis-
cerning of God’s will—particularly in the area of ethics, be-
cause our text speaks to us of what is “good, agreeable, and
perfect.”6 It is concerned with understanding God’s will for the
world, which is active in people’s midst, not God’s abstract or
general will or his essence. And it is also concerned with what
human beings can and must do in this world in order to live
according to God’s will.

4 In the 1950s, Ellul helped to organize and lead various associations of
Protestant professionals in banking, medicine, and other fields—vocational
affinity groups in which one could reflect on what it meant to be a Christian
(salt of the earth, light of the world) in that particular field. See Ellul, In
Season, Out of Season, 62–67. (DG)

5 Doctor in the sense of teacher. The word in Latin means educated
person.

6 Rom 12:2.
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In the sphere of intellectual life, the major fact of our time
is a kind of unconscious but widely shared refusal to grasp the
real situation that the world reveals. People refuse to see what
truly constitutes our world. While this is especially true of in-
tellectuals, it is also true of all people of our day and of our civ-
ilization as a whole. It is as though an enormous machine had
been designed to keep people from becoming aware, to pro-
pel them into unconscious rejection or a flight into unreality.
The grave characteristic of this era on this level is that people
no longer grasp anything but appearances. They believe in ap-
pearances, they live within them, and they die for them. Reality
disappears, the reality of people in themselves and the actual
things surrounding them.

The people of the twentieth century—and it can be said that
this is the first time in history that this situation has occurred—
vacillate continuously between the phenomenon and the ex-
planatory myth, that is, between two extreme and conflicting
appearances. The phenomenon, let us say, is the external pre-
sentation of some fact. Our contemporaries see only represen-
tations of the fact, which the press, radio, television, propa-
ganda, and advertising provide. They no longer have faith in
their own experiences, judgment, and thinking. They rely on
printed paper, sound waves, or televised images. In their eyes,
a fact becomes true when the newspaper prints an account of
it, and they judge its importance by how tall the headline is.
What they have seen for themselves does not count unless it is
officially communicated and crowds have given it credence.

This observation may appear simplistic, but it is in fact how
all propaganda works.7 A fact is false. It gets printed in a news-
paper in a million copies. A thousand people know it is false.

7 Ellul wrote a major sociological work titled Propaganda: The Forma-
tion of Men’s Attitudes (the subtitle was added only to the English transla-
tion) as well as a brief Histoire de la propagande. His The Humiliation of the
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have never spoken so much about human beings while at the
same time giving up speaking to them. And this is because they
arewell acquaintedwith how useless it is to speak to them: con-
ditions are such that the human person has disappeared. What
remains is the consumer, the worker, the citizen, the reader, the
partisan, the producer, the bourgeois. What remains are those
who tricolor and those who internationalize.20 In all this, the
person has disappeared, and yet it is only to the human per-
son that we can speak authentically. It is only with the human
person that we can communicate.

In the end, we can no longer communicate with people be-
cause the sole way of intellectual expression is technique. This
fact, that intellect has to follow the channel of technique, leads
to the destruction of personal relationships because there is
no possibility of contact between two beings this way. [Real]
communication transcends technique, because it cannot occur
unless the two interlocutors are completely engaged in real
discussion. But this is precisely what modern intellectual tech-
nique both avoids and frustrates.

Now, modern intellectuals realize this enormous
impossibility—it is their very condition that is in jeopardy. In
the final analysis, it is a question of knowing whether they
still have something to say to another that the other can hear—
instead of holding forth indefinitely (or acting, which amounts
to the same thing) on the topic, and improving the means [of
communication]. And this also concerns intellectuals who call
themselves Christian. So modern intellectuals seek various
paths. De Rougemont goes looking for engaged thought, or
Malraux rediscovers the human person in the Event, and so
on.21 Such paths are not false, but they are useless, because if

20 That is, those who are nationalists (the French flag has three colors)
and those who are internationalists.

21 Denis de Rougemont (1906–85) urged that thought and action should
be united; one should not be merely an armchair philosopher. Pensée en-
gagée (Engaged Thought) was the title of a regular column in the journal
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day has just destroyed. Human beings no longer understand
one another. At the peasant’s level, it is not noticeable; at the
bourgeois level, it is an inconvenience. But at the intellectual’s
level, it is a tragedy, because for intellectuals there is no real
reason to live except for communicating, for understanding
the world.19 Today, however, such communication has become
practically impossible. In order for people to understand each
other they need a minimum of shared true ideas, biases, and
values, which are usually held unconsciously.

Yet the mechanics of information progressively destroys
this common fund. Other biases are probably created, other
shared ideas, but they have other characteristics. Instead
of being the deepest and most authentic expression of a
particular civilization, they are now the myths and artificial
ideas created by propaganda.That is, individuals can no longer
encounter one another themselves, along a given civilizational
path; they can encounter in each person only the myth that
they themselves believe. And this myth is only an artificial
creation (we must keep returning to this point) that keeps
modern people from descending into madness.

Besides, we have seen how the sense of objective reality
becomes gradually lost and also how the people whom we en-
counter have ceased to hold for us this objective reality. We
are caught up in this increasingly greater abstraction that is oc-
curring in relation not only to facts but also to human beings.
We can no longer communicate with one another because our
neighbors have ceased to be real to us. Intellectuals today no
longer believe in the possibility of joining with others. They
speak into the void and for the wasteland, or else they speak
for the proletariat, the Nazi, the intellectual, and so on. People

19 We should not infer that Ellul ranked occupations or groups in soci-
ety as having greater or lesser worth. Ellul is considering here the role of
language in the work that is done by manual laborers, business people, and
those who, as stated in an earlier footnote, “read, think, discuss, write, and
teach about truth and reality.”
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But nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand believe it is true.
This is what I mean by phenomena or appearances, whichmod-
ern people latch on to and comprehend exclusively. Why ex-
clusively? Because each day they have a very small number of
actual experiences, and most of the time they behave so much
by habit that they do not even notice them. By contrast, each
day they learn a thousand pieces of news from their newspa-
per, TV, and radio, and these matters are very important and
sensational! How can you expect their pathetic, individual ex-
periences about [such mundane matters as] the excellence of
a plum or a razor blade not to be drowned in such a flood of
illusions, on such important topics as nuclear armament, the
fate of Europe or North-South relations, strikes, and so on? Yet
they will never actually gain true knowledge of these facts.

Such appearances therefore become their life and thought.
This means something very important from the intellectual
point of view, which is that modern people, caught up in this
flood of images that they cannot verify, are in no way capable
of mastering them, because these images lack all coordination.
One item of news follows another without pause. An issue
appears and then disappears from the newspaper columns
or screen and from the reader’s brain. It is replaced by other
issues and is forgotten. People get used to living in this way,
without a present or a past, in complete incoherence. All
their mental activity is caught up in these fleeting visions,
which themselves have no past or future and only an unstable
present.

Within this reality, the actual facts that are available to ev-
eryone remain entirely hidden. Since they are not presented
as appearances, they must not exist. So, social classes (except
for the dictatorship of class!), large cities, and public transit
systems (except for questions of urbanism!) [do not exist]. At-

Word brings together sociological and theological perspectives on commu-
nication, truth, and reality in one of Ellul’s great works. (DG)
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tention is drawn to facts that have no deep importance and
constitute trivial news items,8 about politics, the military, the
economy, the democratic system, the success of the red army
or the blue army, the United Nations, or nationalizations and
privatizations.9 Through the appearance that we grant them,
all these trivial details are where people focus their passions.

Yet people obviously need some degree of coherence. They
cannot reconcile themselves to being just an unmoving eye
that registers impassively all of the disjointed and random im-
ages of a crazy kaleidoscope. They need sensible connections
and coherence for all of these fleeting facts. This cannot be the
facts’ true coherence, however, because that would require a
true understanding of them rather than our superficial view,
as well as a prodigiously sharp and far-reaching mind. So as
the means of communication and propaganda develop and as
the proportion of intellectuals to others declines, the more nec-
essary it becomes to simplify, to summarize these news items
and this phenomenology.10 The more urgent it becomes to pro-
vide the explanation and connection for all this trivial news.
But the explanation and connection must be at the level of the
“average reader,” a level that is automatically getting lower and
lower.

This brings us to the other pole of our bizarre intellectual
situation today: the explanatory myth. In addition to its po-
litical and its mystical and spiritual function, the explanatory
myth is the veritable spinal column of our whole intellectual
system. It was thought to be inessential, connected with dic-
tatorial regimes, but in fact it forms an essential part of every
contemporary kind of politics in our context. Given that ap-
pearances produce confusion and coherence is needed, a new

8 Faits divers, varied facts or happenings. A section of the newspaper
containing brief, sensational articles.

9 The Red Army was the name of the Russian or Soviet army between
1918 and 1946. The blue army is presumably the US army.

10 That is, this immersion in appearances rather than reality.
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which the shackled Ariel finds his reason for being and strokes
his chains with delight, in the illusion of a power that is actu-
ally Caliban’s very own.17

There have been reactions of course, sometimes violent
ones. Cubism and surrealism were reactions, which tried to
find through intellect a position to take in the world apart
from technique. But what vitiates these reactions is that such
movements deny the existence of a reality other than the
apparent phenomena and reject an objective reality. We come
down again to the first element of intellectual degradation
today. Besides, as soon as an explosion gives birth to such
movements, they must become concerned with their effective-
ness, and so they have bowed to the current law and hared off
in pursuit of new techniques. The fact is striking with regard
to surrealism and its partisan quarrels.18 It is apparent that
strict rules are applied, which may appear in different guises
but which are the same in basic features. These strict rules are
in fact technical rules, and they exclude intellectual freedom.

* * *

These two facts that I have just emphasized, the failure of
awareness and the subjugation of intellect to technique, lead
in combination to the most frightening situation possible for
an intellectual: the absence of communication.

It is a banal observation that the people of our day no longer
understand one another. This has not been news since the
tower of Babel. But God did preserve to people a certain degree
of relationship, thanks to intellect. This is the bridge that our

17 Characters in The Tempest, a play by William Shakespeare (1564–
1616). For Ellul’s purpose here, Ariel represents the spiritual and Caliban the
material reality.

18 The movement split into two groups, each claiming title to the name
of surrealism and producing its own manifesto of the movement’s meaning
and aims. The group lead by André Breton (1896–1966) gained ascendancy
and continued to undertake various “purges” of its members.
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any sphere. It cannot become technique, because its object is
inadequate to the technical method.Theology is an example, as
is metaphysics, and, generally speaking, art.

This is nothing but intellect’s confinement to its one mod-
ern method. Intellect is condemned to acting upon only what
can be seen, weighed, counted, ormeasured. It functionswithin
the strict sphere of the material world and tends to deny the
other world. What used to be considered a materialist theory
is today a result of intellect’s very method.This is more serious,
because a doctrine can be refuted, but technical method cannot
be called into question. The intelligence of modern human be-
ings ceases to be nourished by the springs of contemplation
and awareness. It aligns itself more and more with the data of
its created instrument—the tool that has as its primary object
the modification of the material world.

Thus, intellectuals who take their work seriously can no
longer be anything butmaterialists, not because of doctrine but
because of the very methods they use. If they hold some other
philosophical position it will have no effect on their work, at
least not in terms that call their technique into question. That
would obviously be catastrophic, not from the authentic intel-
lectual point of view but from that of their individual careers
(because such intellectuals would cease to be taken seriously).

As for those who claim that they remain truly spiritualist,
humanist, and so on while making use of rational technique,
their lack of clarity demonstrates that they are not real intel-
lectuals. Action that is completely oriented toward the mate-
rial world and no longer takes account of the spiritual elements
is, in the final analysis, necessarily destructive of this spiritual
reality at the heart of intellect. Intellect has become increas-
ingly enslaved to its method and seems no longer able to find
an escape route. What should be intellect’s liberation is the
worst slavery that it has ever known. Freed from dogmas, it
is enslaved to means. There is no more struggle and tension
between Ariel and Caliban. Caliban has perfected a system in
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appearance unifies them all in the viewer’s mind and enables
everything to be explained.This appearance has a spiritual root
and is accepted only by completely blind credulity. It becomes
the intellectual key for opening all secrets, interpreting every
fact, and recognizing oneself in the whirl of phenomena. We
are all familiar with these explanatory myths: the bourgeois
myth of the hand of Moscow, the socialist myth of the 200 fam-
ilies, the fascist myth of the Jews, the communist myth of the
anti-revolutionary saboteur, and so forth and so on.11 But what
is obviously very serious is that human beings today no longer
possess any other means of intellectual coherence and political
inquiry than this myth. If they dispensewith it, they can retreat
from the world they live in and lead their individual lives, but
that is a suicidal way out, because they cannot isolate them-
selves from the world as we have constructed it.

Thismyth, whichwe are not seeking to fully analyze here, is
also for our contemporaries their one stable point of thought
and consciousness. It provides understanding and coherence
and also seems to be the one fixed element amid the swirl of
facts. This enables everyone to avoid the trouble of thinking
for themselves, the worry of doubt, the questioning, the uncer-
tainty of understanding, and the torture of a bad conscience.
What prodigious savings of time and means, which can be put
usefully to work manufacturing some more missiles! People
of our day have a good conscience because they have an an-
swer for everything; and whatever happens and whatever they
do, they can rely on the explanation that myth provides. This
process places them within the most complete unreality possi-
ble. They live in a permanent dream, but a realistic dream, con-
structed from the countless facts and theories that they believe

11 These conspiracy theories referred, respectively, to the belief that the
Soviet government influenced the internal affairs of other countries, that
200 families by their wealth controlled France’s economy and political life,
that Jews were communists (or simply enemies), and that saboteurs were
obstructing the advance of communism.
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in with all the power of “mass persons” who cannot detach
themselves from the mass without dying.

* * *

How did this situation arise, which it seems impossible to
escape? Awhole assortment of facts contributes to the explana-
tion. In the first place, there is our world’s real, extraordinary
complexity. The more we go forward, the more our world is
constructed of complicated organizations that are interlocking,
with various properties, and all seeming of equal importance.
It is impossible to understand them, to grasp them as a whole.
We wander aimlessly in this forest.

Then there is the influence of the means of knowledge that
are available for encountering these facts. These media are es-
sentially mechanical in nature. And because they require con-
siderable capital for their operation, they necessarily rely on
private or state capital. These two characteristics of the means
have political or economic repercussions: their mechanical na-
ture requires that they be devoted only to the externality of
facts. There are “some things that can be produced on TV, and
some things that cannot.” We can understand them from one
angle only.

This double condition leads as a result to a mechanical
choice in the actual data. We have to look for what fits the
means’ requirements. In the end, the mechanical nature
makes it necessary to use massive and unqualified assertions—
assertions rather than reasoning, because, due to the fact
that it is mechanized, we are addressing the crowd. Since
the means are subservient to money, they give preference to
the spread of some facts over others, they present one aspect
of the world based on hidden assumptions. The means are
progressively applied in all areas and to everyone, because
the business needs a good return (financially so, if it concerns
“private information,” politically so, if it concerns “information
of state”—it is the same thing either way).
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considered amateurs or even fools. It could be said in fact that
technique is today the sole route that intellect uses to truly ex-
press itself. This can be seen of course in art, either directly as
in cinema, or indirectly as in modern painting (which in fact is
conditioned by its obsession to stake out ground and differen-
tiate itself from photography: a technical problem).

Now, this instrument—which intellect can modify, bend,
and apparently dominate—in fact produces profound changes
in intellectual behavior, because it excludes every other
instrument. It becomes imperious. That intellect can be ex-
pressed through intuition is affirmed in the abstract, but it
cannot be reconciled with this remarkably precise tool. We
can grasp this imperialism of technique by, for example, our
modern intellectuals’ attitude toward ways of knowing and
doing that follow other methods, such as those of Indians or
Tibetans. Modern intellectuals view such methods as objects
for sociological study but not as a way still open that may
reveal actual knowledge of what is true. Only some lunatics,
generally Anglo-Saxons, mystically pursue these routes.16
And it is obvious that such modes of knowledge could not in
any way compete with our technique. This is just one example.

To the very degree that intellect is tied to its technical
expression and intellectuals tend to become technicians, their
scope of action becomes singularly restricted although its
technical possibilities seem to increase. Because intellect
cannot detach itself from its instrument, it remains restricted
today to the sphere in which this tool can operate and be used.

If we look at the matter fairly, we have to acknowledge that
current opinion recognizes “serious intellectualism,” which re-
lates to what can be used (technique), and an intellectualism
of fantasy, which is not taken seriously and has no impact in

each followed an idiosyncratic method or style that has been surpassed by
today’s “precise techniques.”

16 When used in French, Anglo-Saxon refers to contemporary English-
speaking people and their civilization.
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* * *

Until the present day, intellect had various modes of expres-
sion and ways of influencing the world and the people in it. In
our day, intellect has found a mode of expression that corre-
sponds to our civilization and that presents some new and dis-
turbing features. This mode is technique. Technique has over-
taken the realm of intellect just as it has every other realm of
activity. Of course, this term technique must be taken in its
broadest sense; we can envision technique that is literary (more
thoroughgoing than it has ever been: in Faulkner, for example),
sociological, legal, and historical, not only scientific.14 In fact,
technicians exploit every intellectual field. This has the advan-
tages, of course, that technique always offers: precision, speed,
security, progress, and universality—all the characteristics of
efficiency.

This is not to say that technique is anti-intellectual. We
could easily state the opposite: that intellect has become tech-
nique. It is useless to deplore this situation, but it is important
to understand it. Technique is, here as elsewhere, a tool placed
at intellect’s disposal. But after our study of end andmeans, this
should hardly be reassuring, since it is indeed the case that this
tool has effects on the modern intellect that are quite corrosive.

What is striking is that technique seems to be our intellect’s
one irrefutable instrument. Whether it is a matter of intellec-
tual approach, influence on the world, or self-reflection—for
every intellectual operation there is a technical route, and be-
cause it is faster, more effective, andmore practical, it is the one
route that modern intellectuals can follow.There is no longer a
choice. An entomologist will no longer proceed like Fabre, or a
historian like Commynes.15 Precise techniques exist that give
much better results—and if people do not use them, they are

14 William Faulkner (1897–1962), writer.
15 While Jean-Henri Fabre (1823–1915) is considered a founder of ento-

mology and Philippe de Commynes (1447–1511) the first modern historian,
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A third element in the explanation comes from the over-
whelming nature of the means of knowledge that society
makes available to us. We find it difficult to deny information
that comes to us in this manner—and even if we have private
doubts, this does not keep the crowd from accepting the
information, due to how forceful it appears. There can be
no dialogue with the media. Their mass power is completely
irresistible when used under certain conditions (which special
research centers are dedicated to determining more and more
precisely).

Finally, wemust obviously take into account entertainment,
in the Pascalian sense of the word.12 Every person today is a
person for civilization to entertain, and it could be said that
our entire civilization, from its pastimes right up to its serious
issues, looks on everything from the perspective of entertain-
ment. This is what I meant when I spoke of “keeping people
from becoming aware.” Lifestyle, activities, work, political par-
ties, and so on—all this is so absorbing that people become eas-
ier prey for these means of knowledge. These means are re-
inforced by those who use them, since people are profoundly
incapable of deep thought and reflection. These phenomena,
these obvious explanations satisfy them, because they are en-
tertained, even before the information from film and radio has
entertained them a bit more. The intellectual situation of mod-
ern people is therefore extremely serious. Although they know
more things, have more means, and are theoretically more ad-
vanced than at any other period in history, they are advanced
in a dream of explanations and a fog of facts.

* * *

One would think, though, that this is not the modern intel-
lectual’s situation. It may be the situation of the average person

12 In his Pensées (Thoughts), Blaise Pascal (1623–62) noted that people
pursue divertissements, diversions or distractions, in order to avoid becom-
ing aware of their existential unhappiness.
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and that is all. In fact, intellectuals are entirely caught up in it,
albeit in a different way.

Intellectuals are able to penetrate the nullity of the explana-
tory myths quite easily, and they can reject them and leave
behind the disturbing “simplism” that is today’s wretched dog-
matism. But having put these aside, they are still completely
unequipped to face the mass of news items that come at them
from all sides. They are quite able to challenge the myth, but
they are not able to grasp reality. So, in the current intellectual
system that rotates on an axis passing through two poles, “phe-
nomenon” and “myth,” they have to retain one of these poles,
the phenomenon, and this produces a complete disequilibrium
in their thought. They have to stop here, because they have no
control over the phenomenon. These intellectuals know per-
fectly well, however, that it is just an appearance. They can
be completely clear about the unreality of what others believe
to be facts. But they cannot grasp this reality any more than
others can.

What will they do? For some, the way out is suicide: they
close their eyes and adopt the myth so that they can stay con-
nected to people in general. They obey this sophism: “The phe-
nomenon and the myth do not correspond to facts, of course,
but since people believe them, they become reality, and that is
the reality we need to deal with.” This is the great paradox of
communist or fascist intellectuals (it is true that there are not
many in this camp!).13 This is the suicide of intellectual aware-
ness and clarity in order to find a reason for being. So intellec-
tuals disguise their suicide with a spurious crown of laurels, by,
for example, referring to the myth that they have adopted as
“human permanence” or “historical dialectic.”

13 A paradox, that is, because while these intellectuals believe in the
study of reality through reason, theymust admit the importance of irrational
and emotional constructions of reality.
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Others commit suicide another way. Since the phenomenon
is so overwhelming and invasive, it becomes impossible to have
an accurate picture of the political, social, and human reality of
our day. People move along so completely in the midst of ap-
pearances. When people realize this, they despair of ever being
able to know anything differently and finding any coherence
whatsoever within this perpetual flux. So intellectuals increas-
ingly come to believe that there is no reality behind the ap-
pearances, or that, if one exists, it is impossible to grasp and
holds no meaning for human beings. From then on, there is
no point in searching for explanation and coherence, because
we are wandering in the midst of shadows. And because ev-
erything is conveyed to our understanding under the form of
appearance, because everything is already interpreted, intellec-
tuals refuse to hold any fact as valid and sure, since they know
that they cannot verify the reality of any of them. As a result,
awareness of the world they are in slips away from them. This
takes on various forms, such as desperate heroism or surreal-
istic dilettantism. But in each case, it is an intellectual suicide
resulting from despair over their actual situation.

No matter how we look at it, all modern intellectuals adopt
one or other of these positions. This is particularly obvious
with the so-called Parisian intelligentsia. The intellectual’s sit-
uation is therefore not an especially enviable one. Today it is
more precarious than ever, since there are so many “career
prospects,” and novelists make fortunes (yes, but look at those
who do!), and there is such high demand for educated and tech-
nically oriented people. This precariousness no longer relates
to material conditions but to the very intellectual and spiritual
conditions in which intellectual occupations are carried out. In
other words, intellectuals are endangered from within and no
longer from without. This is not exactly a good place to end
[this analysis].

We have considered one of the aspects of the intellectual
transformation of our day; there is another that is just as grave.
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of investigation, has the right to go up to the boundary of the
sacred, but not beyond.

For, in a real way, it can invade the sacred. It can enslave and
destroy it, and then deny it. It can violate mechanistically what
is beyond its powers, which is how we are destroyed when we
apply intellect to human beings and the social.We have thrown
the world and human beings out of balance through our pow-
erful technique. This occurs in the details and in the structures.
We have destroyed one of the world’s elements of equilibrium,
by applying our intellectual instruments indiscriminately to ev-
ery field. To regain the limit of the sacred, to go as far as we
can in intellectual activity but to stop voluntarily when we risk
entering the sacred, is one of the most important tasks of intel-
lectual inquiry.36

We must not conceal from ourselves that it means a dif-
ferent orientation to inquiry. This can seem like a limitation,
because it implies that we have criteria of judgment that are
external and superior to intellect, that intellect is not free to
do all that is possible to it. It can do all, but it must not desire
all that it can do; this is the intellectual temperance that we
must recover. This entails the rejection of certain means, cer-
tain interventions, for the doctor, physicist, and biologist, but
also for the jurist, economist, and agronomist. It also means
limitation in that intellect comes to recognize that a particular
sphere must remain beyond its reach, or at least beyond the
action of its technical means. Yet this is the only path open to
us today for restoring to intellect its authentic power and for
situating technique in the real world. In regaining this bound-
ary, intellect also regains the world’s reality and the possibility
for renewed action. For it regains the immaterial framework of
the world, and under a seeming decrease of its effectiveness
it attains in truth its equilibrium, another effectiveness. It rec-

36 Ellul discusses the sacred, myth, and religion in his work on the soci-
ology of religion, The New Demons. (DG)
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ognizes that action is possible through this spiritual architec-
ture, action on the world. And this then opens up prodigious
possibilities that our intellectual methods had concealed. It is
not a matter of absorbing the sacred or acting on it intellec-
tually. But intellect can, through ways other than techniques,
find the means of influencing the material world through the
sacred. This is today the only fact that can spare our intellec-
tual system from the annihilation that it is currently preparing.
Besides, I do not have many illusions about the possibilities of
a material renunciation for the sake of respecting the spiritual!

Now, at the present time, only Christianity enables us to be-
gin seeking for these limits between the profane and the sacred.
What sociologists or psychologists can say is limited, limited
to the human, for example, and the human considered again as
an object of science, which is entirely inadequate. What other
religions can reveal is only the sacred, and today they are out-
dated because on this level the situation is so complex and des-
perate that, here again, only an intervention of the Holy Spirit
can give to human intellect enough clarity and temperance to
carry out this work. It is true that in Scripture there is an en-
tire teaching on this double sphere. And we constantly find
this sphere of the sacred, in human beings and in nature, not
as something religious and relating to salvation, but as consti-
tutive of the order of the world, desired by God for its preserva-
tion. The sacred is not closer to God. It is part of the world, but
it is an essential part that exists beyond the reach of our sacri-
legious hands because God has disposed it thus. But to know
this objectively, to find it in Scripture, is insufficient, because
that does not show us the present-day application or indicate
the boundary for our time. Nor does it assure us of intellect’s
obedience, because intellect in its foolish pride looks on every-
thing as permissible and refuses all wisdom. Wisdom comes
fully only through recognizing a higher authority, which is im-
posed from outside upon the human mind and which provides
it with a measure and also restores its authentic function.
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* * *

In summary, in the intellectual sphere, in connection with
the political and social spheres, a complete overhaul of all our
positions must be carried out. We must begin over. And this
reconstruction cannot be the work of a single person or the ex-
clusive work of human beings.This work is necessary, not only
for intellectuals, but for everyone, because if Christians do not
carry out this work they should not hold out any hope about
their position in the social or political world. All that they can
do there will be childish, useless, and anachronistic, just like
what they are currently doing. It is depressing to see Christians
embarking in all of the world’s social and political boats with
a radical unconsciousness of the preliminary questions, which
only they would be able to face.

Christian intellectuals must undertake this enormous ques-
tioning, for the world, which is wandering in a labyrinth made
by its own hands; for the church, which must finally break its
readymade intellectual categories; and for the other members
of the church, who must receive authentic teachings about the
life of faith. The work of Christian intellectuals is not an ab-
stract pleasure but the effective participation in the preserva-
tion of the world and the edification of the church. This is why
it cannot be a matter here of just a purely gratuitous exercise.
We are not called to [mental] gymnastics. Above all, it is in
prayer and meditation that intellectuals will recover the well-
springs of a life of the mind, rooted in what is real.
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Chapter Five: Prologue and
Conclusion

In the preceding pages, we were able to provide only a
brief and fragmentary account. We were not concerned to
offer readymade solutions but only to open up paths for the
church’s renewed work. This is why these pages are both a
conclusion to this study as well as a prologue to fuller efforts
that would examine the problem of our civilization in all its
aspects—and in its concrete repercussions for the church and
Christians. But if brothers and sisters in the faith have been
able to sense this problem’s urgency and importance, neither
my time nor theirs will have been wasted.

I fully understand that all I have written seems quite in-
tellectual and perhaps abstract. I was not concerned, however,
with philosophical games or a bookish knowledge of the world
in words only. But this world is complicated, much more than
those that came before. Vast understanding is required to see
it from all sides. All that I have written here is in fact just a
kind of synthesis of a great number of facts. Behind each of
the outward assertions of my description of the world there is
an experience. I could provide examples to support each one,
but that would have required more leisure than today’s world
provides, for time is short. All of it comes from observing pre-
cise and well-known facts.

But in general we are passing through the midst of facts
as shades through the kingdom of the shades.1 Day after day,

1 In Greek mythology, shades are spirits of the dead, persisting in a
shadowy underworld.
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the winds drive away the datebooks, newspapers, and powers,
and we glide along without a spiritual bone structure, with-
out memory or judgment, following every doctrine in history’s
current that becomes for us a perpetual past.2 We must stand
against this tendency. We must understand the world deeply,
so that wemay live in it. Wemust regain the meaning of events
and the spiritual bone structure that our contemporaries have
lost. The work will be difficult, because it is unfamiliar and
humble. But all has been given to us (and to us Christians only)
to undertake it!

* * *

Let us start again with what is simplest. One primary fac-
tual observation that becomes evident when we consider our
church and our Christian action is the radical powerlessness
of evangelism. The countries of what is called Christian civi-
lization are rapidly secularizing, and the churches are less and
less heeded. At the same time, the missions of Africa or Asia
are showing scant progress, and the peoples of these countries
are already being driven along the downward slope without
first having known the rise of Christianity.3 The world in gen-
eral no longer listens to the gospel. TheWord of God no longer
penetrates the reality of human lives. Men and women of our
day seek other solutions and heed other promises, other kinds
of good news. This is a matter that should concern and worry
every aware Christian. It would be simple to pursue this de-
scription further. Why it is like this? What can we do about
it?

Many people before us have asked themselves these ques-
tions. Countless answers have been given, all of which seem

2 Eph 4:14.
3 Since Ellul wrote these words, in fact the growth of Christianity in

Africa and Asia has been greater than its growth in other parts of the world.
(DG)
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completely superficial to me. For it concerns nothing less than
recognizing today what the devil’s tactic is for neutralizing the
gospel. As long as that is not placed at the center we can un-
derstand nothing. We must therefore understand the situation
clearly and in depth before hoping for a response. The gospel
no longer penetrates. It seems that we are before a wall. Now,
when we want to get past a wall, we must either find a door or
create a breach. So we must first recognize this wall in order
to find out if there is a door: we must therefore explore this
present world. And if there is no door (as it seems to me), we
must have the necessary tools to create a breach. All of the pre-
ceding studies have been in fact a search for these tools, for
what can penetrate the thickness of this wall that the gospel
comes up against.

I am quite familiar with what will be said: “But what is the
good of this work? Doesn’t simple preaching suffice?” This so-
called confidence in the efficacy of God’s word is actually a
lack of charity toward our contemporaries, an indifference to-
ward their concrete situation, and to a certain extent a spiri-
tualism that is not from God. Scripture always shows us that
God takes up human beings in their practical situation, in the
context of their life, and enables them to act using the means
of their day, in the midst of the problems of their day. When
we want to repeat what St. Irenaeus or Calvin did, we are in
error and unfaithfulness. When we think about the problems
of today’s world according to how St. Augustine or Luther de-
scribed the problems of their time, we are in error and ineffec-
tiveness.4 For our time raises very complicated problems; our
organization is more complex than that of past centuries. So
also are the questions presented to one’s awareness and to the
Christian faith. Human beings seem each day a bit less capable
of directing their times. This is not however the right time to

4 Irenaeus (c. 130–202), John Calvin (1509–64), Augustine (354–430),
Martin Luther (1483–1546), theologians.
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play John the Baptist and say, “Let us preach in the desert. It
is good enough to speak before a wall, and God will cause our
words to be heard.”

We cannot make this genuine statement: “I planted, and
God gave the increase.”5 We cannot relinquish [a situation] into
God’s hands (“God will open eyes, ears, and hearts”) until we
have struggled continuously, to the point of daybreak, as Jacob
did,6 until we have waged battle up to the limit of our strength
and known the despair of failure, without which this so-called
confidence in God and this orthodoxy are only hypocrisy, cow-
ardice, and laziness. All I have written has no value unless it is
understood as a call to arms, exposing which adversary must
be confronted, which weapons must be used. Then, at the cen-
ter of this combat, the Word can be spoken—but not otherwise.
When we have truly taken seriously the concrete situation of
the men and women of our day, when we have heard their cry
of anguish and understood why they have no desire for our
disembodied gospel, when we have participated in their phys-
ical and spiritual suffering, in their despair and hopelessness,
when we have entered into solidarity with our fellow citizens
and our universal church, as Moses and Jeremiah did with their
people, as Jesus did with the wandering crowds, sheep without
a shepherd7—then our voice will be able to proclaim the Word
of God. But not before!

It is tempting God to proclaim his Word for disembodied
beings, for those who are in a situation such that they cannot
actually hear it. Let usmeditate oncemore on this incisive state-
ment: “Do not cast your pearls before the swine, in case they
trample them under their feet, turn against you, and tear you
to pieces” (Matt 7:6). This is the striking depiction of the rela-
tionship between the church and the world today. The church,

5 1 Cor 3:6.
6 Gen 32:24.
7 Matt 9:36; Mark 6:34.
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which has received the pearls of the gospel, casts them with a
pious indifference like food for the swine that we are (we, too,
the good Christians!), mired down in our exclusively materi-
alist world, overwhelmed by economic and political problems,
by our personal and financial fears, our worries and their real-
ism, and perfectly integrated into the structures of the world.
And these people turn against the church. “We cannot feed our-
selves on your pearls. We cannot satisfy ourselves with their
luster. What would you have us do with them? They do noth-
ing for our actual situation.” (And that is true!) They then rush
upon the church that has dispensed fine words and illusions,
to destroy it.

They are in the wrong, because the Word of God always
has worth, and if it offers them nothing today it is because
they are in a false situation. It is not the Word that should
change and give them something else; it is their situation.
But they are in the right against the church, because it is
the church that should produce this change of situation, so
that the Word of God might be heard within the total human
condition. The church does not have the right to limit itself to
sowing its pearls. It must do the groundwork so that the swine
can receive its pearls. It must not separate human beings
into two categories: the swine (communists, non-conformists,
wrong-thinking people, workers, etc.), to whom the gospel
should not be proclaimed, and the non-swine, the morose and
docile sheep that our world manufactures on an assembly
line. What the church must work toward is for everyone to
be placed in a situation, economic and intellectual, but also
psychological and physical, such that they can actually hear
this gospel, be sufficiently alive for these words to have mean-
ing, sufficiently able to respond yes or no. The secret of their
choice belongs to God; even then, a decision is necessary, and
they must not be placed in conditions such that they cannot
respond except as swine before pearls. No pearls before the
swine! But people must cease being these swine, and that
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is not the work of grace, it is a human work, at the level of
human beings. It is a work that is horribly difficult today, and
one to which Christians are particularly called because they
have a better possibility than others do of seeing the true
situation of humanity, where it must lead, and what its goal is.

A revolution is needed in a world in which it has become
impossible, a revolution that attacks the deep structures of a
civilization in which all efforts converge toward this one goal:
to transform all human beings into swine, who for this reason
can no longer receive the pearls of Scripture. We must redis-
cover the meaning of human activity, the situation of means
and ends, and their true place in the world entirely given over
to the spirit of power, to dissolution, and to the pride of lim-
itless means that absorb us without possible reserve. A new
communication among human beings is needed, so that rela-
tionships that have been distorted by living conditions, classes,
and prejudices may, under intellect’s guidance, be re-created
on a personal and vital level.

It is from here that we must start out for taking action in
the world and for working toward the transformation of its
material conditions. Without this, without these main themes,
the work that Christians do will be only sporadic, uncoordi-
nated, lacking deep judgment, and often contrary to the true
work, despite all the good will possible. In this work it is a mat-
ter principally of avoiding two errors. The first consists in a
pure and simple adoption of some position of the world, what-
ever seems the most conformed to the “Christian ideal.” One
becomes a communist, liberal, pacifist, personalist,8 and so on,

8 Personalism, a movement in France and beyond in the 1930s and
1940s led by Emmanuel Mounier (1905–50) and Denis de Rougemont (1906–
85), sought to understand human beings as persons rather than as individuals
(units in a mass) and to find a social and economic basis that was neither cap-
italist nor Marxist. The thought of Pope John Paul II (1920–2005) is strongly
infused with personalism. One American expression is the Catholic Worker
movement of Dorothy Day (1897–1980). (DG)
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following one’s own tastes and sentiments, and justifies them
by trotting out a Christian verity. On the pretext of being in
the world, in reality this means belonging to the world. It is no
longer a presence in the world but a capitulation. It is no longer
to dialogue with the world but to serve as its chorus, walk in
its ways, adopt its methods, and, despite appearances, play into
Satan’s hands.

The other error consists in seeking out God’s order for this
world only in Scripture and setting it forth objectively, map-
ping out the picture, and being satisfied with this ideational
work. It expects that through some mysterious mimicry the
world will meekly proceed to align itself with this divine or-
der. In reality, this position is a renunciation of action in the
world, despite the concrete declarations that may accompany
these efforts, despite the details, perhaps, of the reforms pro-
posed. It is no longer a presence in the world; it is counsels
and doctrines…9

In fact, what is lacking in each case is the intermediate posi-
tion, this perpetual “missing link”10 that checks our Christian
action. I believe that we can find it by drawing out the impli-
cations of the idea of the actual and eschatological Lordship
of Jesus Christ. We have tried in this way to demonstrate the
meaning of presence in the world. But this is only one of its as-
pects, which we had to insist on because it seemed to us poorly
known and more urgent today.

* * *

For Christianity to have an entry point in the world today,
it is ultimately less important to have an economic or politi-

9 Counsels and precepts (although Ellul here says doctrines) are Roman
Catholic terms for two types of ethical principles. For Ellul’s purpose here,
they represent a contrast to his own understanding of Christian ethics as a
living attitude, a presence.

10 Here and in the following paragraph, Ellul uses the English words
missing link.
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cal theory, or even political and economic positions, than to
create a new way of living. It is quite evident that the first ef-
fort occurs through faithfulness to revelation, but this faithful-
ness to revelation can be embodied only in this creation. And
here is the “missing link.” There was a medieval way of living;
there was a Reformed11 way of living in the sixteenth century,
and it is indeed quite interesting to consider it in contrast to
the Renaissance way of living. There was a bourgeois way of
living, which no longer has any spiritual quality. There is a
communist way of living. There is no longer a Christian way
of living. We have no need to remain deluded: a doctrine has
no power (outside of what God attributes to it) except to the
extent that it forms a way of living and is adopted, believed,
and received by persons whose way of living corresponds to
it. Marxist thought spread so tremendously precisely because
it gave a true account of the situation of the people to whom
it was addressed, and because it relied heavily on a way of liv-
ing, imposed by economic and social conditions. The extreme
weakness of liberalism or socialism is due to their no longer
corresponding to a way of living. The bourgeoisie is steadily
losing its own, and what remains of it is only an outdated tra-
dition with no relation to reality.That of the middle classes, the
“working-class elite,” has only ever been a pale imitation of the
bourgeoisie’s. Today in fact only the working masses have a
way of living, but what seems new is that instead of coming
from a choice, from a creation, as at the time of the Renaissance,
it is imposed on them by their lifestyle, their world, and their
social position. Despite its being imposed, it is indeed a way of
living in that it is original (meaning distinct from others), cre-
ative of a new mental structure and a new morality, producing
an organic solidarity12 among those who adopt it, and finally,

11 That is, Protestant, following the teachings of John Calvin.
12 See note 7, p. 4.
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expressing a deep agreement between the individual and the
social group into which the individual is integrated.

When we become concerned for the effectiveness of the
gospel’s action and its need to intervene in the world, it seems
that the first objective should be the creation of a way of living.
For if we consider the life of the Christians of our churches, we
certainly see that they are good children, good parents, good
spouses, good bosses, good workers—good like good bread,13
as Aragon would say—they have many individual virtues, but
they have no way of living. Or rather, they have exactly the
one that is imposed on them by sociological conditions, namely
that of their social class, nation, environment, and so forth.
It is their political and economic condition, no longer their
spiritual condition, that influences their way of living, and as
such they are overwhelming proof of the temporary and this-
worldly truth of Marxism. Many Christians today are perfectly
aware that this situation is intolerable and that if it continues it
will result in the definitive collapse of the churches of theWest.
This problem of the way of living is absolutely central, insofar
as it is here that the question of Christianity’s integration in
this world, or indeed its creative power, will play out.

This is the point where all paths converge that the church
patiently tries to open up: the life of ecumenism, since the uni-
versal church should be manifested as such in the life of Chris-
tians, whatever their interests or membership in other socio-
logical groups; the life of professional associations, since the
effort to integrate one’s faith in one’s job leads to creating a
new way of living; and the pursuit of a Christian culture, a
true and concrete evangelization of the proletariat worldwide,
and the discovery of a new life and new forms of parishes and
ecclesiastical beliefs.

To create such a way of living is both a collective and an
individual effort. It is the work of individual Christians, truly

13 From “La Valse des vingt ans,” a poem by Louis Aragon (1897–1982).
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working out how to embody their faith in the concrete forms of
their life. It is also the work of the community of Christians, in
which all these efforts that are occasionally divergent or even
contradictory appear. It is actually not very important for all
of these efforts to logically cohere. The formation of a way of
living cannot result from a solid and clearly established doc-
trine, which would then just be applied. Instead, it is the work
of living in faith and as a result cannot satisfy us on the govern-
mental14 or intellectual level. But it is there that doctrine finds
its human foundation and motive power. On the other hand, it
is quite evident that church organizations, and also prophets,
can orient the “church’s flock,” through the formation of this
way of living, [and since] it can give rise to new investigations,
they can provide support to those who venture there.

Yet as its very name indicates, the whole of life is involved
in this pursuit. It is as much a way of thinking about current
political events as a way of practicing hospitality. It is as much
a way of dressing and eating as it is of running a business. (On
this point, our austere bourgeois should understand that ques-
tions of taste, fashion, or cooking are important for forming a
way of living. But being “in style” is not enough; it is even the
opposite [of what I mean]. And “choosing the best quality,” as
commercially [defined], has nothing to dowith it!) It is asmuch
a way of being faithful to one’s spouse as of being available to
one’s neighbor, the stance one takes concerning current social
and political trends, or decisions about one’s personal use of
time.

I couldmultiply these examples, which are only suggestions
to demonstrate that absolutely everything, even the slighted
details that we consider to be indifferent, must be called into
question, reviewed in the light of faith, and examined from
the perspective of God’s glory. It is on this basis that we may
be able to discover within the church a new Christian way of

14 Administrative, referring to the role or context of government.
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living—intentional and true. I will hold back from giving a spe-
cific content to these suggestions, from attempting to describe
this way of living. First, because it would not correspond to
anything, since there is as yet no such reality; a description of
this sort would be for the present a merely intellectual view. It
is enough to set this requirement before Christians. Gradually
it will become fitting to help it take shape through clarifica-
tions, biblical studies, and successive acts of awareness. Next,
because such a description might too easily become a spring-
board for Christians who would try making it into a new law.
We must keep repeating: if this way of living is not Christians’
creative act, it will not correspond to anything. And finally, be-
cause present-day efforts, as I indicated earlier, are diverse and
uncoordinated, and it is not suitable to arbitrarily synthesize
them without regard for their respective truths.

But a very important truth can be pointed out along this
path, which is that such investigation is necessarily an act of
solidarity. It is impossible for an isolated Christian to start out
along this path. I believe that one of the essential conditions
for bringing it into being is the substitution of a true solidarity
among Christians (one that is created willingly through obedi-
ence to God’s will) for a sociological solidarity, which is purely
mechanical, which people keep harping on and want to estab-
lish as the basis for the new world. To undertake this investi-
gation into a way of living, all Christians must feel and know
that they have the support of others. And this [is needed] not
only for spiritual and ideological reasons, because, for exam-
ple, the problems that our world presents to human beings are
difficult, but still more for reasons that are purely material. For
a manual laborer or low-paid employee, for example, the ques-
tion of what choice to make in their manner of life or in their
occupation presents itself immediately in monetary terms. As
long as solidarity among Christians does not translate into help
that enables each one to find a balance in life, to seek a way of
living in which their faith is truly embodied (and not to avoid
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lul. He will boldly argue for a contrary position that he feels
needs to be articulated in our era. In some cases he will hold
up the other pole of the dialectic. For example, Christians are
“in the world” but “not of the world.” In other cases he will ar-
gue mostly or only for one pole (the modern city is Babylon
under the power of Satan with a will to suicide) and not pro-
vide the other, because it already has overwhelming support
in the culture (e.g., Urbanization is good! Technology is the an-
swer!).

Dialectic was not only Ellul’s intellectual orientation, it
was his personal choice. Throughout his life, his closest friend
and intellectual partner was Bernard Charbonneau, never
a believer, living in the foothills of the Pyrenees and not
metropolitan Bordeaux, an independent intellectual rather
than university professor. Clearly they had much in common,
but the dialectical interplay of these two great minds has a
great deal to do with the fruitfulness of Ellul’s thought (and
Charbonneau’s as well). It is no accident that the community
of minds that is the International Jacques Ellul Society is, by
all accounts, the most diverse and lively—and rewarding—
community in which any of its members participate. We
welcome you to join the conversation.

David W. Gill
2016
Berkeley, California
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dying of hunger), it will be only a word. And this just demon-
strates to what point this investigation can lead into paths that
are disagreeable to our fond habits. It will actually be quite dis-
agreeable. But this is the price by which the good news of sal-
vation in Christ will be something other than one human word
among other human words…

* * *

That it is, besides, clearly necessary to begin a work of re-
building parishes and discovering Christian communities, that
it is necessary to learn afresh what the fruits of the Spirit are
(which are not the same as virtues), that it is necessary to re-
cover the concrete application of temperance, freedom, unity…
[all this] is essential for the life of the church and for presence
in the world. And all this must be oriented to the preaching
and proclamation of the gospel. But that is another aspect of
this same work of presence in the world, another aspect that is
much better known, if not in its content, at least in its necessity.
That is why we do not need to investigate its principal data or
trace its main themes here.

But before concluding, there is one more step to take. We
have continuously tried to show how God’s action, through
Christians, could resolve the world’s problems. How Chris-
tians, placed by God in this situation, can respond to it. But
they absolutely must not get caught up in it, because what
menaces the church in this necessary struggle is to become
a sociological trend by taking itself seriously and wanting
to take on by itself the weight of the whole effort. Then the
church becomes included among the movements of the world.
It becomes nationalist when the power of nationalisms arises.
It becomes Bergsonian when the world offers it this exit from
rationalism.15 It becomes authoritarian when governments

15 The philosopher Henri-Louis Bergson (1859–1941) taught that reality
is understood through intuition and experience.
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and the world’s thoughts each turn toward authoritarianism.
It comes out in favor of communities when the fashion for
communitarianism transports it, and it favors colonialism
when the world favors it. When the world ceases to do so, it
follows suit. And now we see it being socialist or communist,
because we are witnessing the apparent victory of the “left”
in Europe. When it is this, it ceases precisely to be the church
present in the world. In each of these cases, of course, there are
theological justifications always ready to hand, because the
nations are desired by God, and colonization does serve the
preaching of the gospel, or indeed social justice is an authentic
expression of God’s justice. But these are only justifications,
despite the theological truth that they contain. For when the
church behaves in these ways, it stops being salt, light, and
sheep. It is no longer anything but one of the forms in which
the world’s will is expressed, helping it in fact to attain its
own ends. It no longer represents the power of God’s action
in the world.

It is clearly not a question of cutting the church off entirely
from the world’s currents. First, since it is composed of men
and women living in their day, it cannot disregard these ef-
forts and attempts, each of which presents one part of truth. It
must concern itself with them, because it is not yet in heaven.
But the church must be aware of them. When it undergoes the
temptation of socialism, for example, it needs to understand
that this does not come from God but from the world and it is
a compromise, probably inevitable. It holds a certain value, but
the church has neither chosen nor created this value, and its
justification carries little weight. It must also understand that
these compromises almost always go poorly for the church and,
as a result, for the world.
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where we disagree (or even argued with Ellul himself) on var-
ious issues. But all of us would say he was one of the greatest
people we have ever studied (with), and that our engagement
with him and his works always made us think more deeply and
better. In person, he was a gentle man with a kind smile and a
twinkle in his eye.

Third, Ellul often explained that his thinking andworkwere
inextricably dialectical. He argued that history and learning
and theology and life itself are all best understood in a dialec-
tical fashion. What this means is that truth and reality are not
linear and axiomatic-deductive. We have to see the thesis and
antithesis, the point and counter point, the positive and neg-
ative. We cannot create some intellectual synthesis but must
resolve the dialectic in our life. We can live with the dialectic
even though we cannot intellectually resolve it in a simple way.
Remember howwe learned that light can be described through
wave theory or particle theory—but not through some hybrid
“wavicle” model. And in theology, God is one and God is three,
but not resolvable as a God in “thirds.” Jesus is fully human
and fully divine, not half and half. Humans are simultaneously
sinful and redeemed, old life and new life. So, too, the state is
simultaneously a demonic threat and an expression of human
community; the city is Babylon and Jerusalem.

In this way, Ellul is closer to Kierkegaard than to Marx or
Hegel when it comes to dialectic.2 Marx argued for a dialecti-
cal materialism that would resolve itself in the historical emer-
gence of a classless society. Hegel saw a dialectical progress in
the mind and spirit of the age. Kierkegaard, however, proposed
a dialectical resolution in our existence moment by moment
(hence, “existentialism”). It is no surprise that Kierkegaard was
Ellul’s favorite thinker. So if you like simple, unconflicting elab-
orations of a position or argument, you won’t find them in El-

2 Soren Kierkegaard (1813–55) and Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel
(1770–1831), philosophers.
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that when one challenged or questioned him on some topic, he
could always move to deeper levels of research and evidence
for a given argument he had made.

Three keys to the appreciation and understanding of Ellul
are his focus onmain currents, his prophetic vocation and style,
and his dialectical thinking. Ellul used the ocean as a metaphor
for our potential foci of attention. On the surface of the ocean
are the waves and storms; at the opposite level are the dark,
still depths; and in between are the main currents (such as
the Arctic Current). For anyone who is caught in a storm, the
surface events are of critical importance, of course. And the
sepulchral depths are also important in their own way. But it
is the great main currents that give rise to the surface action.
Ellul was critical of scholarship that focused too much on cur-
rent events, statistics, and individual crises. And he was not
much interested in the deep explorations of metaphysics. He
was interested in the main currents that drive history and soci-
ety. These include the growth and dominance of technique or
technology, the growth of the bureaucratic state, the reduction
of communication to propaganda (or trivia), and so on. In his
theological and biblical studies one also notes his interest in
broader themes such as the city, money, and violence, which
cut across the canon. So it is important not to get stuck on
any one specific point asserted by Ellul and then miss out on
consideration of these broader flows, whether sociological or
theological.

Second, Ellul is best understood as a kind of prophet rather
than a systematic teacher. He is not a prophet to the masses
but a prophet to intellectuals, to people who think, who care,
who read and listen and lead. He often said that he did not seek
or want followers; he wanted only to provide his readers with
resources to help them think out for themselves themeaning of
their lives. Like most prophets, Ellul’s writings are sometimes
harsh and brash and upsetting. Most of us who have studied
Ellul (or even studied with Ellul) can point to various places
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The church enslaved by its compromise with the state, un-
der Constantine or Louis XIV.16

The church broken apart by its compromise with capitalism
in the nineteenth century.

The church deprived of revealed truth by its compromise
with science, in the same era.

Three examples. It would be simple to find others.
In the face of these compromises, the church must not jus-

tify itself or justify the world’s solution but find the indepen-
dent path that God has given it and that alone it can follow.
It is only on this condition that compromise ceases to be dan-
gerous, that the church ceases to be a sociological tendency,
and that it can be present in the world with the effectiveness
that the Spirit gives it. “Teach me your way, Lord. Lead me in
the path of uprightness, because of my enemies. Do not deliver
me to the pleasure of my adversaries… Oh, if I were not sure
that I would see the goodness of the Lord in the land of the liv-
ing!” (Ps 27:11–13). The church’s enemies seek to turn it from
its proper way, to enlist it in their way, and then it becomes
the plaything of the world’s powers. It is delivered over to the
pleasure of its adversaries. It can only take recourse in prayer
to God, that he may teach it his way, which no one else can do.
And this does not concern only the way of eternal salvation
but the way to follow in the land of the living. The way that is
truly impossible to find if God does not reveal it, truly impossi-
ble to follow with our human powers alone. And it is the same
problem in the social sphere and in the individual sphere.

This way of the church in the world is, to human sight, folly,
utopia, ineffectiveness, and we are seized by discouragement
when we see what there really is to do in this real world. We
could let everything go “if we were not sure that we would
see the goodness of the Lord in the land of the living.” But we

16 Louis XIV (1638–1715), French king who consolidated the state’s in-
fluence over the church.
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have seen this goodness. It has made itself manifest, and on
this foundation we can go and face the powers of the world,
in our absurd powerlessness, because “in all these things we
are more than conquerors, through him who loved us. For I
have the assurance that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor
dominations, nor things present, nor the things to come, nor
powers, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, will be
able to separate us from the love of God, manifested in Jesus
Christ our Lord!” (Rom 8:37–39).
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Ellul’s Christian faith also led him into some early partici-
pation in theWorld Council of Churches Committee onWork—
but he left this in the early 1950s after a few years of frustration
that its social research was inadequate and the theology was
lacking a robust biblical orientation. He also got involved in
the national leadership of the Reformed Church of France from
roughly 1951 to 1970. Among his projects was a study that de-
veloped an innovative proposal for theological and seminary
education—but this was never adopted because of administra-
tive and faculty unwillingness to change. More satisfying was
his role as editor of the Protestant theological journal Foi et Vie
from 1969 to 1986.

On the local level, a small Reformed house church began in
his living room and eventually moved into a chapel built by the
members on property next to the Ellul home (it closed after his
death in 1994). Ellul often preached sermons and led worship
at his home church and spoke at other parishes and university
student Christian groups. Many of his weeknight lectures on
various parts of the Bible were recorded and are now being
transcribed and published. Ellul also organized various associ-
ations of Protestant professionals (in banking, medicine, law,
etc.), beginning in the 1950s, where lay Christians could reflect
on the meaning of their biblical faith for their work.

Ellul’s literary output was extraordinary, first for its vol-
ume: now nearing sixty books and over one thousand pub-
lished articles. Hewrote in longhand and hired a typist for all of
his writings. Some inevitable errors of reference and repetition
of content appear in his writings, but this is hardly a surprise
given the volume and the fact that as a university professor his
workwas accepted and publishedwithoutmuch editorial atten-
tion or push-back. Second, Ellul’s corpus is distinctive for the
range of its subject matter: history, sociology, politics, art, com-
munications, religion, and ethics. His perspectives were and
are often challenging to the conventional wisdom. But all who
interacted with him, whether in print or in person, will attest
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Following his doctorate, Ellul participated briefly in the
Spanish Civil War, taught at Montpellier for a year, then
transferred to the University of Strasbourg in 1938. In 1940
following the German occupation of France, he was fired for
opposing the collaborating Vichy government. From 1940 to
1944, the Elluls lived on a farm outside of Bordeaux, working
with the French Resistance (often by forging papers to protect
Jews). During these years, Ellul also studied theology with the
Strasbourg faculty (exiled during the war to Clermont-Ferrand
in the south of France). He completed all the work for a
theology degree except the final thesis by the time of the
Liberation in 1944. After the Liberation, Ellul briefly worked
with the Bordeaux city mayor’s office but quickly despaired of
its bureaucracy and corruption.

In 1944, Ellul was appointed Professor of the History and
Sociology of Institutions in the faculty of law and economic
sciences at the University of Bordeaux, a post he continued to
hold until his retirement in 1980. From 1947 on, he also held
a chair in the Institute of Political Studies at the university.
His five-volume Histoire des institutions (political, legal, and
economic institutions from ancient Greece and Rome to World
War I) was a standard university text, going through many edi-
tions, for decades.

Outside of the university classroom, Ellul was known as
an advocate for students (notably during the 1968 demonstra-
tions). He led a film discussion group in Bordeaux from 1945 to
1955. In 1958 he co-founded with Yves Charrier one of the first
French clubs for the prevention of juvenile delinquency, often
spending time with the street gangs and helping in their legal
cases. Beginning in 1968 he was involved in the Committee
for the Defense of the Aquitaine Coast on the Atlantic Ocean—
trying to prevent its total takeover by construction and “devel-
opment” proponents. Ellul was a frequent columnist and essay-
ist for the regional newspapers Sud-Ouest and Ouest-France
and for the national paper Le Monde.
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Afterword: Notes on
Revolution

At the time that the 1989 English edition was being pre-
pared, Ellul provided two extensive notes and identified the
places where they belonged in his text. They were printed as
an appendix to that edition.

Note 1

Footnote 6 on page 20 indicates the point where this note
belongs.

Since the time that this book was written, there have been
immense revolutionary movements. I think I can classify them
into three groups: movements of struggle against an occupying
colonial power, generally associated with a revolutionary will;
revolutionary movements related to the Cultural Revolution
in China (everything associated with 1968 and the following
years); and then, Islam.1

As for the first kind, they present nothing new. The will
to be free is nothing more or less than Third World people’s
adherence to a Western creation: nationalism. Strictly speak-
ing, there is nothing here that is revolutionary in relation to

1 The Cultural Revolution, instigated by Mao Zedong (1893–1976), oc-
curred from 1966 to 1976 and created profound upheaval, suffering, and
change in Chinese society. Everything associatedwith 1968 refers to protests,
strikes, uprisings, and other forms of political action that occurred in France
and other countries in that year.
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Western civilization. As for the revolutionary ideology that
many people have made such a noise about, it is nothing
other than communism. It is communism with an African or
Amerindian flavor, but it can be subjected to the same critique
that we directed toward the communist ideology: nothing
essential changes in the course of our society, which is now
worldwide (state and technique).

The movements that have come out of the Cultural Revolu-
tion have seemed much more revolutionary in fact. In China,
there was the destruction of the traditional social structure and
the culture of the entire people, the complete rejection of West-
ern techniques, the will to create a new political organization,
and the replacement of techniques by the number of workers. It
was true reversal, true revolution. But in the Americas and Eu-
rope, these movements of 1968 were slow to develop and failed
to put anything in motion, even a lasting political movement.
As for China, it is a perfect example: after six years of Cultural
Revolution that destroyed families, villages, and traditions, fail-
ure had to be recognized on every level. And the Great Helms-
man was a dictator.2 Since then—and this is the fundamental
point—China has returned to the path of technique, productiv-
ity, economism. In other words, revolution has been conquered
by technique.

By contrast, Islam poses the same problem, but more fully
and to this point more successfully. It is the only power today
that calls the worldwide structures into question, and we un-
derstand why Garaudy, for example, viewed it as the sole revo-
lutionary force capable of combatting all the vices of the mod-
ern world.3 Islam has reinitiated its conquest of the world, and
this is a true revolution because Islam denies the modern state
(since it holds that the state and religion must be one reality)

2 A title for Mao Zedong.
3 Roger Garaudy (1913–2012), a French communist writer who con-

verted from Christianity to Islam.
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spent his youth hanging out among the dockworkers at the
Bordeaux port on the Garonne River. He began earning his
own living at age fifteen or sixteen and continued to be self-
supporting through his university years by tutoring students
in Latin, Greek, German, and French. He graduated from the
Lycée Michel de Montaigne in 1928 and then studied at the
University of Bordeaux, eventually earning the doctor of laws
degree in 1936 with a dissertation on the law of ancient Rome.

During his university days, beginning around 1931, Ellul
read Karl Marx’s Das Kapital and decided that it explained the
economic crises (a worldwide depression) of the time. He never
became a member of the Communist Party because it seemed
to him far from what Marx had written, but throughout his ca-
reer Ellul taught courses on Marx and his successors. Around
the same time that he discovered Marx, he began to investi-
gate Christianity and was, as a result of reading the Bible, con-
verted with “a certain brutality.” The story of his actual con-
version experience is still somewhat of an intriguing mystery,
but it is safe to say that the role of individual Bible study in
the process pointed him toward his intense and persistent life-
long study andwriting on the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures
and his inclination toward the Word-centered Reformed tradi-
tion of Karl Barth.The influence ofMarx continued, although it
was more the sociological method of Marx (and for that matter,
the great European sociologists such as Max Weber and Emile
Durkheim) that shaped him (over against the statistical sociol-
ogy characteristic of the American schools). For Ellul, then, a
major question was whether one can be both a Christian and a
Marxist; by the late 1930s he says he “chose decisively for faith
in Christ.”

In 1937, Ellul married Yvette Lensvelt, and this lifelong love
continued to her death in 1991. Together they had four children,
one of whom died in childhood. The three surviving children
have worked to preserve and disseminate their late father’s
writings.
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Introduction to Jacques
Ellul’s Life andThought

Where does one begin with an author of more than fifty
books? To make the challenge even greater, this author
famously said, “I haven’t written fifty books; I wrote one
book with fifty chapters.”1 In this case, that of Jacques Ellul,
it can safely be said that you hold in your hands the answer:
Presence in the ModernWorld. One of the first books he wrote,
Presence sketches out the core ideas of both his sociology and
his theology.

Jacques Ellul was born (1912), lived, and died (1994) in
Bordeaux in southwestern France. Thus, in a nation with a
dominating powerful center, namely Paris, Ellul was on the
geographic margins. In the shadow of a dominating Roman
Catholic tradition, he was a Reformed Protestant. In an
increasingly secularized culture, he was a believer and church
leader. In an era of extreme specialization, he was an intellec-
tual swashbuckler exploring and influencing many different
academic fields. Little wonder then that his life and work
might best be described as those of a prophet from outside, or
at least from the margins, of society, culture, academy, and
church.

Ellul was an only child, raised in a family that had been
hard hit economically. His father, Joseph Ellul, was a Voltairean
agnostic and his mother, Marthe, a Protestant believer who,
out of respect for her husband, did not attend church. Ellul

1 When he said this it was more like thirty-five books, not yet fifty or
sixty. (DG)
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and because it completely rejects technique, or the Western-
style technical system, in order to return to traditional social
structures. This is the most complete revolution. I know that
some may object that the Islamic powers do use the most mod-
ern techniques in warfare and petroleum exploitation, and, I
would add, transport… All this is accurate, but in Islam, tech-
nique does not dominate society. Society is always and before
all else religious. Religion has power over everything.The ques-
tion that remains before us is to see which will win out: the “Is-
lamists,” or the moderating trends and secularizing movements
of the state. If the former, we will have the first worldwide vic-
tory of a revolution, but at the cost of the world’s total enslave-
ment. For Islam is equivalent to what communism was, in its
will for absolute domination of the entire world.

Note 2

Footnote 22 on page 28 indicates the point where this note
belongs.

I cannot analyze all of the political orientations that
churches have taken since this book was written. In any case,
it can be said that contrary to the time around 1945, politics
has become the principal preoccupation of a great number of
churches and international Christian organizations (the World
Council of Churches, for example). These churches’ tendencies
are simple: because one must be on the side of the poor and
oppressed, the churches have become involved in all of the
so-called “liberation” struggles, whether in Vietnam or Africa.
They have sometimes supported communist movements,
automatically and thoughtlessly taken the side of peoples of
color, and often provided aid to “revolutionary” movements.

But, as these stances were the result of people who under-
stood nothing about politics, who were uninformed about the
tactical and strategic principles of communism and unaware
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that those around Lenin, for example, were already studying
how to use colonized peoples to destroy capitalist power by cre-
ating social unrest, they found themselves in completely erro-
neous and irresponsible positions.4 I say irresponsible, because
once “revolutionary war” was won and the colonizers were
driven out, then in every country (except where decoloniza-
tion was not the result of war but of peaceful negotiation with-
out “revolution,” as in Senegal), dictatorships were established,
either as pure and simple dictatorships (in Central African Re-
public, Libya, Uganda, etc.), generally bloody, or communist
regimes were set up that were much more oppressive than the
colonial regime had ever been (in Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos,
Ethiopia, Angola, Congo, etc.).

When I say that these churches and the World Council of
Churches are irresponsible, it is because once one of these dic-
tatorships is set up, when there are massacres, and so on …
these churches and Council do not denounce them—do not
admit their mistakes—do not repent. Instead, they condemn
the European presence somewhere new (for example, in Israel
or South Africa), being sure that they are on the right side,
that of the poor (which is false), and without caring about the
consequences, despite all the past experiences. The example of
Rhodesia is particularly clear, but no one among the leaders of
these churches wants to recognize it in their struggle against
South Africa.5 They understand nothing, learn nothing, and be-
lieve they are just, while they create everywhere the greatest
injustices.

This is why I am completely hostile to most liberation the-
ologies (for there isn’t one!). Of course it is obvious that a revo-
lution must occur in Latin America, several revolutions: at the
political level, against the dictators (on the right or the left), at

4 Vladimir Lenin (1870–1924), communist leader of Russia or the Soviet
Union from 1917 until his death.

5 The independence of Rhodesia (today Zimbabwe) did not result in
the liberation of the poor but in the entrenchment of white minority rule.
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the economic level (by transforming the structures and the rela-
tionship with the multinational companies), at the social level
(by eliminating the unacceptable exploitation whose victims
are mostly the peasants), and at the ecological level (in order
to struggle against the devastation of the earth’s riches and for-
est … ). But this cannot be done through violence or communist
action. (Of course, I am also hostile to the violent struggle of
the right, for example, the Contras.6) Here the churches would
have a great revolutionary role to play, but they have not real-
ized it, because they do not have enough political maturity.

6 A right-wing guerilla group active in the 1980s and 1990s that op-
posed the left-wing Sandinista government of Nicaragua.
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